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ABSTRACT 
 

J. GRAYSON CAMP: The Impact of the microbiota on transcriptional regulation in the 
vertebrate intestine 

(Under the direction of John F. Rawls) 
 
 

Animals evolved in a world pre-dominated by microscopic organisms. 

Colonization of intestinal tracts at birth by microbes initiates the next generation of an 

ancient symbiosis that profoundly impacts our physiology and pathophysiology. A record 

of this symbiosis is encoded in our genomes. In this dissertation, I explore how 

regulatory regions embedded in non-genic DNA mediate transcriptional responses to the 

intestinal microbiota. Extensive research has demonstrated that the complex community 

of microbes residing within our intestine (the gut microbiota) contributes biochemistries 

that enhance nutrient digestion, metabolize xenobiotics, and collectively function as an 

important environmental factor that modulates host energy balance and immunity. 

However, the mechanisms that host cells use to perceive and respond to these microbial 

activities are not well understood. I used the zebrafish and mouse gnotobiotic models to 

define mechanisms by which the microbiota regulates host transcription in the intestinal 

epithelium at the single gene and genome-wide scales. The intestinal microbiota 

enhances dietary energy harvest leading to increased lipid storage in peripheral tissues. 

This effect is caused in part by the microbial suppression of intestinal expression of a 

circulating inhibitor of Lipoprotein lipase called Angiopoietin-like 4 (Angptl4/Fiaf). I 

utilized the zebrafish in which host regulatory DNA can be rapidly analyzed in a live, 

transparent, and gnotobiotic vertebrate to define the cis-regulatory mechanisms 

controlling angptl4 transcription. I discovered an intronic cis-regulatory module (CRM) 
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that confers intestine-specific transcription and microbial suppression of angptl4. I used 

comparative sequence analysis from 12 fish species, functional mapping, and 

mutagenesis to define the minimal set of regulatory sequences required for activity of the 

angptl4 intestinal CRM. I applied computational prediction and DNA affinity 

chromatography to discern candidate transcription factors regulating angptl4 intestinal 

expression. At the genomic level, I employed DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq in the intestine 

of germ-free and conventionally-raised mice and zebrafish to facilitate the discovery of 

CRMs meditating host responses to the microbiota genome-wide. This work provides a 

novel paradigm for understanding how microbial signals interact with tissue-specific 

regulatory networks to control host gene expression and elucidates mechanisms 

mediating over 500 million years of co-existence and co-evolution of vertebrate hosts 

with their intestinal microbiota. 
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PREFACE 

 

The Waking 
By Theodore Roethke 

 
 

I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow. 
I feel my fate in what I cannot fear. 
I learn by going where I have to go. 

We think by feeling. What is there to know? 
I hear my being dance from ear to ear. 

I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow. 

Of those so close beside me, which are you? 
God bless the Ground! I shall walk softly there, 

And learn by going where I have to go. 

Light takes the Tree; but who can tell us how? 
The lowly worm climbs up a winding stair; 
I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow. 

Great Nature has another thing to do 
To you and me, so take the lively air, 

And, lovely, learn by going where to go. 

This shaking keeps me steady. I should know. 
What falls away is always. And is near. 

I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow. 
I learn by going where I have to go. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

Introduction 
 

The body surfaces of humans and other animals are colonized at birth by 

microorganisms. The majority of microbial residents on the human body exist within 

gastrointestinal tract (GI) communities, where they engage in symbiosis with host cells. 

The host genome encodes the ability to respond to microbial activities and therefore 

constitutes a nexus and historical record for this ancient symbiosis. Gene-specific and 

genome-wide profiling of host gene expression has provided an important window into 

the microbial impact on host physiology and pathobiology, however the mechanisms 

underlying host transcriptional responses to the microbiota are poorly understood. 

Recent advances in high-throughput sequencing have expanded our ability to perceive 

the membership and physiologic traits of microbial communities along the GI tract. 

These same tools have in parallel dramatically expanded the functional understanding of 

vertebrate genomes in the fields of comparative genomics, transcriptional regulation, 

and chromatin biology. I propose in this dissertation that it is time to merge microbiota 

research with these fields in order to gain new mechanistic insights into how microbial 

symbiosis can impact transcriptional regulation and its evolution on a genomic scale. 

The following chapters will describe our current understanding of the microbial impact on 

transcriptional regulation in the intestinal epithelium, the contributions this dissertation 

provides to advancing that knowledge, and strategies to further probe the ancient 

relationship between our own cells and those of our microbial counterparts. Chapter 2 

serves as a primer on host-microbiota symbioses and provides motivation for developing 
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methods to study transcriptional regulation and genomics in the vertebrate intestinal 

epithelium. Chapter 3 is a gene-centric analysis of the mechanisms that control 

transcription of angiopoietin-like 4 (angptl4) a gene that is expressed in the intestinal 

epithelium, functions in systemic lipid metabolism, and is dynamically regulated by the 

microbiota. I utilized the unique features of the zebrafish model to elucidate and 

characterize the in vivo activity of multiple DNA cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) that 

confer tissue-specific expression and microbial control of angptl4. The functional 

counterparts to CRMs are protein factors that bind DNA in trans to specify a genomic 

locus for transcriptional activation or repression. In Chapter 4, I discuss my efforts 

towards discovering transcription factors that regulate intestinal expression of zebrafish 

angptl4. This focused analysis on a single gene fostered an in depth appreciation of the 

intricacies that underlie gene expression programs and also established a set of 

methods to functionally assay CRMs in vivo in the presence and absence of a 

microbiota. Further, this work highlighted that sequence alignment alone limits the 

discovery of active regulatory regions in the zebrafish and other genomes. My ultimate 

goal is to understand how host-microbiota symbiosis impacts the evolution of non-coding 

cis-regulatory DNA. I therefore expanded my efforts to the genomic scale. In Chapter 5, I 

elucidated the genome-wide regulatory map of open chromatin in mouse and zebrafish 

intestinal epithelial cells and set forward plans to probe the impact of the microbiota on 

this chromatin landscape. Finally, in Chapter 6, I discuss future research initiatives at the 

interface of host-microbiota symbioses and transcriptional genomics. Cumulatively, this 

body of work vertically advanced the field of lipid metabolism by providing novel 

molecular mechanisms for tissue-specific and microbial regulation of angptl4 expression, 

and provides a powerful new platform for genome-wide discovery and characterization of 

cis/trans regulatory programs mediating host-microbiota symbioses.



CHAPTER 2 
 

Host-Microbiota Symbiosis and Transcription in the Vertebrate Intestine 
 

2.1  Overview 

Vertebrate gastro-intestinal (GI) tracts are home to a vast community of 

microorganisms that are integral for the development and health of the host animal. This 

chapter introduces salient features of host-microbe symbiosis highlighting the broad 

impact of the microbiota on intestinal epithelial cell biology in the small intestine. I 

provide an overview of current knowledge of transcriptional regulation in the intestinal 

epithelium and discuss how existing genomic approaches can be applied to elucidate 

regulatory DNA and transcription factors mediating intestine-specific responses to the 

microbiota. I discuss ways in which integrating genomic views of transcription with 

microbiota research will yield novel insight into the impact of environmental factors on 

transcription regulatory programs and genome evolution. Finally, I reinforce the 

importance of further developing gnotobiotic model systems to explore and functionally 

test predictions generated by genome-wide datasets in vivo.
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2.2  Introduction 

Multicellular animals (metazoans) evolved in a world that was predominated for 

billions of years by single-celled organisms. The advent of multicellularity [1] in the pre-

metazoan lineages approximately 700-800 million years ago [2] led to a remarkable set 

of evolutionary innovations allowing for increased cellular specialization and organismal 

growth. This growth created new physical habitats and metabolic niches for intrepid 

microorganisms to colonize, and gave rise to anatomically distinct symbiotic 

relationships between present day animals and associated microbes. The 

gastrointestinal (GI) tract of vertebrates and other animals is one of the most diverse 

habitats colonized by microbes (known as the intestinal or gut microbiota or flora). 

Microbes reach high densities within the GI tract of animals where they impact various 

aspects of host biology including nutrient digestion [3], xenobiotic metabolism [4], 

epithelial barrier function [5], immune homeostasis [6,7] and collectively function as an 

important environmental factor that modulates host energy storage [8-11].  It is no 

surprise then that the intestinal microbiota has now been implicated in many human 

pathologies including metabolic syndrome [12,13], inflammatory bowel disease [14,15], 

cardiovascular disease [16] and others [17]. A more complete understanding of the 

mechanisms mediating host response to microbial activity within the GI tract is needed if 

therapeutic manipulations of the microbiota and the host responses they evoke are to be 

achieved.  

The ancient symbiotic relationships between the host and microbial species 

within the GI tract are complex and human attempts to describe them use words such as 

mutualism, commensalism, parasitism, amensalism, and other more specialized 

terminology. It is becoming clear that host-microbe engagement is context dependent 

where environmental variables corroborate with microbial and host genetics to manage a 

subtle balance between the various forms of symbiotic interactions [18-21]. The history 
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of these interactions is, to a large extent, recorded in our genomes. These information-

coding systems are both elegant and cryptic. Genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is 

composed of aperiodic sequences of nucleotides that encode the instructions to develop 

and replicate both uni- and multi-cellular life forms. We are in the midst of a revolution in 

the biological sciences. The advent of “next-generation” DNA sequencing technologies 

[22,23] and their creative application to biological problems has profoundly altered our 

view of nature. High-throughput sequencing has made transformative impact in the 

scientific analysis of intestinal microbiota and vertebrate transcriptional genomics. 

However, the overlap between these two fields is fledgling at best. As DNA sequencing 

technologies continue to rapidly evolve, as do their democratization, the types of 

questions [24] open to interrogation co-evolve with them. With this perspective, I seek to 

highlight opportunities where advances in our understanding of the functional regions 

within metazoan genomes can be used to uncover the impact and history of host-

microbe symbioses on human biology. I will first describe in broad detail the ontogeny of 

the intestinal microbiota and provide illustrative examples of the microbial contribution to 

nutrient metabolism and absorption in the small intestine. I then highlight how genome-

wide profiling of gene expression has been an important window into the microbial 

impact on host physiology and pathobiology, and argue that the mechanisms underlying 

host transcriptional responses are poorly understood. Finally, I distill recent advances in 

the fields of chromatin biology and transcriptional regulation, and describe how these 

advances can be used to unravel microbial effects on gene regulation in the small 

intestinal epithelium, where I feel there is dramatic potential for knowledge gain.  

In principle, my core points can be applied to the colonic epithelium as well as 

any cell within the animal body and in various symbiotic contexts. Inquiry into the effects 

of the intestinal microbiota on host biology confronts a deep and complex world of 

physiologic knowledge spanning microbial ecology, comparative nutrition, digestive 
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anatomy and physiology, and immunology, the majority of which was outside the scope 

of my thesis work. I touch on some of these topics and provide primary references where 

appropriate and comprehensive reviews where needed. The microbiota exerts a 

profound effect on immune system development, homeostasis, and evolution and 

application of transcriptional genomics to these areas will yield insight, but I have opted 

to focus mostly on the role of the microbiota and host transcription in the realm of 

nutrient metabolism where significant gaps in our knowledge exist. Throughout this 

Chapter and the subsequent dissertation, I attempt to highlight how viewing host-

microbe symbiosis and transcriptional regulation through the lens of comparative 

evolution can shed light on human biology. I focus predominately on what has been 

learned through experimentation on mice and zebrafish as these are genetic model 

organisms amenable to gnotobiotics and represent approximately 450 million years of 

divergent co-evolution with their constituent microbiota. 

 

2.3  The Microbiota Impacts Intestinal Physiology 

2.3.1 An evolutionarily conserved developmental step 

The developing vertebrate embryo is encased within the confines of a structure 

that creates a barrier (though not always impenetrable [25]) between self and the 

external environment, a fascinating feature common to nearly all metazoans. Whether a 

shell or womb, this structure ensures that emergence of the offspring into the outside 

world occurs at a defined point in development. Colonization of the vertebrate intestine 

by environmental microorganisms begins at the moment of emergence from this 

chorionic structure and a life-long interaction between host and microbe ensues. This 

developmental step has occurred for every generation of offspring in nature since at 

least the last common vertebrate ancestor (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: Colonization by microorganisms is an evolutionarily conserved developmental step. 
Vertebrates have evolved structures (chorions) that encase developing offspring in what is thought to be a 
predominately germ-free environment. This barrier functions in part to regulate the timing of exposure of the 
developing embryo to environmental microorganisms. Images show developing embryos within their 
protective chorions from major vertebrate classes. The spindle diagram gives rough estimates of major 
divergences (classes, y-axis = eras and epochs, Geologic Time Scale) and diversity (families, x-axis) based 
on the paleontological record. Reproduced from an open source visualization (Peter Bockman) based on 
[26]. 
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2.3.2  Ontogeny of the intestinal microbiota 

Microorganisms (including virus, phage, Achaea, Bacteria, protozoa, and Fungi) 

assemble into diverse and dynamic communities within the gastrointestinal tracts of all 

animals. The extent of this diversity has only been uncovered in the past decade through 

the application of high-throughput sequencing to gene sequences derived from small 

subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA; 16s rRNA in Bacteria and Achaea, and 18S rRNA in 

Eukarya) and using these sequences to infer phylogenetic relationships between 

microbes within complex communities [27-29]. This technique has spawned hundreds of 

studies cataloging the microbial community composition in feces and different 

anatomical locations of various organisms [30-32] and large-scale collaborative efforts 

are in progress to define the dynamics of community organization in human populations 

[33,34]. One of the novel outcomes has been the realization that microbial community 

composition (~ 160 bacterial “species” in the human gut) is governed by ecological 

principles derived from macro-scale ecology such as dispersal, diversification, niche 

construction, environmental selection, and drift [18-21,35]. These principles, along with 

the selective effects of host diet, lifestyle, age, and genetics, shape local microbial 

assemblage within the geographical context of a living multicellular host organism 

sensitive and responsive to its microbial habitants [9,36]. Once assembled, the intestinal 

microbiota and their collective genomes (microbiome [37] or metagenome [38]) function 

as a non-self metabolic organ dramatically affecting the metabolic potential for dietary 

nutrient extraction and de novo synthesis of essential nutrients.  

Of particular interest is the finding that fecal microbiota from adult human 

monozygotic twins show no more similarity to each other than adult dizygotic twins 

suggesting the heritability of the microbiota, at least in humans, is low [30,39]. Fecal 

microbiota from biological mothers of teenage American twins showed no more similarity 

to their offspring than did biological fathers; furthermore, genetically un-related but co-
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habitating mothers and fathers had very similar microbiotas [39]. This data suggests that 

the long-term effects on microbial community composition of vertical transmission of an 

initial inoculum of microbes from mother to offspring, as well as host genetics, are 

apparently not as significant as continuous environmental exposures, lifestyle, and diet 

in humans. Indeed, diet explains much of the variance between microbial communities 

when comparing across mammals [31,40] and controlled experiments have revealed diet 

to be a major determinate of microbial community composition [30]. For example, 

changing mice from a normal diet to a high fat diet results in dramatic shifts in microbial 

community composition within 1 day of diet change [41]. Most comprehensive studies to 

date have focused primarily on the low hanging fruit of the fecal microbiota from humans 

or mice and it should be noted that the anatomical location within the GI tract also has 

distinct microbial communities. Furthermore, humans and laboratory mice are 

anomalous in their lifestyles with respect to the rest of the natural animal kingdom 

whereby genetics and vertical transmission may play stronger roles in other vertebrates. 

Our increased knowledge of the variables controlling assembly and homeostasis of this 

metabolic organ illustrates a growing need to understand the functional impact of the 

observed microbial diversity and dynamics on host cell biology.  

 

2.3.3 Gross anatomy of the vertebrate GI tract 

The major purpose of the digestive system is to convert exogenously acquired 

foodstuffs into nutrients and energy required for maintenance, growth and reproduction 

of the animal. The source of and relative reliance on the major classes of exogenous 

nutrient substrates such as carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and vitamins widely varies 

across animal lineages. For example, protein requirements for fish (44-60% in most 

Danio rerio diets) are much higher than those of laboratory mice (~18-20% for Mus 

musculus) [42,43]. The optimal proportion of dietary nutrients is further influenced by the 
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ontogeny and particular genetics of the individual organism [42,44]. Naturally, distinct 

evolutionary histories involving diet choice and substrate reliance have shaped the 

morphological and functional anatomy of vertebrate GI tracts [45]. The vertebrate GI 

tract has distinct functional regions along the proximal-distal axis and broad comparisons 

between vertebrates can best be made using nomenclature such as headgut, foregut, 

pancreas and biliary system, midgut, and hindgut. Compared with herbivorous 

ruminants, the foregut (esophagus, stomach), midgut (small intestine: duodenum, 

jejunum, ileum), and hindgut (cecum, proximal colon, distal colon) of omnivorous 

mammals such as mice and humans are anatomically similar [45]. In humans, nutrient 

processing and absorption has distinct anatomical hotspots along the length of the 

midgut. For example, carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids are absorbed in each section, 

but to the greatest extent in the duodenum. Conversely, bile acids and some vitamins 

are absorbed mostly in the ileum [46]. The zebrafish GI tract is also functionally distinct 

along the proximal-distal axis (foregut or anterior intestine or segment 1, midgut or 

middle intestine or segment 2, hindgut or posterior intestine or segment 3) however in 

contrast to mammals, teleost fish do not have a stomach (Figure 2.2). Similar to 

mammals, the majority of nutrient absorption and digestion in the zebrafish most 

probably occurs in the anterior intestine, whereas the zebrafish hindgut (which lacks a 

cecum) appears morphologically similar to the mammalian colon [47]. The extent to the 

functional similarity of nutrient metabolism between zebrafish and human is not entirely 

known and represents an interesting direction for comparative physiology. Nonetheless, 

it is believed that vertebrates use similar cellular pathways and molecular machines 

[45,47] to assimilate carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and vitamins for use by the host.  
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Figure 2.2: General features of the zebrafish model. 
(i) Zebrafish undergo rapid and external development with a functioning GI tract at approximately 5 days 
post fertilization (dpf). (ii) The zebrafish digestive tract includes a liver (li), exocrine pancreas (pa), endocrine 
pancreatic islet (is), functionally segmented intestine (segment 1/anterior/foregut, segment 2/middle/midgut, 
segment 3/posterior/hindgut). Muscle (mu) and swim bladder (sb) are colored in gray. (ii) The intestinal 
epithelium is composed of absorptive enterocytes, goblet cells, and enteroendocrine cells. The anterior (A) 
and posterior (P) axes are denoted. Adult zebrafish maintain a functionally segmented intestine and have 
intestinal folds/villi similar to mice, but crypts are absent. (iii)  Zebrafish are optically transparent and 
amenable to transgenesis. The image shows a 6 dpf double transgenic larvae expressing a reporter driven 
by an intestine specific promoter (red, Tg(ifabp:DsRed)) and a neutrophil specific promoter (green, 
Tg(mpo:egfp)). (iv) Zebrafish are amenable to gnotobiotic rearing techniques. At 0 dpf embryos within their 
protective chorions can be derived germ-free (GF) by surface sterilizing the chorion with solutions of iodine 
and bleach. (iv) GF animals can then be reared in sterile chambers such as cell culture flasks and fed 
specialized sterile diets.  
 

 

2.3.4 Cellular anatomy of the vertebrate midgut 

The vertebrate midgut is lined with a layer of rapidly self-renewing epithelial cells 

that provide the cellular interface between the host organism and the intestinal 

microbiota. The primary function of the midgut epithelium is to digest and absorb 

nutrients, provide a physical barrier against microbial infiltration to the interior of the 

body, and signal dietary information to other organ systems. In both fish and mammals, 

three major differentiated cell types (absorptive enterocytes, mucous-secreting goblet 

cells, and hormone-secreting enteroendocrine cells) largely perform these roles. Mice 

and other mammals have a fourth cell type (paneth cells) located at the base of the villi 

in the crypts of Lieberkühn in the small intestine, which have roles in innate immunity 

and secrete various bactericidal defensin peptides and lysozymes [48]. There does not 
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seem to be paneth cells or crypts in the zebrafish intestine [47], however bactericidal 

proteins such as defensins are conserved and expressed in the zebrafish intestinal 

epithelium [49]. Absorptive enterocytes comprise 80-90% of the midgut epithelium 

whereas up to 15 enteroendocrine cell subtypes are scattered throughout the mucosa 

comprising ~1% of epithelial cells [50]. Generally, paneth cells are enriched in the 

murine ileum and absent from the colon, and goblet cell number  increases distally along 

the longitudinal axis reaching maximum numbers in the colon (~4-16%) [48]. In the 

zebrafish, enteroendocrine cells are observed only in the anterior intestine (segment 1), 

goblet cells are located in all regions, and distinct populations of enterocytes constitute 

the anterior versus mid/posterior intestine [47].  

 

Terminology Definition 

Germ-free Free from any other detectable form of life (aka. axenic) 

Conventionally-raised (CONV-R) Harboring the ‘normal’ indigenous, but undefined, microflora 

Conventionalized (CONVD) Ex-germfree animal colonized with a ‘normal’ microflora 

Gnotobiotic (GN) Describes an animal system in which all of the life forms are 
known 

Mono, di, poly-associated (MA, 
DA, PA) 

Ex-germfree animal harboring 1, 2, or more micro-organisms of 
known identity  

Specific-pathogen free (SPF) Free from pathogens, which can be specified, but otherwise 
with an undefined microflora 

 
Table 2.1: Common terminology used in gnotobiotic research 
 

2.3.5 Genetic repertoire of the intestinal microbiota 

The gut microbiome (the cumulative genomes of the gut microbiota) encodes 

enzymes that aid in digestion of macromolecules and pathways that contribute 

metabolites distinct from the host repertoire [30,51-53]. In a pivotal study, Qin et al. used 

metagenomic sequencing to describe the microbial genes prevalent in fecal samples 

from 124 European individuals. This microbial gene set was 150 times larger than the 
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human gene counterpart and revealed a number of functional complementarities 

between the host genome and the microbial metagenome. For example, gut bacteria 

genomes are enriched for genes involved in fermentation of polysaccharides to generate 

energy and in the process releasing short-chain fatty acids (such as acetate, propionate, 

and butyrate) as by products, which are used by the host also as an energy source [3]. 

Microbial metagenomes are further enriched for genes involved in amino acid and lipid 

biosynthesis, and have capabilities for xenobiotic metabolism such as degradation of the 

common food supplement benzoate into pimeloyl-coenzyme-A, a precursor to biotin 

synthesis [52]. Intriguingly, this study also showed that only about 38% of prevalent 

microbial genes are common to all of the human-associated fecal microbiotas. It will be 

interesting to see how this trend varies along the length of the intestinal tract and in other 

host species. As the frontline, the intestinal epithelium senses these microbial-derived 

products and responds to them. Comparisons in animals with and without a microbiota 

are crucial to elucidate these responses.  

 

2.3.6 Gnotobiotic vertebrate models: the power of comparison 

Because evolution selected for general sterility within the chorion of the 

developing vertebrate embryo (Figure 2.1), researchers are able to derive animals 

microbe-free (germ-free, GF; Table 2.1) by sterilizing the external surface of the womb 

or egg and rearing the animals in an environment impervious to microorganisms. The 

first germ-free animal (a guinea pig) was obtained in 1895 by Nuttal and Thierfeld [54] 

and later entire colonies of germ-free rodents could be established [55]. Since that time 

germ-free derivation and rearing procedures [56] have been established for many other 

vertebrates including chickens, rabbits, gerbils, pigs, dogs, and zebrafish [57]. As 

expected, significant hurdles were encountered early on due to difficulties in maintaining 

general sterility and incomplete knowledge of nutrient requirements for growth and 
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successful reproduction. This is still an obstacle with the zebrafish and we have not yet 

generated sterile zebrafish colonies that can be propagated through successive 

generations. However, there are numerous technical difficulties associated with deriving 

and rearing rodents GF, and therefore requires the generation and maintenance of 

stable GF colonies. This provides a hurdle to using genetics to study host responses to 

the microbiota. In contrast, the relative ease of GF zebrafish derivation, rapid and 

external development, optical transparency, and genetic tractability make it an efficient 

system to explore host mechanisms mediating microbial responses (Figure 2.2).  

Despite initial concerns about the capacity for axenic life, GF mice tend to be 

leaner and longer-lived than conventionally-raised (CONV-R) mice when fed appropriate 

diets [58]. Germ-free mice or zebrafish can be colonized with single microorganisms 

(mono-association, MA) or consortia of microorganisms (conventionalized, CONVD), 

and the microbial impact on various biological processes can be monitored. This has 

provided decades of phenotypic knowledge concerning the impact of the microbiota on 

the physiologic environment encountered by intestinal epithelial cells [3,58]. For 

example, the presence of a microbiota deconjugates and dehydoxylates bile acids [59], 

metabolizes bilirubin [60], degrades glycoproteins produced by goblet cells [61], and 

increases epithelial cell turnover [62]. Application of metabolomics in GF versus CONV-

R/CONVD have described widespread microbial impact on the nutrient environment [53], 

consistent with the functional complementarities of host and microbial genomes revealed 

by metagenomics [52,63]. One consequence of the interplay between bacteria and host 

diet is an apparent increase in lipid absorption by enterocytes, which also led to 

increased lipid deposition in extra-intestinal tissues such as liver hepatocytes [64]. These 

studies highlight that the metabolic landscape encountered by intestinal epithelial cells is 

dynamic and dependent on microbial activities. The molecular mechanisms governing 
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epithelial responses to the microbiota and their evolution have not been studied with 

modern tools. 

 

2.4  Transcriptional Regulation in the Intestine 

An obvious yet fascinating feature that distinguishes multicellular life from 

unicellular counterparts is the use of a single genome to build, connect, and maintain a 

myriad of specialized cell types. The faithful execution of these processes requires 

precise spatiotemporal orchestration of gene expression. Vertebrate genomes contain 

billions of nucleotides (1-2 meters in length) that are assembled into linear chromosomes 

and packaged as chromatin into tiny spaces (10µm3) within the cell. Protein-coding 

genes comprise only a small percentage (less than 5%) of nucleotides in vertebrate 

genomes, and the function of the remaining non-coding regions is of considerable 

interest [65,66]. It is becoming apparent that much of the non-coding DNA regions 

function to regulate cell-type specific deployment of proteins and RNAs at the level of 

transcription [67-70]. In this section, I review salient features of eukaryotic transcriptional 

regulation and discuss how sequencing based technologies are well suited for 

elucidating regulatory mechanisms governing host-microbe symbioses. 

 

2.4.1 Molecular anatomy of transcriptional regulation 

There has been significant progress in the field of transcriptional regulation since 

the discovery of RNA polymerase [71], regulatory DNA [72], and summarization of the 

central dogma of molecular biology [73]. A plethora of general transcription factors and 

mediator co-activator subunits that enable RNA polymerase assembly and recruitment to 

the transcription start site of genes are known [74]. Known also are checkpoints and 

steps governing transcription initiation, elongation, and termination [75]. We think RNA 
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polymerase can be paused or poised [76] and that chromatin and its remodelers play 

active roles throughout gene regulation [77,78]. We now observe that the genome is 

pervasively transcribed and that RNA can regulate its own expression [79,80]. We are 

even beginning to understand transcriptional events in single cells at single molecule 

resolution [81,82]. Of specific interest to this thesis, concerns the knowledge that 

specification and tuning of transcriptional activity proceeds through coordinate 

interactions between sequence specific transcription factors (also called transcriptional 

activators/repressors or transcriptional regulators) and cis-acting non-coding DNA 

(called cis-regulatory module, CRM or cis-regulatory element, CRE or cis-regulatory 

region). CRMs can be classified into two broad categories: (i) a promoter, composed of a 

core RNA polymerase binding sites and proximal regulatory sequences and (ii) distal 

regulatory regions, such as enhancers, repressors, insulators or locus control regions 

[83] (Figure 2.3). Both classes engage in regulatory functions, but it is the second class 

that appears to exhibit the majority of cell type and environment-specific regulatory 

control. Distal CRMs are often functionally autonomous [68] harboring binding sites for 

many transcription factors [84], and can be located anywhere (near the transcription start 

site, within introns, within exons, tens of thousands of base-pairs up or downstream, 

even on different chromosomes) (Figure 2.3). Chromatin looping plays a role in directly 

linking a distal CRM with the target gene promoter, however alternative indirect 

mechanisms such as place holding, spreading, and non-coding RNA intermediaries 

appear to better explain some experimental observations [85]. Recent work showed 

convincingly that intragenic CRMs could function both as an enhancer, and also as a 

promoter upon deletion of the proximal promoter of the target gene [86]. Identifying 

CRMs, discovering the transcription factors they bind, and deciphering the logic 

underlying their function still presents a formidable challenge within any given cell type. 
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2.4.2 The microbiota modulates host transcription in the intestine 

Gene-specific and genome-wide profiling of gene expression has been an 

important window into the impact of the microbiota on host biology. In a recent 

comprehensive survey in the duodenum, jejunum, ileum, and colon, it was shown that 

the microbiota differentially regulates gene expression across the length of the GI tract 

(5663 cumulatively in the small intestine) [87-89]. The most highly enriched gene 

categories in the small intestine were associated with innate and adaptive immunity and 

nutrient metabolism, suggesting that many of the observed microbiota-related 

phenotypes have a transcriptional component. Similar results in genome-wide surveys of 

differentially expressed genes in GF versus CONV-R or CONVD zebrafish established a 

set of evolutionarily conserved transcriptional responses to the microbiota [90]. Notably, 

host cell response depends on the particular composition of microbes within 

communities in the intestine. For example, colonization of GF mice with a zebrafish 

microbiota elicited both overlapping and distinct transcriptome responses compared to 

colonization with a mouse microbiota. In fact, a microbiota transplanted from rat to 

mouse did not stimulate gene expression changes required for proper immune system 

development exemplifying the specificity of the co-evolved symbiosis between host 

species and their microbiota [91]. Though gene expression changes are often governed 

at the level of transcription, post-transcriptional regulation through alterations in mRNA 

splicing, stability, or translation may also be influenced by microbial activities.  

It should be noted that genes do not have to be differentially regulated by the 

microbiota to be important for host-microbe symbiosis. This was observed for Toll-like 

receptor (TLR) 5, a transmembrane protein that recognizes bacterial flagellin and 

mediates the homeostatic balance between infection and inflammation. TLR5 was not 

differentially transcribed in response to the microbiota [87] yet TLR5 deficient mice have 

mice have an altered gut microbiota and exhibit hallmarks of metabolic disease [12]. In  
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Figure 2.3: Non-coding DNA in gene regulation. 
(A) Cartoon schematic of a typical gene locus illustrating types of cis-regulatory elements controlling gene 
expression. Coding exons are in dark purple, 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) are in light purple. 
Introns and other “non-functional” DNA are in gray. The proximal promoter is in green with core regulator 
regions indicated. The TATA box is in blue. Proximal and distal cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) are in 
orange. Note that CRMs can be located anywhere and function to specify spatiotemporal gene expression. 
(B) DNA is assembled into chromatin creating a three-dimensional layer to gene regulation. Transcription 
factors bind to CRMs distinguished by nucleosome depleted regions, H3K427 acetylation, and H3K4me1 
methylation. Binding recruits co-activators and Mediator, which in turn create a chromatin environment 
conducive to RNA polymerase II binding to the proximal promoter, transcription initiation, and productive 
elongation. (C) Artistic visualization (reproduced with permission by David Goodsell) of the interferon-ß 
enhanceosome [84] revealing the complex nature and high specificity inherent to some CRMs. Here, there 
are 8 protein factors that make direct or indirect contact with nearly every base-pair within the 55 bp CRM. 
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such cases where the expressed gene mediates host-microbe symbiosis and 

transcription takes place without effect from the microbiota, then one might expect 

relatively high expression in the intestinal epithelium or associated lymphoid tissues 

when compared to other tissues or cell types. In this way, transcription can be regulated 

by mechanisms controlling cell type specificity and/or environmental response. It would 

be tedious to catalog the thousands of genes and their functions that are either highly 

expressed in the intestinal epithelium or differentially regulated by the microbiota. 

Instead, I highlight 10 genes that have a defined role in mediating host-microbe 

symbiosis (Table 2.2) on which new genomics methodologies should be able to 

comprehensively address their regulatory mechanics. Notably, Angiopoietin-like 4 

(Angptl4), a central regulator of lipid metabolism and fat storage, is suppressed 

specifically in the intestinal epithelium by the microbiota [8]. Angptl4 suppression leads 

to increased fat storage in CONV-R and CONVD mice in comparison to GF counterparts 

due to its role as a direct inhibitor of Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) (Figure 2.4). This 

suppression is conserved in the zebrafish and therefore represents an evolutionarily 

ancient regulatory event. The mechanisms governing Angptl4 intestinal transcription and 

microbial suppression are unknown, as is the case for the majority of genes mediating 

host-microbe interactions in the intestinal epithelium. In Chapter 2, I harness the unique 

attributes of the zebrafish (Figure 2.2) to understand the mechanisms controlling Angptl4 

suppression by the microbiota. 

 

2.4.3 Transcription factors mediating intestinal epithelial gene expression 

Sequence specific DNA-binding factors regulate gene expression at the level of 

transcription by selecting a gene locus for activation or repression. There are many 

transcription factors that are known to regulate gene expression in the intestinal 

epithelium. Notable examples include SMAD proteins (SMADs), caudal-related  
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Table 2.2: Unsolved mysteries in host-microbe symbioses 

 

homeobox factors (Cdx), Krüpple-like factors (KLF), Hepatic nuclear factors (HNFs), 

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs), GATA binding factors (GATA), 

Nuclear Factor kappa B (NFκB), Signal transducer and activator of transcription 

(STATs), and Suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS), any of which could mediate 

multiple aspects of host-microbe symbiosis. NFκB has been extensively studied as a 

central regulator of inflammatory responses to the microbiota in mammals [92,93] and 

zebrafish [94], and functions as an inducible transcription factor in diverse cell lineages 

[95]. GATA 4,5,6 are all expressed in the intestinal epithelium in mouse [96-98] and 

zebrafish [99,100] functioning to modulate the expression of genes involved in epithelial 

cell differentiation, nutrient metabolism [101] and immune responses [102]. Nuclear 

receptors such as PPARs [103], HNFs [104], Liver X receptor (LXR) [105,106], Vitamin 

Gene Regulation 
 

Tissue/Cell-
type 

Species Function REF 

Angptl4 Suppressed 
by 
microbiota 

Midgut 
(ileum)/IEC 

Dr, Mm Mediates microbiota-associated 
obesity 
 

Bäckhed, 
2004; Rawls, 
2004 

Alpi Induced by 
microbiota 

Midgut/IEC Dr, Mm Promotes mucosal tolerance to 
the microbiota 

Cheesman, 
2007 

T1r3, 
Slglt-1, 
αGus  

Induced by 
microbiota 

Midgut/IEC Mm Increased sucrose intake in GF 
mice 

Swartz, 2012 

RegIIIg Induced by 
microbiota 

Midgut/PC Mm Bactericidal c-type lectin 
expressed by paneth cells 

Hooper, 2006 
 

Mucin1-
4 

Differentially 
regulated by 
microbiota 

Midgut, 
Hindgut/IEC 

Mm Mucins maintain barrier function 
and are substrates for microbial 
symbionts 

Wei, 2012; 
Comelli, 2007 
 

Ang-1 Induced by 
microbiota 

Midgut/IEC Mm Promotes microbiota induced 
vascular remodeling via tissue 
factor (TF) glycosylation 

Reinhardt, 
2012 
 

α1,2-FT Induced by 
microbiota 

Midgut 
(Ileum)/IEC 

Mm One of many 
fucosyltransferases regulated 
by Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron 

Bry, 1996 
 

Crt1 Induced by 
microbiota 

Midgut/IEC Mm Mediates absorption of heavy 
metals in intestinal epithelium 
perhaps through competition 
with microbiota 

Hooper, 2002 
 

Tlr-5 unchanged Midgut/PC Mm Absence of expression results 
in microbiota-induced metabolic 
syndrome 

Vijay-Kumar, 
2010 
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D Receptor (VDR) [107], Farnesoid X receptor/Bile acid receptor (FXR/BAR) [108], 

represent an important class of transcription factors that could have direct roles in host-

microbe symbiosis by sensing microbial metabolites such as short-chain fatty acids and 

bile acid derivatives. Wnt signaling pathway transcription factors such as T cell factor 

(TCF) [109], Cdx1/2 [110] and Sox9 [111], and Notch signaling pathway transcription 

factors Hes1, Math1 [112] and Krüppel-like factors 4/5 [113] have highly conserved roles 

in intestinal cell-fate specification and differentiation. The Transforming growth factor-

beta (TGF-ß) signaling pathway and associated transcription factors from the Smad 

family [114] as well as the Jak/Stat pathway and associated Stat and Socs [115] 

transcription factors perform integral regulatory functions in epithelial tissues to maintain 

mucosal integrity, renewal, and repair. 

Each of these transcription factor families and associated signaling pathways are 

integral to intestinal epithelial cell physiology. However, most of this knowledge has been 

interpreted with a focus on stem cell biology, immune response, or diseases such as 

cancer. There is much less knowledge available concerning the role of these factors in 

the context of host-microbe symbiosis. As an example, searching Pubmed with the 

terms Wnt AND intestine gives 521 publications, whereas searching with Wnt AND 

microbiota gives 5 (521:5). The trend is similar for NFkB (1065:25), PPAR (391:11), TGF 

Beta (1249:25), Jak/stat (42:2, both are Drosophila papers), nuclear receptor (2542:34). 

Varying the terms or using ISI web of knowledge gives a similar story. Furthermore, 

searching for microbiota OR gut flora (4552) AND transcription factor gives only 136 

references compared to intestine AND transcription factor (7525). Even less is known 

about the cis-regulatory modules that interpret transcription factor activity in this context. 

With new tools and powerful model systems in place, it is an appropriate time to fully 

consider the role of the commensal microbiota on intestinal transcriptional regulation.  
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Figure 2.4: Microbial suppression of intestinal expression of Angptl4 
Cartoon model showing that Angiopoietin-like 4 (Angptl4), is suppressed specifically in the intestine of 
conventionalized (CONVD) mice compared to germ-free (GF) counterparts. This suppression is correlated 
with increased nutrient uptake in enterocytes, increased serum triacylglycerides (TG), increased lipoprotein 
lipase (LPL) activity, and increased fat storage in CONVD mice.   
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2.5  Genomic Approaches to Discover CRMs 

2.5.1 Genomes as reagents for CRM discovery 

Prior to the genomics age, practical discovery and functional characterization of 

regulatory regions was limited to DNA in close proximity to the transcription start site of 

single genes. The same technological advances in sequencing that have reignited 

interest in the intestinal microbiota have been driving the discovery of the features and 

functions of non-coding DNA [23,68,116].  As of writing this thesis, there are currently 

thirty-four publically available sequenced vertebrate genomes and soon there will be 

thousands more [117,118]. The diversity of sequenced vertebrates allows one to view 

genomes through the powerful lens of evolutionary time. Sequence alignment has 

revealed conservation in distal CRMs [119-121] with constraint far above what is 

expected for neutrally evolving DNA [122], thus implying function. Sets of conserved 

non-coding elements (CNEs) are enriched for known regulatory regions (enhancers, 

insulators, suppressors, LCRs) and many have been tested for functional enhancer 

activity in vivo [123,124]. A recent study showed that the extent to conservation (or the 

appearance of a conserved regulatory region in branches of the phylogeny) is 

dependent on the type of gene regulated [120]. This work discovered that regulatory 

innovations probably occurred in waves, where CNEs near genes involved in 

transcription factor activity or development were ancient and CNEs near genes involved 

in signaling pathways or post-translational protein modifications were more recent. This 

confirmed previous studies revealing that non-coding DNA conservation between fish 

and mammals is low compared to protein coding regions, and that CNEs shared 

between fish and mammals are enriched near developmental transcription factors [124]. 

There are therefore limitations to using sequence conservation as the only metric for 

discovering cis-regulatory modules. First, a conservation approach requires both distant 

and closely related genomes in order to distinguish signal from noise. Second, current 
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sequence alignment algorithms may not detect all conservation. Third, one interpretation 

from the Lowe et al. study could be that regulatory modules involved in certain biological 

processes evolve differentially. Fourth, the rules governing constraint and evolvability of 

cis-regulatory modules are not well understood. Fifth, and most importantly, 

conservation does not predict cell type and environment-specific activity. Therefore, 

other methods can be used to distinguish active non-genic DNA. 

 

2.5.2 The role of chromatin in gene regulation 

Eukaryotic genomic DNA is bundled into nucleosomes consisting of 

approximately 147 base pairs of DNA wrapped around 8 histone protein cores (two 

copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, H4) [125]. Nucleosome spacing and posttranslational 

modification status can have a profound effect on gene regulation [126]. Spacing 

proceeds through a combination of statistical positioning based on intrinsic DNA 

sequence affinity of the histone octamer, competition with other proteins for DNA 

binding, and active positioning by chromatin modifying factors [127]. Promoter regions 

and CRMs have the unique feature of being “open” or nucleosome depleted, allowing 

transcription factors and polymerases to access regulatory DNA regions. Histones are 

highly conserved proteins and each core histone contains a conserved unstructured tail. 

Histone tails can be modified post-translationally at specific residues by covalent 

methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and many others [128]. A 

technique called chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) has been applied extensively to 

investigate where histones with different modifications are located on DNA [129]. Briefly, 

in this method (I) DNA-protein complexes are cross-linked in vivo, (ii) cells are lysed and 

chromatin sheared, (ii) complexes are immunoprecipitated with an antibody targeting the 

protein, (iii) crosslinks are reversed, (iv) and the DNA sequence determined using PCR, 

microarray, or high-throughput sequencing. Recent studies have elegantly revealed that 
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specific histone tail residues are differentially modified dependent on the location of that 

nucleosome in relation to functional elements within a genome (so called histone marks) 

[68,130]. Importantly, these marks are also associated with the activity of the genomic 

region (activation, repression, pausing, poised). The histone marks H3K4me1 

(active/poised) and H3K27ac (active) associate with enhancer regions and can 

distinguish cell type specific regulatory activity [131]. Furthermore, a number of 

antibodies used in mammals can function well in the zebrafish [132,133]. The same 

technique, ChIP-seq, can also be used to define target sites of transcription factors 

across the genome, though binding doesn’t necessarily lead to functional output [134]. It 

should be noted that a new version of ChIP-seq, dubbed ChIP-exo [135], is perhaps 

superior to classical ChIP because it localizes the DNA binding protein to single base-

pair resolution.  

Two complementary genome-wide methods, DNase-seq [136,137] and FAIRE-

seq [138,139], take advantage of the observation that eviction or destabilization of 

nucleosomes from chromatin is a characteristic feature of functional CRMs in eukaryotic 

genomes (Figure 2.5). DNase-seq is the genome-wide extension of the classical DNase 

I footprinting assay [140]. DNase I footprinting harnesses the feature that protein factors 

binding naked DNA block DNase I mediated enzymatic cleavage of underlying 

nucleotides, thus giving a quantitative footprint of the DNA binding factor. In the context 

of chromatin, the vast majority of DNA is protected from digestion by nucleosomes 

whereas regions adjacent to transcription factor binding are accessible or hypersensitive 

to DNase I cleavage (Figure 2.5A). This allows identification of “open” chromatin regions, 

which have very strong correlations with a variety of other markers (transcription factor 

binding, histone marks) of active non-coding regulatory function [136]. Within the “open” 

region defined by increased DNase I sensitivity there is often a discernible footprint of 

transcription factors bound to their cognate DNA sequence that is distinguished by a  
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Figure 2.5: Methods for genome-wide discovery of open chromatin 
(A) Flow chart describing DNase-seq methodology. Cells are lysed with weak detergent to release nuclei.  
Nuclei are incubated with various concentrations of DNase I endonuclease. Libraries are prepared from 
DNA that exhibits optimal DNase digestion (not shown). Digested DNA is blunt-ended with DNA polymerase. 
A biotinylated linker containing a MmeI binding site is ligated to the blunted end of digested DNA. MmeI 
digests DNA 20 bp away from the binding site in linker 1 and the digested product is incubated with Dynal 
streptavidin coated beads. Linker 2 is ligated to the blunt cut site of MmeI. The intervening DNA region is 
amplified by 12-16 rounds of PCR and the products are sequenced using Illumina single end reads. (B) Flow 
chart describing Formaldehyde Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE)-seq methodology. Cells 
or tissue are incubated with ~1% formaldehyde solution for a short duration (~5 minutes). Cross-linking 
efficiency between histones and DNA complexes is greater than that of other DNA binding factors. Cross-
linked cells are lysed and chromatin sheared by sonication. Sonicated samples are phenol-chloroform 
extracted, which isolates free DNA (enriched for regulatory regions) into the aqueous phase and cross-
linked nucleosomal DNA is trapped at the interphase. DNA fragments are prepared for Illumina single-end 
sequencing using the TruSeq kit. (C) Hypothetical sequencing results for a gene of interest. Exact cut sites 
(DNase, blue) or sequencing read counts (FAIRE-seq, green) are mapped to the appropriate reference 
genome sequence and visualized in a genome browser (such as UCSC). DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq peaks 
largely overlap [141]. DNase-seq has a high signal-to-noise ratio and distinguishes DNA-protein footprints at 
high resolution (inset). 
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local decrease in DNase I sensitivity [142]. Combined with a high signal-to-noise ratio, 

DNase-seq offers a powerful and validated method to discern nucleosome depleted 

regions as well as transcription factor-DNA interactions across the genome. 

Formaldehyde-Assisted-Isolation-of-Regulatory-Elements (FAIRE) is an 

alternative approach to discover “open” chromatin based on differences in cross-linking 

efficiencies between DNA and nucleosomes compared to DNA and sequence-specific 

DNA-binding proteins (Figure 2.5B). In this assay, cells are covalently cross-linked 

briefly with formaldehyde, lysed and sonicated, and sheared chromatin is extracted with 

phenol/chloroform. Extraction enriches unbound DNA into the aqueous phase and 

protein-bound DNA is trapped to the organic/aqueous phase interface. Unbound DNA is 

isolated and assayed for locus-specific (via quantitative PCR) or genome-wide (via 

microarray, high-throughput sequencing) enrichment patterns. The signal-to-noise ratio 

for FAIRE-seq is not as high on average as DNase-seq, and it has yet to be proven as a 

method for elucidating transcription factor footprints (Figure 2.5C). However, FAIRE 

does not require nuclei isolation so samples do not need to be in single cell 

suspensions, and other experimental practicalities [139] position FAIRE-seq to be 

amenable to higher-throughput capabilities. Both genomics tools, DNase-seq and 

FAIRE-seq, can uncover a range of cell-type specific elements (promoters, enhancers, 

silencers, insulators, locus control regions) and do not require an antibody [141]. The 

impact of environmental factors, such as changes in microbial community composition 

and diet, on open chromatin dynamics is not well understood, and neither assay has 

been applied to primary intestinal epithelial cells in mouse or zebrafish. 

 

2.5.3 Transcriptional genomics in the intestine 

These studies and many others have illuminated the regulatory landscape of 

diverse cells in a number of pathological conditions, however chromatin genomic 
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datasets from the small intestinal epithelium are lacking. Recently, ChIP-seq 

experiments targeting GATA6, CDX2, HNF4α were performed in Caco-2 cells (a 

pseudo-intestinal epithelial cell line) [143,144], and a dataset for FXR in primary small 

intestinal epithelial cells from mouse is also available [145]. A recent study analyzed the 

genome-wide chromatin landscape in primary crypts and cancerous crypts from the 

human colon and identified enhancer activity that was lost or gained in cancerous crypts, 

thus explaining a majority of transcriptional changes observed in cancerous versus non-

cancerous cells [146]. I suspect that similar changes to the chromatin landscape in 

response to microbial activity in the intestine could drive specific transcriptional 

programs that mediate host-microbe symbiosis. To date, there has been little effort to 

define the histone modification, transcription factor binding, or chromatin accessible 

landscape in any cell type in an axenic animal. 

 

2.5.4 Model organisms are in vivo assay systems 

Consortiums such as the Encyclopedia of DNA elements projects (ENCODE) 

and modENCODE projects have launched large-scale efforts aimed at identifying all 

functional elements within the genome of H. sapiens, D. melanogaster, and C. elegans. 

These ambitious initiatives will greatly enhance our current knowledge base for a defined 

set of species, tissues, and ontogenies. However, genomic regulatory responses to 

environmental change are fundamentally unknown, yet extremely important in all areas 

of biological and biomedical research. Furthermore many of the defined efforts in 

vertebrates will be performed in cell lines which no doubt have historic value in 

generating our current understanding of transcriptional regulation, but carry many 

caveats. It is my feeling that no existing computational, cell-culture, or in vitro system 

can fully reproduce the complexity associated with inter-cellular, inter-tissue, and inter-

organ communication systems, especially in the context of host-microbe symbiosis. 
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Therefore, to understand cis-regulatory function and evolution, there is a need to 

perform discovery of regulatory regions in primary cells and functional characterization in 

vivo [123,147]. In this light, the intestinal epithelium has a number of features that 

distinguish it as an ideal genomics system to study the evolution of cis/trans regulatory 

programs mediating host-microbe symbiosis. First, the cells are abundant, accessible, 

and can be collected with relative ease. Second, the fundamental role of the intestinal 

epithelium is similar in all metazoans providing many model systems for cross-species 

comparisons. Third, the intestinal epithelium marks the primary interface with the 

microbiota and intestinal epithelial cells experience dynamic environmental factors. 

Fourth, despite extensive physiologic, cellular, and molecular knowledge, there is a 

striking paucity of information regarding genome regulation in this vital organ.  

Probiotic, prebiotic, antibiotic, pharmaceuticals, strange foods and exotic 

beverages are consumed daily with limited knowledge of their impact on the microbial 

and host cells with which these foreign substance directly interface. An increased 

understanding of the mechanisms mediating the general impact of the microbiota on 

enterocyte, enteroendocrine, goblet, and paneth cell gene expression in a healthy 

context would pave the way for interrogation of these mechanisms in disease states. 

Once a set of conserved microbial response mechanisms are defined, then we can 

create reporter systems to determine the specific microbial signals and host signaling 

pathways that host cells use to perceive and respond to microbial activities. The 

zebrafish will be particularly useful for systematic genetic screening of microbial mutant 

strains [148] and chemical libraries [149,150]. A major route towards infection by 

pathogens is through the intestinal epithelium, and pathogens can subvert mechanisms 

that have evolved to maintain homeostasis between host cells and commensal microbes 

[151]. Furthermore, symbiosis is a sliding scale where one-time mutualists can become 

pathogenic if the opportunity presents itself. Therapies could be designed to shift this 
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balance towards mutualism if we knew better how the genetic programs have evolved to 

naturally maintain this balance. Genetic diseases can be caused by genic as well as 

non-genic mutations [152] because a mutation in a CRM may result in pathological 

alteration of transcript levels in the relevant tissue. Recent GWAS studies have identified 

numerous non-coding loci associated with intestinal disorders such as Crohn’s disease 

and ulcerative colitis [153], yet causal mechanisms remain elusive.  

Comparing functional CRMs in the intestine with other tissues would inform us to 

the degree of modularity in gene expression. This information could be used to design 

therapies that selectively alter intestinal gene expression or to predict off target effects. 

Transcription of genes that increase or decrease nutrient absorption in enterocytes could 

be targeted to combat over-nutrition or malnutrition. In a similar way, genes functioning 

in the biosynthesis, recognition, or secretion of hormones that are transcribed in 

enteroendocrine cells could be targeted to signal or inhibit satiety. It is possible that 

CRMs mediating microbial response are utilized in other tissues with epithelial 

associated microbiotas such as skin and lung and insight from the intestine could be 

extrapolated to these tissues [154]. The barrier and absorptive functions of trophoblasts 

lining the chorionic villi of the placenta are reminiscent of the intestinal epithelium and 

the impact of mutations, nutrients, or microbial derived products on regulatory landscape 

functioning in the intestinal epithelium could be predictive of seemingly disparate 

diseases in the placenta. Probing the impact of microbial symbiosis on intestinal gene 

expression in diverse fish, birds, and mammals could inform conservation, aquaculture, 

and agriculture rearing practices. In any case, defining a set of evolutionarily conserved 

host response mechanisms will maximize the utility of experimental systems, such as 

the gnotobiotic mouse and zebrafish, to model human health and pathology.   
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2.5.5 Cis-regulatory modules as mediators of host-microbe symbiosis 

There is strong precedence in suggesting that changes in gene regulation can be 

responsible for the evolution of phenotypes. In the field of Evo-Devo (Evolution + 

Development), Carroll, Kingsley, Wray and many others have long argued that changes 

in cis-regulatory sequences have major roles in shaping morphological diversity [155-

158]. What role does cis-regulatory evolution have in shaping intestinal physiology and 

host-microbe symbiosis? To address this question, we must profile the cis-regulatory 

genomic landscape in diverse germ-free, conventionally-raised, conventionalized, and 

mono-associated animals in various dietary conditions. To maximize insight, there 

should be systematic pipelines in place to (i) functionally test cis-regulatory modules for 

tissue-specificity and microbial response and (ii) discover associated transcription 

factors and signaling pathways functioning through the regulatory regions.  

This was the impetus for the subsequent work presented in this thesis. In the 

following chapters, I first focus on a single gene involved in host-microbe symbiosis 

(angptl4) and show that the zebrafish is a powerful system for structure-function analysis 

of regulatory DNA in vivo. I then adapt methods for discovering transcription factors that 

function through identified cis-regulatory modules. Finally, I develop multiple genome-

wide strategies to discover cis-regulatory modules in the intestinal epithelium in mouse 

and zebrafish. Cumulatively, this work is a major advance in our ability to probe and 

understand the ancient relationship between our own cells and the trillions of microbial 

organisms that travel through life with us.



CHAPTER 3 
 

Intronic Cis-Regulatory Modules Mediate Tissue-Specific and Microbial 
Control of Angptl4/Fiaf Transcription 

 

3.1  Overview 

The intestinal microbiota enhances dietary energy harvest leading to increased 

fat storage in adipose tissues. This effect is caused in part by the microbial suppression 

of intestinal epithelial expression of a circulating inhibitor of lipoprotein lipase called 

Angiopoietin-like 4 (Angptl4/Fiaf). To define the cis-regulatory mechanisms underlying 

intestine-specific and microbial control of Angptl4 transcription, we utilized the zebrafish 

system in which host regulatory DNA can be rapidly analyzed in a live, transparent, and 

gnotobiotic vertebrate. We found that zebrafish angptl4 is transcribed in multiple tissues 

including the liver, pancreatic islet, and intestinal epithelium, which is similar to its 

mammalian homologs. Zebrafish angptl4 is also specifically suppressed in the intestinal 

epithelium upon colonization with a microbiota. In vivo transgenic reporter assays 

identified discrete tissue-specific regulatory modules within angptl4 intron 3 sufficient to 

drive expression in the liver, pancreatic islet β-cells, or intestinal enterocytes. 

Comparative sequence analyses and heterologous functional assays of angptl4 intron 3 

sequences from 12 teleost fish species revealed differential evolution of the islet and 

intestinal regulatory modules. High-resolution functional mapping and site-directed 

mutagenesis defined the minimal set of regulatory sequences required for intestinal 

activity. Strikingly, the microbiota suppressed the transcriptional activity of the intestine- 

specific regulatory module similar to the endogenous angptl4 gene. These results 
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suggest that the microbiota might regulate host intestinal Angptl4 protein expression and 

peripheral fat storage by suppressing the activity of an intestine-specific transcriptional 

enhancer. This study provides a useful paradigm for understanding how microbial 

signals interact with tissue-specific regulatory networks to control the activity and 

evolution of host gene transcription.  

 

3.2  Introduction 

 The vertebrate intestine harbors a dense community of microorganisms (gut 

microbiota) that exerts a profound influence on distinct aspects of host physiology 

[20,37]. The gut microbiota has been identified as a potent environmental factor in a 

growing number of human diseases, including inflammatory bowel disease [15], 

antibiotic-associated diarrheas [16], cardiovascular disease [16], and obesity [9]. As a 

consequence, there is considerable interest in understanding the mechanisms by which 

this resident microbial community influences health and disease in humans and other 

animals.   

 The ability of the microbiota to modify host nutrient metabolism and energy 

balance is a prominent theme in host-microbe commensalism in the intestine. Recent 

mechanistic insights into this process have been provided by comparisons between mice 

reared in the absence of microbes (germ-free or GF) to those colonized with members of 

the normal microbiota, as well as high-throughput DNA sequencing analysis of the 

metabolic potential of gut microbial genomes. These approaches have shown that the 

gut microbiota contributes biochemical activities not encoded in the host genome that 

enhance digestion of dietary nutrients [52,159]. The resulting increase in digestive 

efficiency results in elevated plasma levels of triglyceride (TG)-rich lipoproteins [8,11]. 

TG within circulating lipoprotein particles is hydrolyzed through the rate-limiting activity of 

lipoprotein lipase (LPL) located at the luminal surface of capillaries. TG hydrolysis 
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releases free fatty acids (FFA) for uptake by adjacent tissues for oxidation (e.g., in 

cardiac and skeletal muscle) or fat storage (e.g., in adipose tissues) [160]. The presence 

of a gut microbiota also results in a concomitant reduction in intestinal expression of 

Angiopoietin-like 4 (Angptl4, also called Fiaf, Pgar, and Hfarp) [8,161], encoding a 

circulating peptide hormone that acts as a direct inhibitor of LPL activity [162-165]. 

Studies in gnotobiotic mice have indicated that microbial suppression of Angptl4 

expression is restricted to the intestinal epithelium and is not observed in other tissues 

that express Angptl4, such as liver and adipose tissue. This restricted suppression leads 

to a significant increase in LPL activity and fat storage in adipose tissue of animals 

colonized with a microbiota, which is an effect abolished in mice lacking Angptl4 [8]. 

These results have established Angptl4 as a key host factor mediating the microbial 

regulation of host energy balance and have raised considerable interest in defining the 

mechanisms underlying the tissue-specific and microbial regulation of Angptl4 

expression. The importance of understanding mechanisms regulating Angptl4 production 

is further underscored by reports suggesting that human ANGPTL4 functions as an 

important determinant of plasma TG levels [166,167] and by Angptl4’s additional 

functions in angiogenesis [168], tumor cell survival [169] and metastasis [170,171], and 

wound healing [172].!

 Previous studies have revealed that mammalian Angptl4 expression is subject to 

complex cell type-specific regulation but the underlying mechanisms remain unclear. 

Angptl4 mRNA in humans and rodents is expressed in multiple tissues, including 

adipose tissue, liver, intestinal epithelium, pancreatic islets, and cardiac and skeletal 

muscle [8,169,173-176]. Preliminary insights into the trans- and cis-regulatory 

mechanisms controlling Angptl4 transcription have been provided by analyses in non-

intestinal tissues. Members of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) 

family of nuclear receptors (i.e., PPARγ, PPARα, and PPARβ/δ) have been identified as 
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activators of Angptl4 expression in adipose tissue, liver [173,177], skeletal [178] and 

cardiac muscle [179], myofibroblasts [180], and colon carcinoma cells [181]. A PPAR-

responsive element (element defined as a transcription factor binding site or TFBS) 

located in the proximal portion of Angptl4 intron 3 has been shown to directly bind 

different PPAR family members in adipose tissue, liver [177], and myofibroblasts [180]. 

Additional studies in non-intestinal cell types have identified functional TFBSs for 

SMAD3 and glucocorticoid receptor in the 5’ distal region and 3’ untranslated region 

(UTR), respectively [180,182]. Angptl4 transcription is induced under hypoxic conditions 

in several non-intestinal cell types by hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α) [183,184]; 

however, the TFBSs mediating this response have not been identified. These studies 

support a role for these trans- and cis-regulatory factors in controlling Angptl4 

transcription in these cell types, yet the mechanisms underlying the transcription of 

Angptl4 in other tissues, such as the intestine and pancreatic islet, remain unknown. 

Moreover, the cis/trans-regulatory mechanisms underlying microbial suppression of 

Angptl4 transcription in the intestinal epithelium remain undefined.  

 The zebrafish (Danio rerio) provides unique opportunities to study the 

transcriptional regulatory programs mediating tissue-specific and the microbial control of 

vertebrate gene expression. Robust transgenesis methods using the Tol2 transposon 

system [185], large numbers of offspring, and optical transparency facilitate efficient 

spatiotemporal analysis of reporters driven by potential DNA regulatory regions in 

mosaic and stable transgenic animals [186]. The anatomy and physiology of the 

zebrafish digestive tract are highly similar to mammals, including an intestine, liver, gall 

bladder, and exocrine and endocrine pancreas [187-189]. The intestinal epithelium of the 

zebrafish displays proximal-distal functional specification and is composed of absorptive 

enterocytes as well as secretory goblet and enteroendocrine lineages [47,190]. The 

zebrafish intestine is colonized by a microbiota shortly after the animals hatch from their 
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protective chorions at 3 days post-fertilization (dpf) [191,192] and reaches a stage 

sufficient to support nutrient digestion by 5 dpf [193]. To study the roles of commensal 

microbes on zebrafish development and physiology, we have developed methods for 

rearing GF zebrafish and colonizing them with members of the normal zebrafish 

microbiota [57,194]. By combining these methods with functional genomic approaches, 

we identified zebrafish transcripts that display altered expression levels in animals raised 

GF compared to those colonized with a normal microbiota, including microbial 

suppression of a zebrafish homolog of mammalian Angptl4 [90,94,195]. The expression 

pattern of this zebrafish Angptl4 homolog, and the mechanisms underlying the tissue-

specific and microbial regulation of its expression, have not been previously described. 

 These features position the zebrafish as a powerful model for assaying the 

regulatory potential of DNA involved in mediating cell-specific and microbe-responsive 

transcriptional events. Previous studies of DNA regulatory potential in the zebrafish 

system have focused primarily on developmental genes [196-200], and it remains 

unclear if the lessons learned from these analyses [201] will apply to physiologic genes 

like Angptl4 that are regulated by endogenous as well as exogenous cues. Moreover, a 

paucity of available genome sequences for teleost species closely related to zebrafish 

has severely limited prior evolutionary analysis of cis-regulatory sequence and function. 

Here, we utilize the zebrafish to investigate the cis-regulatory mechanisms governing 

tissue-specific and microbial control of Angptl4 transcription. We focus our analysis on 

intestinal and islet expression, where the mechanisms regulating Angptl4 transcription 

have not been adequately examined. We first uncover distinct intronic cis-regulatory 

modules (CRM, defined here as a discrete DNA region containing sufficient information 

to confer a regulatory function) that mediate intestinal and islet expression. Using this 

information, we reveal that the intestine-specific CRM also responds to microbial stimuli 

to suppress angptl4 expression. These results provide novel insights into how 
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vertebrates might control the tissue-specific transcription of Angptl4 and constitute an 

important advance towards understanding how commensal gut microbes regulate gene 

expression and energy balance in their vertebrate hosts. 

 

3.3  Results 

3.3.1  Tissue-specific expression of zebrafish angptl4  

A comparative sequence analysis revealed that the zebrafish genome encodes a 

single ortholog of mammalian Angptl4 that displays marked amino acid sequence 

conservation with other vertebrate homologs (Figures 3.1A, 3.S1, 3.S2). We used RNA 

whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) to identify the tissues in which angptl4 is 

transcribed during zebrafish development. We found that zebrafish angptl4 mRNA is 

expressed ubiquitously in 1 dpf embryos (Figure 3.1B) but becomes enriched in specific 

tissues during post-embryonic stages. Transcripts for angptl4 are enriched in the 

intestinal epithelium by 4 dpf, shortly after the intestinal tract becomes completely patent 

(Figure 3.1C), and become localized to the anterior intestine (segment 1) by 6 dpf 

(Figure 3.1D,E). Transcripts for angptl4 were also enriched in the pancreatic islet by 8 

dpf (Figure 3.1F) and in the liver by 17 dpf (Figure 3.1G,H). Notably, the intestinal 

epithelium [8,161], liver [174,177], and pancreatic islet [175] in mammals also express 

Angptl4 mRNA. These data establish that the zebrafish angptl4 ortholog is expressed in 

a tissue-specific pattern that is conserved across vertebrate lineages and suggest that 

the underlying transcriptional regulatory mechanisms may also be conserved.  

 

3.3.2  Conservation in DNA sequence guides cis-regulatory module discovery 

Previous studies have indicated that conservation in non-coding genomic DNA 

sequence across vertebrate lineages can be a reliable predictor of cis-regulatory DNA 

regions [202,203]. We therefore used this approach to discover regulatory regions 
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controlling transcription of angptl4 in the liver, islet, and intestinal epithelium. Mammals 

and teleost fishes diverged approximately 438-476 million years ago [204], whereas 

zebrafish (clade Otocephala) diverged from other teleost fishes with currently-available 

genome sequence {clade Euteleostei; i.e., medaka (Oryzias latipes), stickleback 

(Gasterosteus aculeatus), fugu (Takifugu rubripes), and tetraodon (Tetraodon 

nigroviridis)} approximately 230-307 million years ago [205]. We generated multiple-

species LAGAN alignments with Vista software using 10 kb of genomic sequence 

surrounding and including the angptl4 loci from four teleost fishes (zebrafish, medaka, 

tetraodon, fugu) and three mammals {human (Homo sapiens), dog (Canis familiaris), 

and mouse (Mus musculus)}. Alignment of teleost and mammalian genomic sequences 

did not detect regions of primary sequence conservation within angptl4 non-coding 

regions (>50% over 100 bp; data not shown), suggesting that these alignment methods 

are not sufficiently sensitive to detect existing non-coding conservation [202] or that the 

composition and/or location of non-coding regulatory regions are not stringently 

conserved between these lineages. We therefore separately aligned teleost angptl4 

(Figure 3.2A) and mammalian Angptl4 loci (Figure 3.2B) and searched for non-coding 

sequence conservation in each lineage. These alignments revealed that human and 

zebrafish angptl4 loci both contain 7 conserved exons as well as a concentration of 

conserved non-coding sequences directly upstream of exon 1 and in intron 3 (Figure 

3.2). Similarities in gene structure and locations of conserved non-coding regions, in 

addition to conservation in gene expression patterns, support the hypothesis that the 

regulatory mechanisms of angptl4 transcription may be evolutionarily conserved.  
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Figure 3.1: Tissue-specific expression of zebrafish angptl4 mRNA. 
(A) Distance phylogram of Angptl4 protein from zebrafish (Dr, Danio rerio), catfish (Ip, Ictalurus punctatus), 
medaka (Ol, Oryzias latipes), tetraodon (Tn, Tetraodoan nigroviridis), fugu (Tr, Takifugu rubipres), xenopus 
(Xt, Xenopus tropicalis), chicken (Gg, Gallus gallus), mouse (Mm, Mus musculus), human (Hs, Homo 
sapiens), dog (Cf, Canis familiaris), pig (Ss, Sus scrofa), cow (Bt, Bos taurus). All nodes are significant 
(>700/1000 bootstrap replicates) except those marked with an asterisk (*). Scale bar indicates phylogenetic 
distance, in number of amino acid substitutions per site. We found that the genomes of zebrafish, channel 
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catfish (Ictaluris punctatus), and medaka (Oryzias latipes) encode a single ortholog of mammalian Angptl4, 
whereas two pufferfish species (Takifugu rubripes and Tetraodon nigroviridis) encode two Angptl4 paralogs. 
See also Figure 3.S1. (B-G) Whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) using a riboprobe targeting angptl4 
mRNA during various stages in zebrafish development reveals dynamic spatiotemporal gene expression 
patterns. (B) At 1 day post fertilization (dpf) embryos exhibit ubiquitous expression of angptl4. (C-D) By 4 
dpf, marked expression is observed in the intestinal epithelium (in, black arrowhead), but by 6 dpf, robust 
expression becomes largely localized to the intestine (black arrowhead) and pancreatic islet (not shown). 
The black arrow marks the boundary between the anterior intestine (segment 1) and mid-intestine (segment 
2). Scale bars = 500 µm. (E-F) Transverse sections of 6 dpf and 8 dpf animals confirm expression in the 
intestinal epithelium (E, in, black arrowhead) and pancreatic islet (F, is, black triangle). Scale bars = 50µm. 
(G-H) At 17 dpf, strong expression is observed in the liver (li, white arrowhead, dotted line outlines the liver). 
G, Scale bar = 250 µm; H, Scale bar = 50 µm. 
 

 

3.3.3  The angptl4 proximal promoter does not recapitulate mRNA expression 

patterns 

We assayed the regulatory potential of DNA upstream and proximal to the 

zebrafish angptl4 transcription start site (TSS) for the ability to transcribe a reporter in 

the intestine, liver, and islet. We first employed 5’ rapid amplification of cDNA ends 

(5’RACE) to determine the location of the TSS (Figure 3.S3B). We identified a single 

TSS located 89 base pairs (bp) upstream of the translation start site and a canonical 

TATA box at position -31 bp of the TSS (Figure 3.S3B). Based on this analysis and 

expressed sequence tag (EST) coverage of the zebrafish angptl4 locus (data not 

shown), we found no evidence of alternative promoters farther upstream of the defined 

TSS. Using Tol2 transposon transgenesis, we assayed the regulatory potential of 

genomic DNA upstream of the zebrafish angptl4 TSS, including the 5’ untranslated 

region (UTR) (Figure 3.S3A), to drive expression of an enhanced green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) reporter in 0-7 dpf zebrafish larvae. We found that regulatory DNA within -

1 kb, -3.5 kb, or -5.2 kb upstream of the TSS harbors the potential to drive GFP 

expression in mosaic animals in several tissues including liver at 6 dpf (Figure 3.S3C,E). 

Robust expression in the liver was confirmed in animals harboring stable germ-line 

incorporation of these transgenes (Figure 3.S3D,F). However, these angptl4 upstream 
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Figure 3.2: Multiple-species alignments reveal conservation in angptl4 gene structure and location of 
conserved non-coding regions. 
(A) VISTA plot displaying the global pairwise alignment of the zebrafish angptl4 locus with the orthologous 
medaka, tetraodon, and fugu regions and (B) human ANGPTL4 locus with the orthologous mouse and dog 
regions. Purple conservation peaks correspond to exonic sequences, and green conservation peaks 
represent non-coding sequences. The zebrafish and human gene structure are denoted by purple boxes 
above the corresponding VISTA plot (VISTA parameters: 100 bp sliding window, LAGAN alignment). Note 
that the concentration of conservation peaks within intron 3 of both teleost and mammalian angptl4 genes.  
 

 

regulatory sequences were not sufficient to drive detectable reporter expression in the 

intestine (Figure 3.S3G) or islet (data not shown). We therefore reasoned that 

information governing transcription in the intestine and islet must be located distal to the 

TSS and proximal promoter.  

 

3.3.4 Angptl4 intronic CRMs confer tissue-specific transcription 

Relatively high levels of DNA sequence conservation in both teleost and 

mammalian lineages (Figure 3.2) prompted us to test the 3rd intron of zebrafish angptl4 

for transcriptional regulatory potential. We cloned full-length zebrafish angptl4 intron 3 

(2,136 bp; designated in3) into a Tol2 transposon reporter vector upstream of a minimal 

mouse Fos promoter (Mmu.Fos) driving transcription of a GFP or tdTomato reporter. 

Importantly, the minimal Fos promoter alone is relatively inactive in most tissues and is 
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not sufficient to drive transcription of detectable levels of GFP in the intestine, islet, or 

liver [186]. Analysis of 6 dpf zebrafish larvae with mosaic expression of the Tg(in3-

Mmu.Fos:GFP) transgene disclosed that full-length in3 is sufficient to confer reporter 

expression in multiple tissues including the liver, muscle, intestine (Figure 3.3C), and 

islet (not shown). This expression pattern was confirmed in fish with stable germ-line 

incorporation of the transgene (Figure 3.3D). Guided by sequence conservation between 

zebrafish and medaka (Figure 3.2A), we assayed serial truncations of in3 for spatial 

regulatory potential to determine whether reporter transcriptional activity in these distinct 

tissues is governed by the same CRM or through multiple discrete CRMs, (Figure 3.3B). 

The first truncation separated liver expression (1,219 bp, designated in3.1, Figure 

3.3E,F) from islet and intestinal expression (701 bp; designated in3.2, Figure 3.3G,H). 

Further truncation of in3.2 uncoupled islet (387 bp; designated in3.3; Figure 3.3I,J) and 

intestinal (316 bp; designated in3.4; Figure 3.3K,L) expression. This analysis therefore 

revealed non-overlapping modules sufficient to confer mosaic and stable reporter 

expression in the liver, islet, and intestinal epithelium that is consistent with endogenous 

angptl4 mRNA expression (Figure 3.1). 

We next sought to identify the specific cell types in the intestinal epithelium and 

pancreatic islet in which modules in3.3 and in3.4 respectively enhance transcription. To 

define the cell type within the islet in which module in3.3 is active, we utilized a zebrafish 

transgenic line that drives expression of cyan fluorescent reporter (CFP) specifically in 

insulin-producing β-cells within the islet (Tg(ins:CFP-NTR)s892) [206]. In vivo imaging of 6 

dpf progeny from intercrosses of Tg(ins:CFP-NTR)s892 and Tg(in3.2-Mmu.Fos:tdTomato) 

adults revealed strong co-localization of CFP and tdTomato (Figure 3.3O), indicating that 

the in3.3 module specifically enhances transcription in pancreatic β-cells. 

Immunofluorescence assays of sectioned 6 dpf zebrafish stably expressing the Tg(in3.4-
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Mmu.Fos:GFP) transgene revealed that GFP driven by the in3.4 module co-localizes 

with 4E8-positive absorptive enterocytes (Figure 3.3M) but not with 2F11-positive 

secretory cells in the intestinal epithelium (Figure 3.3N). These data suggest that in3.4 

functions as an enterocyte-specific transcriptional regulatory module.  

We next tested whether the intestine-specific reporter expression generated by 

module in3.4 is independent of the Fos minimal promoter, orientation, and proximal 

position to the TSS. This module is located downstream of the TSS in intron 3 of the 

endogenous angptl4 gene; however, our synthetic reporter construct positions it 

upstream of the TSS and the Fos minimal promoter. We therefore cloned in3.4 into a 

position downstream of GFP in either the forward or inverse orientation under control of 

either a Fos minimal promoter or the -1 kb angptl4 promoter. Each of these constructs 

was sufficient to promote robust reporter expression in the anterior intestine of 6 dpf 

mosaic and stable zebrafish (Figure 3.S4A and data not shown), similar to our 

observations with in3.4 located in the proximal position (Figure 3.3K,L). These results 

establish that in3.4 is a bona fide transcriptional enhancer module active in enterocytes 

in the anterior intestine. We next used DNase I hypersensitivity to determine if the in3.4 

module functions as an intestinal regulatory module in vivo at the endogenous angptl4 

locus. To obtain a sufficient number of intestinal epithelial cells for this assay, we 

analyzed intestines from adult zebrafish. Stable transgenic zebrafish harboring the in3.2 

or in3.4 reporter maintain reporter activity in the intestine into adulthood (Figure 3.S4B 

and data not shown) indicating this module and associated trans-regulators are active in 

the adult zebrafish intestine. We find that the endogenous angptl4 promoter and in3.4 

module, but not the adjacent in3.3 module, are hypersensitive to DNase I cleavage in 

intestinal epithelial cells isolated from adult zebrafish (Figure 3.3P). The endogenous 

in3.4 module is therefore an active regulatory module in the intestinal epithelium, under  
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Figure 3.3: Non-overlapping regulatory modules within angptl4 intron 3 confer liver, islet, and 
enterocyte-specific reporter expression.  
(A) Depiction of the 6 dpf zebrafish showing liver (li, green), intestine (in, blue), swim bladder (sb, grey), and 
muscle (mu, grey), with the fish oriented anterior (a) to the left and posterior (p) to the right. The opposite 
orientation reveals the exocrine pancreas (pa, yellow) and islet (is, orange). (B) Scaled schematic of the 
zebrafish angptl4 locus and non-coding DNA assayed for regulatory potential. Modules are color coded 
according to the tissues in which they confer expression. Ratios of islet or intestine positive fish versus total 
fish expressing gfp are shown in parentheses next to truncation labels. (C-N) Representative images of GFP 
reporter expression in mosaic (column 1) and F1 stable (column 2) animals driven by each non-coding DNA 
region (rows). Scale bars = 100 µm; li = liver, is = islet, in = intestine, sb = swim bladder. Colored 
arrowheads indicate tissue with specific reporter expression. (C-D) Full-length intron 3 (in3; 2,136 bp) is 
sufficient to promote expression of the reporter in the liver, islet (D, inset, scale bar = 50 µm), and intestine. 
(E-F) Truncation in3.1 (1,219 bp) confers expression in the liver. (G-H) Truncation in3.2 (701 bp) confers 
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expression in both the intestine and islet (H, inset). Inset scale bar = 50 µm. (I-J) Truncation in3.3 (387 bp) 
confers islet expression. A transverse section (inset, J) reveals islet expression (nuclei stained with DAPI). 
Inset scale bar = 50 µm. (K-L) Truncation in3.4 (316 bp) confers intestinal expression. Insets in panels K and 
L contain transverse sections showing expression localized to the intestinal epithelium (nuclei stained with 
DAPI). Inset scale bar = 25 µm. The dotted lines in panels D, G, H, and I outline the pancreas. The white 
arrows in panels H, K, and L mark the boundary between the anterior intestine (segment 1) and mid-
intestine (segment 2). (M-N) Cells expressing GFP driven by the in3.4 regulatory module colocalize with a 
marker (4E8, red, white arrow) of the brush border of absorptive enterocytes, but fail to co-localize with 
marker for secretory cells (2F11, red, asterisk). Nuclei stained with DAPI. Scale bars = 5 µm. (O) Intercross 
of Tg(in3.2-Mmu.Fos:tdTomato) with β-cell specific reporter line (Tg(ins:CFP-NTR)s892) show colocalization 
of tdTomato and CFP in the islet. Scale bars = 10 µm. (P) Quantitative PCR shows that the in3.4 module 
and the angptl4 promoter (TATA box), but not the in3.3 module, are hypersensitive to DNase I cleavage in 
intestinal epithelial cells isolated from adult zebrafish. Asterisks denote P-value <.01 from unpaired T-tests 
between TATA box or in3.4 and in3.3 regions. Error bars represent standard deviation from four biological 
replicates using cells pooled from 3 wild-type adult zebrafish per replicate. 
 
 

regulatory control distinct from the adjacent in3.3 module, consistent with our transgenic 

reporter analysis of this same region. Together, these data reveal extensive 

transcriptional regulatory potential within intron 3 of zebrafish angptl4 and suggest that 

distinct intronic modules may mediate spatially restricted transcription of angptl4 in the 

intestinal epithelium, pancreatic β-cells, and liver. 

 

3.3.5  Evolution of the islet and intestinal regulatory modules 

 We used comparative genome sequence analysis from 12 teleost fishes and 

heterologous in vivo reporter assays to explore the evolution of the islet and intestinal 

regulatory modules. We originally postulated that evolutionary conservation of non-

coding sequences could be used to predict the location of cis-regulatory regions 

controlling spatial and environmental regulation of angptl4 transcription (Figure 3.2). 

However, the significant amount of time (approximately 230-307 million years ago) [205] 

since the divergence between zebrafish (clade Otocephala; order Cypriniformes) and the 

other teleost fish with available genome sequence (all from clade Clupeocephala, such 

as medaka) did not permit high-resolution analysis of recent evolution of zebrafish 

angptl4 regulatory sequences (Figure 3.2A). We therefore sequenced the intronic region 
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orthologous to in3.2 from 10 additional Ostariophysi species, including 1 from order 

Siluriformes (channel catfish, Ictalurus punctatus) and 9 other members of order 

Cypriniformes (Figure 3.4A). Because genome sequences are not currently available for 

these species, we took advantage of the intronic location of these regulatory modules by 

utilizing PCR primers targeting highly conserved sequences in flanking exons 3/4 or 

intron 3 to clone and sequence these putative regulatory regions. As expected, pairwise 

alignments of new sequences orthologous to zebrafish in3.2 revealed an inverse 

relationship between the phylogenetic distance between the two species and module 

sequence conservation, with the intestinal module diverging more rapidly than the islet 

module (Figures 3.4B, 3.S5, 3.S6). To test the functional consequences of the observed 

module divergence in these teleost species, we analyzed each module using our 

zebrafish mosaic transgenic assay for regulatory potential in the intestine and islet. 

Despite accounts of functional conservation in the absence of primary sequence 

conservation [196,207], the non-coding sequence within medaka angptl4 intron 3 

orthologous to zebrafish in3.2 (Ol in3.2) failed to drive reporter expression in either the 

reporter expression in the islet (Figure 3.4C). However, only in3.2 from Cypriniformes  

intestine or islet (Figure 3.4C). Notably, all tested Ostariophysi modules elicited robust  

species within the Danio monophyletic group (Danio nigrofasciatus, D. choprae, D. 

feegradei) [208,209] were sufficient to confer reporter expression in the intestine (Figure 

3.4C) despite marked regions of sequence conservation within the intestinal module in 

other Cypriniformes species (D. aequipinnatus, C. auratus, C. carpio, P. conchonius). 

These results reveal differential evolutionary dynamics of the angptl4 intestinal and islet 

modules and support the hypothesis that high sequence conservation is required for 

tissue-specific transcription. 
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Figure 3.4: Functional evolution of the islet and intestinal regulatory modules in 12 fish species. 
(A) Unscaled phylogram based on information from [204,205] showing images and relative relationships of 
12 fish for which intronic sequences were analyzed. Danio rerio (Dr, zebrafish), Danio nigrofasciatus (Dn), 
Danio albolineatus (Dalb), Danio choprae (Dc), Danio feegradei (Df), Devario aequipinnatus (Daeq, giant 
danio), Carassius auratus (Ca, goldfish), Cyprinus carpio (Cc, carp), Puntius conchonius (Pc, rosy barb), 
Chromobotia macracanthus (Cm, clown loach), Ictalurus punctatus (Ip, channel catfish), Oryzias latipes (Ol, 
medaka). (B) VISTA plot displaying the global pairwise alignment of orthologous in3.2 regions from each 
species anchored to zebrafish (Dr) in3.2. Orange peaks correspond to regions in the alignment that 
correspond to Dr in3.3 (islet module). Blue peaks correspond to regions in the alignment that correspond to 
Dr in3.4 (intestine module). Percent identity is calculated from pairwise alignments of each module with 
zebrafish (VISTA parameters: 25 bp sliding window, LAGAN alignment). (C) Representative islet and 
intestinal images from injections of each orthologous in3.2 module. Orange or blue arrowheads mark 
positive islet or intestine expression, respectively. The absence of arrowheads denotes negative expression 
in each tissue. (D) Summary of mosaic expression for each species. Ratios of islet or intestine positive fish 
versus total fish expressing gfp are shown. Orange or blue (+) denotes that the construct was sufficient to 
confer expression in the islet or intestine, respectively. Black (-) denotes insufficiency. Note that Dalb and 
Cm sequences were not tested (nt) in this heterologous functional assay. See also Figures 3.S5 and 3.S6. 
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3.3.6  Truncation mapping of the islet and intestinal angptl4 intronic regulatory 

modules  

Guided by our conservation analyses, we next sought to map the boundaries of 

critical regulatory regions in the zebrafish in3.3 islet and in3.4 intestinal CRMs by 

creating and testing truncations of these modules. Each truncation construct was 

injected into embryos and analyzed at 6-7 dpf for mosaic expression in the islet or 

intestine. These analyses defined a 164 bp region sufficient to confer islet expression 

(in3.17; Figure 3.5A,B) including a 129 bp region present in all islet-sufficient truncations 

(Figure 3.5A). This 129 bp region overlaps with conserved regions identified in our 

comparative evolutionary analysis (Figure 3.7A). In silico prediction of transcription factor 

binding sites in this critical region identified putative binding sites for multiple 

transcription factors known to be active in pancreatic islets such as Myc [210,211] and 

Arnt/HIF1b [212,213], as well ubiquitously expressed transcription factors with important 

regulatory roles in β-cells such as USF [214] and CREB/ATF [215] (Figure 3.7A).  

A distinct 116 bp region (in3.12) was found to be sufficient to confer intestinal 

expression (Figure 3.5A,C). Notably, the intensity driven by in3.12 in the intestine was 

lower than other larger truncations of this module that confer strong intestine-specific 

expression, such as in3.9 and in3.11 (Figure 3.5C,D). The in3.12 truncation therefore 

represents a minimal intestinal regulatory module that requires additional flanking 

sequence information to facilitate maximal activity. Intriguingly, the in3.11 truncation, 

which displays strong intestinal activity, overlaps with two regions of high conservation 

identified in our comparative evolutionary analysis (Figure 3.7B), suggesting that specific 

sequences within these conserved regions may be responsible for mediating intestine-

specific enhancer activity. Together, these results define the approximate boundaries of 

functional regulatory DNA within angptl4 intron 3 required for intestinal and islet 

transcription. 
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3.3.7  Site-directed mutagenesis confirms functional motifs within the intestinal 

module 

To complement our comparative genomic and truncation strategies, we used 

site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) to generate a higher-resolution understanding of the 

functional DNA motifs required for enterocyte-specific transcription of angptl4. Ten base-

pair substitutions were tiled across the region corresponding to in3.11 within the context 

of the entire in3.4 module, and assayed for competency to drive intestinal transcription 

(Figure 3.6A). This analysis revealed two regions of 40 bp and 20 bp that disrupt 

intestinal reporter expression when mutated (Figure 3.6B,C). DNA adjacent to these 

regions was not required for intestinal expression, validating the efficacy of the 

experimental approach. These data support our truncation mapping experiments (Figure 

3.5) by localizing a required region within the in3.12 truncation, as well as a second 

region within the larger, more active in3.11 truncation. We observed strong overlap 

between conserved sequences in intestine-positive in3.4 modules identified in our 

comparative genomic analysis and regions identified by SDM as required for intestinal 

expression (Figure 3.7B). Specifically, SDM revealed that regions deleted in Daeq and  

Dn lineages do not harbor functional motifs required for intestinal expression. Most 

notably, mutation block 4-7 overlap with the single nucleotide polymorphisms between 

Devario and Danio species (Figure 3.S6). This region harbors predicted binding sites for 

transcription factors involved in intestinal epithelial cell biology (Figure 3.7B; see 

Discussion) that represent attractive candidates for controlling enterocyte-specific 

angptl4 transcription.  
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Figure 3.5: Truncation mapping of the islet and intestinal regulatory module. 
(A) Scaled schematic of the zebrafish angptl4 locus showing annotations of truncations assayed for 
regulatory potential. Orange lines indicate sufficiency to confer islet expression, blue lines indicate 
sufficiency to confer intestinal expression, and black lines indicate insufficiency in intestine and islet. Dashed 
blue lines indicate reduced intestinal expression compared to in3.4. Ratios of islet or intestine positive fish 
versus total fish expressing gfp are shown in parentheses next to truncation labels. (B) Representative 
images of islet views from mosaic injected fish of each truncation construct. Orange arrows mark islet 
expression (is). Scale bars = 100 µm. (C) Representative images of intestinal views from mosaic fish 
injected with each truncation construct. Blue arrows mark intestinal expression (in). Scale bars = 100 µm. 
(D) Relative mean intestinal fluorescence within the intestine was quantified in mosaic animals (see 
Materials and Methods) and plotted per injected fish. Circles represent mean fluorescence averaged for 
three mosaic patches within one fish, and are colored blue or black to designate truncations that are 
sufficient or insufficient to confer intestinal expression, respectively. Statistical significance was tested using 
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance (labels: a = P<.001, b = P<.05 vs. Fos; c = P<.001, d = P<.01 
vs. in3.4). Scale bars = 100 µm. 
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3.3.8  The in3.4 module recapitulates angptl4 suppression by the microbiota 

The presence of commensal gut microbiota in mice results in decreased levels of 

Angptl4 transcript specifically in the intestinal epithelium, which is thought to lead to 

increased peripheral fat storage [8]. However, it remained unknown whether this 

microbe-induced change in transcript levels was due to alterations in transcriptional 

activity or transcript stability. We speculated that the intestine-specific cis-regulatory 

module within intron 3 could impart this environmental response in the zebrafish. Our 

previous comparisons of 6 dpf GF zebrafish to age-matched ex-GF zebrafish colonized 

since 3 dpf with a normal microbiota (conventionalized or CONVD) indicated that the 

presence of a microbiota results in reduced angptl4 transcript levels [90,94,195]. To 

define the cellular origins of this response in zebrafish hosts, we used semi-quantitative 

WISH assays to reveal marked reduction of angptl4 mRNA in the intestinal epithelium in 

6 dpf CONVD zebrafish compared to age-matched GF controls (Figure 3.8A). These 

results indicate that intestinal epithelial suppression of angptl4 expression is a conserved 

response to the microbiota in zebrafish and mammalian hosts.  

We next tested the ability of the zebrafish intestinal CRM in3.4 to mediate the 

observed microbial suppression of the endogenous angptl4 gene. We reared stable 

Tg(in3.4-Mmu.Fos:GFP) zebrafish to 6 dpf under GF or CONVD conditions and assayed 

transcript levels for both GFP reporter and endogenous angptl4 using qRT-PCR. 

Consistent with our WISH results, endogenous angptl4 transcript levels were 

significantly and reproducibly reduced in CONVD compared to GF animals (Figure 

3.8B). Strikingly, transcript levels of the GFP reporter gene were similarly reduced in 

CONVD compared to GF animals (Figure 3.8B). These observations were confirmed 

using an independent stable transgenic line, Tg(in3.2-Mmu.Fos:tdT), harboring the in3.2 

reporter which includes the in3.4 module (Figure 3.S7). These data identify the angptl4 
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in3.4 module as a nodal cis-regulatory module that integrates transcriptional regulatory 

input from intestinal epithelial-specific and microbial factors.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.6: Site-directed mutagenesis defines DNA motifs required for intestinal expression.  
(A) Scaled schematic showing 10 bp substitution blocks tiled across the zebrafish angptl4 in3.11 region 
within the context of the entire in3.4 intestinal module. Black or blue blocks represent mutations that do or do 
not significantly alter intestinal expression compared to wild type in3.4, respectively (see below). Ratios of 
intestine positive fish versus total fish expressing GFP are shown in parentheses above or below 
substitution block labels. (B) Relative mean intestinal fluorescence was quantified in mosaic animals (see 
Materials and Methods) and plotted per injected fish. Circles represent mean fluorescence averaged for 
three mosaic patches within a single fish and are colored blue or black to designate mutations that do or do 
not confer intestinal expression, respectively. Statistical significance was tested using Kruskal-Wallis one-
way analysis of variance (labels: a = P<.01 vs. in3.4, P >.05 vs. Fos; b = P>.05 vs. Fos; unlabeled = P>.05 
vs. in3.4, P<.01 vs. Fos). (C) Images from animals with mosaic expression of five representative mutant 
constructs are shown. Blue arrows indicate intestinal expression (in). Scale bars = 100 µm. 
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3.4  Discussion 

3.4.1  Non-overlapping modules confer cell-type specific transcription of angptl4  

Transcriptional regulation is a key determinant of gene function in the context of 

animal development and physiology. Recent biochemical and genetic studies in mouse 

and humans have identified Angptl4 as a critical hormonal regulator of TG-rich 

lipoprotein metabolism, angiogenesis, and tumor cell survival and metastasis. An 

improved understanding of the mechanisms controlling Angptl4 activity levels could 

therefore lead to new approaches for controlling multiple pathophysiologic processes. 

Although we have a working understanding of Angptl4’s post-translational functions, our 

current knowledge of the mechanisms underlying Angptl4 transcription in different 

tissues is relatively limited. Here, we exploited the advantages of the zebrafish model 

system to examine the regulatory potential of DNA at the angptl4 locus in all cell types 

simultaneously and within an intact and living vertebrate organism that can be raised 

under gnotobiotic conditions. We found that the zebrafish angptl4 ortholog is expressed 

in many of the same tissues and cell types as mammalian Angptl4 (i.e., liver, pancreatic 

β-cells, and intestinal enterocytes). This finding suggests that the tissue-specific pattern 

of Angptl4 expression may have been conserved in the last common ancestor of 

mammalian and teleost lineages and might have important functional consequences on 

vertebrate physiology. 

Our results reveal that transcription of angptl4 in distinct tissues might be 

governed by independent cis-regulatory mechanisms. This modular design could have 

important implications for Angptl4 evolution and function. First, tissue-specific CRMs 

could have allowed independent evolution of CRM sequence structure. Consistent with 

this notion, we observed evidence of differential evolution of the islet and intestinal  
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Figure 3.7: Summary of functional conservation and mapping of islet and intestinal regulatory 
information. 
(A) Conservation plots, module truncations, and predicted transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) in islet 
CRM in3.3 are overlayed and annotated to scale. The grey shaded box represents the region that is present 
in all positive truncations and has strong conservation in islet-positive species. (B) Conservation plots, 
module truncations, SDM data, and predicted transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) in intestinal CRM 
in3.4 are overlayed and annotated to scale. Two grey shaded boxes represent regions that are present in all 
positive truncations, are required for intestinal expression, and have strong conservation in intestine-positive 
species. Dotted boxes in panels A and B represent highly conserved regions from each (A) islet-positive or 
(B) intestine-positive species used to predict common TFBS (see Figures 3.S5 and 3.S6, and Materials and 
Methods). 
 

 

modules within teleost fish lineages (Figure 3.4). Differential selective pressures 

influencing CRM sequence evolution likely arise from the vastly different cellular 

contexts and exogenous stimuli of each cell type. Pancreatic β-cells are surrounded by 

other endocrine and exocrine pancreatic cells as well as vascular endothelial cells, 

whereas intestinal epithelial cells are exposed to complex and variable contents of the 

intestinal lumen and to the cells of the underlying lamina propria. Combining the 

observations that (i) functional conservation of the intestinal module is restricted to Danio 
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species, (ii) transcriptional activity of the intestinal module is sensitive to the microbial 

status of the intestinal lumen, and (iii) this microbial regulation of angptl4 transcript levels 

is conserved in mammals, suggests an intriguing possibility that genes expressed in 

intestinal epithelia exposed to the dynamic and potentially hazardous luminal 

environment undergo relatively rapid regulatory evolution. Previous studies have 

suggested that the expression and function of defensin genes within the epithelia of the 

intestine and other exposed tissues has driven rapid evolution of their coding sequences 

[216], and our results raise the possibility that similar selective pressures may also affect 

evolutionary rate of regulatory sequences for angptl4 and potentially other genes. 

Second, discrete cis-regulatory modules could have led to the independent evolution of 

Angptl4 synthesis in each respective cell type. This evolution would allow each 

expressing cell type to independently communicate its physiologic status and 

environmental exposures systemically by secreting Angptl4 into circulation, and locally 

by secreting Angptl4 into the extracellular space. The modular organization of these 

independent tissue-specific CRMs suggests that therapeutic strategies could be 

developed to control Angptl4 synthesis in specific target tissues without unintended 

effects on Angptl4 synthesis in other tissues.  

Previous studies of CRM evolution in vertebrates and invertebrates have focused 

primarily on enhancers regulating expression of genes involved in development 

[196,207,217]. These studies revealed that maintenance of regulatory function can be 

sustained over long evolutionary distances despite marked sequence dissimilarity and 

turnover of regulatory information. Our work provides a novel example of utilizing 

genomic DNA sequences from both close and distant relatives to define the evolutionary 

dynamics of multiple CRMs and marks the first time to our knowledge that such an 

extensive exploration (i.e., 12 related fish species) was carried out in a vertebrate. We 

find that transcriptional output generated by both the intestinal and islet modules is 
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maintained through a striking conservation in DNA sequence throughout the entire 

functional module, with little or no turnover of predicted binding sites. This finding 

suggests that these modules can comply with the “enhanceosome model” of regulatory 

information organization, as opposed to the “billboard model,” which accommodates 

variation in binding site order, orientation, and spacing [84,218]. However, we detected 

little non-coding sequence conservation between zebrafish angptl4 and mouse Angptl4 

intron 3, and we did not detect islet or intestinal reporter expression in a heterologous 

assay in which we tested full and truncated versions of mouse introns 3 and 4 in the 

zebrafish (Figure 3.S8 and data not shown). Note that we observed interesting 

regulatory activity derived from the 3’ portion of mouse intron 3 (in3.2; Figure 3.S8C) in 

enlarged cells circulating within the vasculature in the 1dpf zebrafish. Together these 

results suggest either that regulatory information governing islet and intestinal 

expression of murine Angptl4 is not located within intron 3 or that compensatory cis/trans 

mutations render murine intron 3 sequences non-functional in the zebrafish. We suspect 

that rules governing CRM function and evolution are dependent on the distinct nature of 

the organism, the specific module, and the signals that the module integrates. It 

therefore remains an intriguing question as to what extent lessons learned from 

developmental gene regulation are applicable to the evolution of CRMs controlling 

expression of genes like Angptl4 that function in homeostatic physiology or in response 

to environmental factors like the microbiota [218].  

Analyses of Drosophila genomes have elegantly shown that CRM “discovery 

power scales with the divergence time and number of species compared” [219], and our 

results suggest that the same will be true in vertebrate lineages. Moreover, our data 

underscore the need for more reference genome sequences from phylogenetically 

diverse fish species, in combination with experimentally tractable fish models such as 

the zebrafish, to facilitate new insights into vertebrate CRM function and evolution. 
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Figure 3.8: The intestinal module in3.4 recapitulates microbial suppression of angptl4. 
(A) Semi-quantitative whole mount in situ hybridization of angptl4 mRNA in 6 dpf germ-free (GF) and 
conventionalized (CONVD) animals. Arrowheads mark intestinal expression. Note that the background 
staining in the gills (arrows) is similar in GF and CONVD fish. Transverse sections show that microbial 
suppression of angptl4 mRNA is specific to the intestinal epithelium. (B) Quantitative RT-PCR of angptl4 and 
GFP mRNA levels in 6 dpf GF and CONVD Tg(in3.4-Mmu.Fos:GFP) animals. GF and CONVD animals were 
derived from the same Tg(in3.4-Mmu.Fos:GFP) stable line. GFP and angptl4 mRNA were normalized to 18S 
rRNA levels and are shown as fold difference compared to GF controls averaged across 3 experimental 
replicates ± SEM (2 biological replicate groups of 10 larvae per condition per experiment). Similar results 
were attained when normalized to ribosomal protein L32 (rpl32) rRNA levels. Asterisks denote P-value <.01 
from unpaired T-test between GF and CONVD conditions for each gene.  See also Figure 3.S8. 
 

 

3.4.2  The nature of microbial signals regulating intestinal transcription of angptl4 

 The intestinal microbiota has been identified as an important environmental 

factor that contributes to host energy storage and obesity, and our results provide critical 

new insights into how this might be achieved. Previous studies in gnotobiotic mice have 

shown that the intestinal microbiota regulates fat storage in part by suppressing Angptl4 

transcript levels in the epithelium of the small intestine but not in liver or WAT [8,161]. 

However, it remained unclear whether these microbe-induced reductions of Angptl4 

transcript levels were due to alterations in Angptl4 transcription or mRNA turnover. 

Furthermore, the molecular basis of the intestinal specificity of this response remained 

unknown. Our results reveal that zebrafish angptl4 transcript levels are also reduced in 

the intestinal epithelium in the presence of a microbiota, suggesting that the microbial 
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regulation of angptl4 transcript levels might be an evolutionarily ancient feature of host-

microbe commensalism in the vertebrate intestine. Our observation that transcript levels 

from the in3.4 reporter and the endogenous angptl4 gene respond similarly to microbial 

colonization strongly suggests that the microbiota regulates angptl4 expression, at least 

in part, by reducing the transcriptional activity of this enterocyte-specific enhancer 

module. These results indicate that enterocyte-specific and microbial control of angptl4 

transcription is conferred through a shared intronic enhancer.  

Future investigation will be required to determine whether microbial regulation of 

in3.4 activity is achieved by (i) reducing the accessibility of this chromatin region to 

activating trans-factors, (ii) subverting the expression or activity of activating trans-

factors, and/or (iii) inducing expression or activity of repressive trans-factors that function 

through this module. To distinguish between these models, it will be useful to identify the 

microbial activity and host transcription factors that regulate angptl4 transcription in the 

intestinal epithelium. We previously reported that colonization of GF zebrafish with a 

microbiota harvested from conventionally raised zebrafish or mice resulted in similar 

suppression of angptl4 transcript levels in the digestive tract [195]. This finding suggests 

that the microbial factor(s) regulating zebrafish angptl4 transcription is expressed by the 

‘native’ zebrafish microbiota and in the ‘non-native’ and compositionally distinct mouse 

gut microbiota. Previous studies have identified individual microbial species sufficient to 

regulate angptl4 expression in gnotobiotic zebrafish [90,195] and mouse hosts [11,220] 

as well as in cultured colon cancer cells [181,221], suggesting that reductionist 

approaches in these microbial species could be used to define the specific factors they 

utilize to control expression of angptl4 homologs and other host genes. 
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3.4.3  Potential transcription factors regulating intestinal transcription of angptl4 

In this study, we define two minimal regions within the in3.4 CRM that harbor 

regulatory activity in the intestine and are also conserved within the Danio lineage 

(Figure 3.7B). Predicted transcription factor binding sites within these regions intimates 

potential roles for these factors in regulation of angptl4 tissue-specific transcription 

and/or microbial suppression. Because sequence-specific transcription factors typically 

recognize 6-12 bp motifs [222], it is reasonable to assume that multiple factors 

cooperate to combinatorially regulate intestinal expression through this CRM. The Hnf4 

family of fatty acid-regulated nuclear receptors has evolutionarily conserved roles in lipid 

metabolism [223,224], and Hnf4a is expressed in the intestinal epithelium of zebrafish 

[99] and mouse [143]. Similarly, GATA factors 4, 5, and 6 are all expressed in the 

zebrafish [100,225] and mouse [97,98] intestinal epithelium and have proposed roles in 

regulating epithelial cell differentiation. Notably, C. elegans GATA family member elt-2 

has been implicated in mediating intestinal epithelial cell immune responses [102], 

suggesting that GATA factors could mediate tissue-specific as well as microbial 

regulatory inputs at angptl4. PPAR family members have been identified as key 

regulators of mammalian Angptl4 expression in adipocytes and hepatocytes through 

PPAR responsive elements located in the 5’ portion of human ANGPTL4 intron 3 

[177,180], and zebrafish PPARγ [226] and PPARδ [227] homologs are expressed in the 

larval intestine. The zebrafish angptl4 locus contains multiple predicted PPRE sites, 

including several in both the 5’ and 3’ portion of intron 3 [228]. Most notably, a predicted 

PPRE was detected within the substitution blocks 16/17 in the intestinal enhancer in3.4 

(Figure 3.7B). However, the PPREs within zebrafish angptl4 intron 3 that display the 

highest sequence homology to the defined human ANGPTL4 intron 3 PPRE mapped 

outside of minimal regions for either intestinal or islet expression within the 5’ liver 

module (data not shown). The location of these PPREs in the 5’ region of zebrafish 
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angptl4 intron 3, combined with the fact that the PPREs discovered in human ANGPTL4 

are also located in the 5’ portion of intron 3, suggests that the predicted PPREs within 

the 3’ islet and intestine CRMs of zebrafish angptl4 could represent novel elements for 

which functional equivalents have not been identified in mammals. 

Although these predicted factors represent candidates for controlling intestine-

specific regulation of angptl4, databases of predicted TFBSs are incomplete and 

commonly produce both false-positive and false-negative predictions. Moreover, critical 

regions identified by SDM might reflect sequences that alter nucleosome positioning or 

histone modification patterns rather than binding sites for sequence-specific transcription 

factors. Therefore, we anticipate that unbiased methods for transcription factor discovery 

will provide the most rigorous approach to an improved understanding of this cis/trans 

system. The structure-function analysis of the zebrafish in3.4 intestinal enhancer module 

reported here was designed to identify sequences critical for intestinal activity. It will 

therefore be interesting to determine whether exogenous microbial inputs are interpreted 

through the same or distinct motifs within this CRM and how the endogenous trans-

acting factors mediating microbial and intestinal regulatory inputs interact to determine 

transcriptional output.  

 

3.5  Materials and Methods 

3.5.1  Zebrafish husbandry 

All experiments using zebrafish were performed in wild-type TL or Tg(ins:CFP-

NTR)s892 [206] strains according to established protocols approved by the Animal 

Studies Committee at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. New stable 

transgenic lines generated in this study are listed in Table 3.S3. Conventionally raised 

zebrafish were reared and maintained as described [226]. Production, colonization, 
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maintenance, and sterility testing of germ-free zebrafish were performed as described 

[57,94].  

 

3.5.2  Protein sequence analysis 

Protein sequences from top BlastP hits to human (Homo sapiens, Hs) ANGPTL4 

and zebrafish Angptl4 (Danio rerio, Dr) were acquired through NCBI or Ensembl and 

aligned using MUSCLE with default settings [229]. Amino acids highlighted in black 

represent identical residues in at least 50% of species, whereas amino acids highlighted 

in grey represent biochemically similar residues (Boxshade). The cleavage recognition 

sequence and LPL inhibition domain were annotated using information from previous 

publications [165,230]. The boundaries of the fibrinogen domain were annotated using in 

silico predictions [231,232]. Gaps in the alignment resulting from poorly annotated 

sequences were manually curated using primary DNA sequence and in silico translated 

using ExPASy [233]. The workflow for inferring phylogenetic relationships was 

performed at http://mobyle.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py. A distance matrix was computed 

using Phylip 3.67 (Protdist, JTT matrix, default settings), and trees were built using the 

neighbor-joining method. Bootstrap analysis was performed from 1000 replicates. 

PHYLIP software and the maximum likelihood probability model [234] using default 

settings were used to confirm the phylogeny inferred using distance methods. See Table 

3.S1 for a complete list of protein sequences used in this study.  

 

3.5.3  DNA sequence analysis 

Genomic DNA sequences encompassing 10 kb upstream, including, and 10 kb 

downstream of the Angptl4 locus from Homo sapiens (GRCh37:19:8419011:8449257:1), 

Mus musculus (NCBIM37:17:33900702:33928520:-1), Canis familiaris 

(BROADD2:20:55933601:55958821:1), Danio rerio (Zv9:2:23312551:23337293), 
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Oryzias latipes (MEDAKA1:17:6095931:6120384:1), Takifugu rubripes 

(FUGU4:scaffold_212:367815:391593:1), and Tetraodon nigroviridis 

(TETRAODON8:15:3989265:4012887:1) were acquired through Ensembl. 10 kb was 

chosen as a cutoff because of proximity to neighboring gene loci. Genomic DNA 

sequence encompassing the angptl4 locus from Danio albolineatus was generously 

provided by David Parichy (Department of Biology, University of Washington). For 

species without available genomic sequence, angptl4 intron 3 regions were PCR 

amplified from the relevant genomic DNA using a high-fidelity Taq polymerase 

(Platinum, Invitrogen) and the primers listed in Table 3.S2. PCR products were cloned 

into TOPO vector pCR2.1 (Invitrogen) prior to sequencing with M13F primers. An EST 

corresponding to an angptl4 homolog in Ictalurus punctatus (CK419825) was used to 

design primers targeting exon 3 and exon 4 for PCR amplification of the full-length intron 

3. For Cypriniformes species, ESTs EG548328 (Rutilus rutilus), DT085020 (Pimephales 

promelas), GH715226 (Pimephales promelas), and AM929131 (Carassius auratus) were 

aligned and used to design primers targeting highly conserved regions in angptl4 exon 3 

and exon 4, which we predicted would function for multiple Cypriniformes species. 

These primers were used to amplify, clone, and sequence the full-length intron 3 from 

Cyprinus carpio and Chromobotia macracanthus. Alignment of Cc, Cm, and Dr revealed 

100% conservation at the extreme 5’ end of the in3.2 module. We used a forward primer 

targeting in3.2 in combination with a reverse primer targeting exon 4 for cloning of the 

remaining Cyprinidae species. The bacterial artificial chromosome golwb118_K01 

containing the angptl4 locus from Oryzias latipes was provided by Hiroyo Kaneko 

(Laboratory of Bioresource, National Institute for Basic Biology, Okazaki, Japan). 

Carassius auratus, Puntius conchonius, Cyprinus carpio, Devario aequipinnatus, and 

Chromobotia macracanthus genomic DNA was extracted from the fins of two individuals 

acquired from commercial suppliers. Genomic DNA from Ictalurus punctatus and Danio 
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species (Danio nigrofasciatus, Danio choprae, Danio feegradei) from one individual were 

generously provided by Zhanjiang Liu (Department of Fisheries and Allied Aquacultures, 

Auburn University) and David Parichy (Department of Biology, University of 

Washington), respectively. Novel angptl4 intron 3 sequences generated in this study 

were deposited in GenBank with accession numbers JN606312-JN606321. Intronic 

sequences were aligned in mVISTA using LAGAN [235] and visualized using VISTA 

conservation plots (100bp windows Figure 3.2 and 25bp windows Figure 3.4) [236]. 

 

3.5.4  Motif and transcription factor binding site (TFBS) predictions 

DNA sequences were queried for predicted transcription factor binding sites 

deposited in TRANSFAC [237] and JASPAR [238] databases using MATCH [239] and 

TESS [240] programs using default settings. We used a discriminative motif MEME [241] 

search to discover motifs common to islet-positive or intestine-positive intronic regions, 

using sequences orthologous to in3.4 or sequences orthologous to in3.3, respectively, 

as negative selectors. To determine if MEME motifs were unique to islet- or intestine-

positive regions, we used MAST [242] to query islet-negative (Ol in.3) or intestine-

negative (Daeq, Ca, Cc, Pc, Cm, Ip, Ol in3.4) sequences for islet-positive or intestine-

positive MEME motifs, respectively. TOMTOM [243] was used to query MEME hits 

against TRANSFAC and JASPAR databases.  

 

3.5.5  Whole-mount in situ hybridization assays  

In situ hybridization was performed in whole zebrafish as described [226], except 

that heads and tails were removed from euthanized 17 dpf animals prior to fixation. 

Sense and anti-sense riboprobes targeting zebrafish angptl4 were generated by 

digesting plasmid fj89c07 in pBK-CMV (NCBI Accession XM_686956) with NotI (sense) 

or BamHI (anti-sense), and transcribed in vitro using T3 (sense; Epicentre) or T7 RNA 
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polymerase (anti-sense; Epicentre). Sense riboprobes were used in each experiment as 

a negative control. 

 

3.5.6  Quantitative reverse transcription PCR assays 

Total RNA was extracted from groups of 6 dpf whole zebrafish larvae (10 larvae 

per group, 2 biological replicate groups per condition per experiment, 2 experimental 

replicates total) using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen) or the Qiagen RNeasy (Qiagen) kit 

using manufacturer’s protocol. qRT-PCR was performed as described [94]. Primers used 

in qRT-PCR assays are listed in Table 3.S2. 

 

3.5.7  Transcription start site and promoter mapping 

ESTs at the zebrafish angptl4 locus were analyzed using UCSC and Ensembl 

genome browsers. Total RNA was extracted from adult zebrafish intestines and 

subjected to 5’RACE using the FirstChoice RLM-RACE kit (Ambion), according to the 

manufacturer’s specifications (see Table 3.S2 for primers). Three clones were 

sequenced and mapped to the zebrafish angptl4 locus.  

 

3.5.8  Reporter construct cloning 

All PCR reactions used for cloning were performed with high-fidelity DNA 

polymerase (PfuTurbo, Stratagene; Phusion, Invitrogen; Platinum Taq, Invitrogen) and 

TOP10 chemically competent E. coli (Invitrogen). The bacterial artificial chromosome 

C177A22 containing the zebrafish angptl4 locus was used as the template for all 

zebrafish angptl4 promoter and intronic PCR amplification and cloning. Mouse BAC 

(RP24-294G12, CHORI), Medaka BAC (golwb118_K01), and sequenced pCR2.1 clones 

(Ip, Pc, Cc, Ca, Daeq, Df, Dc, Dn) containing intronic regions orthologous to zebrafish 

in3.2 from each species were used as source material for cloning in heterologous 
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reporter assays. The plasmid pT2cfosGW [186] was used as the vector backbone for all 

Tol2 transgenic reporter assays. The Fos minimal promoter and angptl4 5’ upstream 

regions were PCR amplified and directionally cloned into pT2cfosGW using XhoI and 

BamHI restriction sites. This step removed both the original Fos promoter and the 

upstream Gateway site. Of note, we observed significant levels of reporter expression in 

muscle tissue upon removal of the Gateway cloning site (Figure 3.5C,D and data not 

shown). Intronic DNA was cloned upstream of the Fos minimal promoter in pT2cfosGW 

using Gateway reagents as described [186]. The intronic module in3.4 was non-

directionally cloned into Tg(-1kbangptl4:GFP) using the single BglII site located 

downstream of SV40polyA. A vector (Tg(in3.4-Mmu.Fos:GFP)) containing the angptl4 

intronic module in3.4 was used as the source vector for site-directed mutagenesis. To 

create site-directed substitutions, 50 bp complementary primers containing two 20 bp 

regions complementary to in3.4, separated by a 10 bp substitution block, were used in 

circular PCR followed by DpnI treatment to digest methylated parent plasmid. A ClaI 

restriction site was incorporated into the 10 bp region in order to screen for mutant 

bacterial colonies. Selection of nucleotide exchange was generally A-C and G-T, except 

in cases that would create a site amenable to DamI methylation. All plasmids were 

verified by Sanger dideoxy terminator sequencing. All primers used are listed in Table 

3.S2. 

 

3.5.9  Injections, imaging, and reporter quantification 

Co-injections of Tol2 plasmid and transposase mRNA were performed as 

described [186]. Generally, 100-200 zebrafish embryos were injected at the 1-2 cell 

stage with approximately 69 pg of plasmid DNA at a DNA:transposase ratio of 1:2. 

Injections of each construct were performed with at least two sequence-verified plasmids 

in two independent experiments. Mosaic expression patterns were quantified as follows: 
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at least 200 fish were visually observed, and at least 10 were scored per construct for 

positive/negative expression in selected tissues. At least 7-20 fish/construct were 

imaged at the same magnification and exposure time and densitometric measures were 

quantified in 8-bit grey scale images using ImageJ software [244]. Three mosaic patches 

within a given tissue of an imaged fish were quantified for mean fluorescence intensity 

and averaged. Statistical significance was analyzed using Kruskal-Wallis one-way 

analysis of variance and Dunn’s multiple comparison test using GraphPad Prism 

software. Injected larvae were raised to adulthood and screened for stable germ-line 

insertion. Where indicated, patterns identified in mosaic animals were verified in a least 

two independent stable germ-line insertions (Table 3.S3). In each case, independent 

pedigrees of the same Tol2 vector displayed the same specific pattern of expression in 

the intestine, liver, and islet, respectively. 

 

3.5.10  Immunohistochemistry 

Staining of fixed and sectioned 6 dpf zebrafish was performed exactly as 

described [94]. Primary antibodies used in this study were anti-GFP (Rabbit, 1:500, 

Invitrogen), 2F11 (mouse, 1:200), 4E8 (mouse, 1:200; gifts from Julian Lewis), and 

secondary antibodies were AF568 (goat anti-mouse, 1:500, Invitrogen) and AF488 (goat 

anti-mouse, 1:500, Invitrogen).  

 

3.5.11  DNase I hypersensitivity 

 Three intestines were dissected from adult zebrafish at 1 year post-fertilization, 

splayed, and washed extensively with 1x PBS. Intestines were incubated for 15 minutes 

on ice in 5 ml of Dissociation Reagent 1 (1x PBS, 30 mM EDTA, 1.5 mM DTT, 1X 

Complete protease inhibitors; Roche), then transferred to Dissociation Reagent 2 (1x 

PBS, 30 mM EDTA, 1x Complete protease inhibitors) and shaken at 25 oC until epithelial 
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layers were sufficiently sloughed. Epithelial cells were collected, washed in 1x PBS, and 

re-suspended in 500 microliters of RSB (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3mM 

MgCl2). Cells were gently lysed in 10 ml cold RSB plus 0.075% NP-40 and nuclei 

pelleted at 500 x G at 4 oC for 10 minutes. Nuclei were incubated with various 

concentrations of Dnase I (0 – 1.5 units, NEB) for 10 minutes at 37 oC. Reactions were 

stopped by adding an equal volume of 2x Lysis Buffer (1% SDS, 200 mM NaCl, 10 mM 

EDTA, 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.4 mg/ml proteinase K) and incubated overnight at 37 oC. 

Digested DNA was extracted using phenol/cholorform/isoamyl alcohol (Fisher), 

precipitated with ethanol and sodium acetate, and quantified using a fluorimeter (Qubit, 

Invitrogen). Quantitative PCR was performed as described above using primers listed in 

Table 3.S2. 
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3.7  Supporting Information 

 

 

Figure 3.S1: Phylogeny of Angptl4 and Angptl3 proteins from multiple vertebrate species. Distance 
phylogram of Angiopoietin-like 3 and 4 from zebrafish (Dr, Danio rerio), catfish (Ip, Ictalurus punctatus), 
medaka (Ol, Oryzias latipes), tetraodon (Tn, Tetraodoan nigroviridis), fugu (Tr, Takifugu rubipres), xenopus 
(Xt, Xenopus tropicalis), chicken (Gg, Gallus gallus), mouse (Mm, Mus musculus), human (Hs, Homo 
sapiens), dog (Cf, Canis familiaris), pig (Ss, Sus scrofa), and cow (Bt, Bos taurus). All nodes are significant 
(>700/1000 bootstrap replicates) except those marked with an asterisk (*). Phylogenic relationships inferred 
through Maximum Likelihood yield similar branching with differences only in the positions of the nodes 
separating Xt Angptl3 and Angptl4 and Gg Angptl3 and Angptl4 from mammals (data not shown). Scale bar 
indicates phylogenetic distance, in number of amino acid substitutions per site. See Table 3.S1 for protein 
sequences. 
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Figure 3.S2: Alignment of Angptl4 proteins from multiple vertebrate species. 
(A) Multiple sequence alignment of Angptl4 proteins from representative vertebrate species. Amino acids 
highlighted in black represent identical residues in at least 50% of species, whereas amino acids highlighted 
in grey represent biochemically similar residues. The green line denotes the cleavage recognition sequence 
[230], the blue line denotes the experimentally defined LPL inhibition domain [164], and the orange line 
denotes the in silico predicted fibrinogen domain. Black downward arrows designate the exon 2/3 boundary 
in human, black upward arrows designate the exon2/3 boundary in zebrafish. White downward arrows 
designate the exon 3/exon 4 boundary in human, white upward arrows designate the exon 3/exon 4 
boundary in zebrafish. The black asterisk marks the position of the human E40K variant [166]. (B) Percent 
identity and percent similarity matrix for each species pair.  
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Figure 3.S3: Non-coding DNA upstream of the zebrafish angptl4 transcription start site drives 
expression in the liver but not in the intestine or islet.  
(A) The zebrafish angptl4 locus and positions of promoter regions assayed in 0-7 dpf transgenic zebrafish 
are annotated to scale. (B) 5’ RACE and EST data (not shown) establish a single transcription start site 
directly upstream of exon 1. The positions of the TATA box, transcription start site, and translation start site 
are annotated. (C, E) Non-coding DNA -5.2 kb and -1 kb upstream of the translation start site drives 
expression in the liver in 6 dpf mosaic animals. Note that the -5.2 kb fragment includes a region -4.9 kb 
upstream from the TSS that shares extensive homology with medaka (see Figure 3.2A). Scale bars = 50 
µm. (D, F) Liver expression pattern is confirmed in the F1 generation of injected animals harboring stable 
insertions of the -5.2 kb (Tg(-5.2angptl4:GFP)) and -1kb transgenes (Tg(-1angptl4:GFP)). Scale bars = 50 
µm. (G) Fluorescence intensity in mosaic animals is quantified (see Materials and Methods) in the liver and 
intestine. Circles represent mean fluorescence averaged in three mosaic patches within the liver (green) or 
intestine (black) of 1 fish. Note that there is minimal to no reporter expression in either the intestine or the 
islet (not shown). Ratios of liver or intestine positive fish versus total fish expressing GFP are shown below 
the corresponding construct name. 
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Figure 3.S4: The zebrafish angptl4 in3.4 intestinal module exhibits hallmarks of a classical enhancer. 
(A) Dr in3.4 was cloned in an inverted orientation (in3.4(ds-iv)) downstream of GFP driven by -1 kb of the 
angptl4 promoter (Tg(-1angptl4:GFP:in3.4inv)). Mosaic and stable intestinal expression patterns are 
indistinguishable from those when in3.4 is upstream of the Fos minimal promoter (see Figure 3.3). The white 
arrow marks the boundary between the anterior intestine (segment 1) and mid-intestine (segment 2). The 
marked liver expression is likely conferred by the -1 kb angptl4 promoter (see Figure 3.S3F). (B) The in3.2 
module drives expression of a reporter (tdTomato) in the intestinal epithelium of adult zebrafish. (C) Nuclei 
were isolated from adult zebrafish epithelial cells and subjected to increasing concentrations of DNase I. 
Digested DNA from 0.5 units DNase I was used for quantitative PCR shown in Figure 3.3P.  
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Figure 3.S5: Multiple-species sequence alignment of teleost angptl4 in3.3 modules. 
Sequence alignment (MUSCLE) of in3.3 regions from 12 teleost species.  
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Figure 3.S6: Multiple-species sequence alignment of teleost angptl4 in3.4 modules. 
Sequence alignment (MUSCLE) of in3.4 regions from 12 teleost species. Asterisks mark 5 individual bp 
changes that are differentially conserved in intestine-positive modules versus intestine-negative modules 
within the critical region defined by truncation mapping and SDM. 
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Figure 3.S7: The intronic module in3.2 recapitulates microbial suppression of angptl4. 
Quantitative RT-PCR of angptl4 and tdT in dissected digestive tracts from 6 dpf GF and CONVD Tg(in3.2-
Mmu.Fos:tdT) animals. GF and CONVD animals were derived from the same Tg(in3.2-Mmu.Fos:tdT) stable 
line. tdT and angptl4 mRNA were normalized to 18S rRNA levels and are shown as fold difference 
compared to GF controls averaged across 3 experimental replicates ± SEM (3 biological replicate groups of 
10 digestive tracts per condition per experiment). Asterisks denote P-value <.05 from unpaired T-test 
between GF and CONVD conditions for each gene. Note that module in3.2 includes the intestinal module 
in3.4 (see Figure 3.3).  
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Figure 3.S8: Mouse intron 3 drives expression in circulating blood cells but not in the zebrafish liver, 
islet, or intestine. (A) VISTA plot displaying the global pairwise alignment of the human ANGPTL4 locus 
with the orthologous mouse region. Purple conservation peaks correspond to exons and green conservation 
peaks represent putative non-coding regions. The 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTR) are teal. Repeat 
regions are annotated above the plot. Mouse regions assayed for regulatory potential are indicated as lines 
below the plot. Predicted PPAR response elements (PPRE) are annotated with the orange line representing 
an experimentally verified PPRE. (B) Representative images from 1dpf and 6dpf zebrafish injected with each 
mouse intronic region. There is strong reporter expression in circulating blood cells in 1 dpf fish driven by 
full-length in3 and the in3.2 truncation. There is no expression in the liver, islet or intestine in 6 dpf animals 
from any of the constructs assayed. (C) The in3.2 reporter construct was injected into zebrafish harboring  
the Flk1:mcherry transgene. Note that GFP expression is robust in circulating blood cells that appear 
enlarged compared to non-GFP expressing cells. Enlarged circulating blood cells have not been observed in 
any other construct tested. 
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Table 3.S1: Angiopoietin-like protein sequences used for inferring phylogeny. 
 
>Hs_Angiopoietin-like 1_NP_004664  
MKTFTWTLGVLFFLLVDTGHCRGGQFKIKKINQRRYPRATDGKEEAKKCAYTFLVPEQRITGPICVNTKGQD
ASTIKDMITRMDLENLKDVLSRQKREIDVLQLVVDVDGNIVNEVKLLRKESRNMNSRVTQLYMQLLHEIIRKR
DNSLELSQLENKILNVTTEMLKMATRYRELEVKYASLTDLVNNQSVMITLLEEQCLRIFSRQDTHVSPPLVQV
VPQHIPNSQQYTPGLLGGNEIQRDPGYPRDLMPPPDLATSPTKSPFKIPPVTFINEGPFKDCQQAKEAGHSV
SGIYMIKPENSNGPMQLWCENSLDPGGWTVIQKRTDGSVNFFRNWENYKKGFGNIDGEYWLGLENIYMLS
NQDNYKLLIELEDWSDKKVYAEYSSFRLEPESEFYRLRLGTYQGNAGDSMMWHNGKQFTTLDRDKDMYA
GNCAHFHKGGWWYNACAHSNLNGVWYRGGHYRSKHQDGIFWAEYRGGSYSLRAVQMMIKPID 
>Bt_ Angiopoietin-like 3_NP_001073814.1 
MYTIKLFLIIAPLVISSRTDQDYTSLDSISPEPKSRFAMLDDVKILANGLLQLGHGLKDFVHKTKGQINDIFQKLN
IFDQSFYDLSLQTNEIKEEEKELRRATSKLQVKNEEVKNMSLELDSKLESLLEEKILLQQKVRYLEDQLTDLIK
NQPQIQEYLEVTSLKTLVEQQDNSIKDLLQIVEEQYRQLNQQQSQIKEIENQLRRTGIKESTEISLSSKPRAPR
TTPSFHSNETKNVEHDDIPADCTIIYNQGKHTSGIYSIRPSNSQVFNVYCDVKSGSSWTLIQHRIDGSQNFNE
TWENYKYGFGRLDGEFWLGLEKIYSIVMQSNYILRIELEDWKDKYYTEYSFHLGDHETNYTLHLAEISGNGP
KAFPEHKDLMFSTWDHKAKGHFNCPESNSGGWWYHDVCGENNLNGKYNKPKAKAKPERKEGICWKSQD
GRLYSIKATKMLIHPSDSENSE 
>Bt_ Angiopoietin-like 4_NP_001039508.1 
MRCAPTAGAALMLCAATAGLLSAQGRPEPPETPRFASWDEVNVLAHGLLQLGHGLREHVERTRGQLGELE
RRLGACGAACKDPEGSAAPPRAQANLVNPGGGDASPETLRSLKTQLEAQNSRIQQLFQKVAQQQRHLEKQ
QLRIQNLQSQMDHLAPRHLGHEMAKPARRKRLPKMAQLAGPAHNISRLHRLPRDCQELFEEGERESGLFQI
QPQGSPPFLVNCKMTSDGGWTVIQRRQDGSVDFNQPWEAYKDGFGDPQGEFWLGLEKVHHILGDRGSRL
AVQLQDWEGNAESLQFPIHLGGEDTAYSLQLTPPVASKLGATTFSPSGLSLPFSTWDQDHDLRGDKNCAR
SLSGGWWFGTCSHSNLNGQYFHSIPRQRQQRKKGIFWKTWRGRYYPLQATTILVQPTAAS 
>Cf_ Angiopoietin-like 3_ENSCAFP00000027734 
MYTIKLFLFIIPLVISSKIDRDYSSYDSVSPEPKSRFAMLDDVKILANGLLQLGHGLKDFVHKTKGQINDIFQKLN
IFDQSFYDLSLQTNEIKEEEKELRRTTSKLQVKNEEVKNMSLELNSKVESLLEEKILLQQKVRYLEKQLTSLIK
NQPEIQEHPEVTSLKTFVEQQDNSIKDLLQTVEEQYRQLNQQHSQIKEIENQLRNVIQESTENSLSSKPRAPR
TTPFLHLNETKNVEHNDIPANCTTIYNRGEHTSGIYSIRPSNSQVFNVYCDVKSGSSWTLIQHRIDGSQNFNE
TWENYRYGFGRLDGEFWLGLEKIYSIVKQSNYILRIELEDWNDNKHYIEYFFHLGNHETNYTLHLVEITGNILN
ALPEHKDLVFSTWDHKAKGHVNCPESYSGGWWWHNVCGENNLNGKYNKQRAKTKPERRRGLYWKSQN
GRLYSIKSTKMLIHPIDSESSE 
>Cf_ Angiopoietin-like 4_XP_533928.3 
QSPPSAAGAALVLYAAAAGFLIARGSPTPPEPQRFASWDEVNVLAHGLLQLGHGLREHVERTQGQLGALER
RLGACGAACKEPGGSAAPPRAPEGLGPRGEAAPEALRSLQTQLKTQNSRIEQLFHKVAQQQRHLEKQQLKI
QKLQSQVGLLGPMHLGHGMVKAARKKRLPKMAQLVGPAHNISRLHRLPRDCQELFEEGERQSGLFQIQPQ
GSPPFLVNCKMTADGGWTVIQRRQDGSVDFNQPWEAYKAGFGDPHGEFWLGLEKVHRILGDRGSRLAVQ
LQDWEGNAESLQFPVHLGGEDTAYSLQLTAPVANELGATTVAPSGLSLPFSTWDQDHDLRGDKNCAKSLS
GGWWFGTCGHSNLNGQYFRSIPHQRQQRKKGIFWKTWRGRYYPLQATTMLIQPTATEAAS 
>Dr_ Angiopoietin-like 3_NP_571893.1 
MLILLLWLSLSTTSAAPNSKKSPTEAPILITAPPTEARSRFAMLDDVRLLANGLLQLGQSLREFVHKTKSQINGI
FQKLNVFDRSFYQLSVVTSEIKEEEEKLKETTIFLKANNEEIRNLSLEINSKINNILQERSQLHTKVGGLEEKLK
GLSQSMMPLEQLQEITALKDVIETQERTITDLLRSVKEQHDQLNYQKIKIKSLEDKVNYDTFQDTIEKPMDLNP
ETPDPFLYLTTNSTNGTKDINDFPADCSEVFTRGQKTSGIYPIKPNQSEPFYVYCEITPDGAATVIQRREDGS
VDFDQSWEKYEHGFGKLEKEFWLGLAKIHSIAQQGEYILHIELEDWKEEKRFIEYTFTLEGPASDYALHLAPL
SGDLSDAMSNHTGMKFSTKDRDNDNHDESNCARNYTGGWWFDACGDTNLNGRYAWMRSKARHQRRKG
SSYTLKSTKITIRPSTHFNNP 
>Dr_ Angiopoietin-like 4_NP_001243132.1 
MKVPLANLLCITVLASSGTSFPMERRGAAAGKEKRVQYAAWDDVNVLAHGMLQLGQGLKEHVDKTKGQVR
DITIKMKVFNVTVSELGKLTQQLQEDNELLKAKAQNLEDSESLVLNVSTDLRQKTDELLKDRQKDHERMNKL
EEKVDGLMQGEGLEAANSNYSDARIIQWMLEAQNKRIDDLVERIKQQQEKLDKQNIRIRTLQNQITMKNERL
SLKRMEEDVNLNASTEQRDSPVALASDCHELFLRGETSSGLYTIQPSDSQPFEVYCEMTPEGGWTVIQRRQ
DGSVDFDQLWQAYQNGFGNLNGEFWLGLEKIHSVSKGGNYILKVQFSDWRDEIQSISYRFHLNGQENNYS
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LRILESPAGNTESSLPTETSAVPFSTRDKDNDQKNDLNCAKQLSGGWWFSNCGRSNLNGRYFVTPAPKQR
HQRKQGVFWKTWRGRYYPLKTTTMMIAPAEIVNKS 
>Hs_ Angiopoietin-like 3_NP_055310.1 
MFTIKLLLFIVPLVISSRIDQDNSSFDSLSPEPKSRFAMLDDVKILANGLLQLGHGLKDFVHKTKGQINDIFQKL
NIFDQSFYDLSLQTSEIKEEEKELRRTTYKLQVKNEEVKNMSLELNSKLESLLEEKILLQQKVKYLEEQLTNLI
QNQPETPEHPEVTSLKTFVEKQDNSIKDLLQTVEDQYKQLNQQHSQIKEIENQLRRTSIQEPTEISLSSKPRA
PRTTPFLQLNEIRNVKHDGIPAECTTIYNRGEHTSGMYAIRPSNSQVFHVYCDVISGSPWTLIQHRIDGSQNF
NETWENYKYGFGRLDGEFWLGLEKIYSIVKQSNYVLRIELEDWKDNKHYIEYSFYLGNHETNYTLHLVAITGN
VPNAIPENKDLVFSTWDHKAKGHFNCPEGYSGGWWWHDECGENNLNGKYNKPRAKSKPERRRGLSWKS
QNGRLYSIKSTKMLIHPTDSESFE 
>Hs_ Angiopoietin-like 4_NP_647475.1 
MSGAPTAGAALMLCAATAVLLSAQGGPVQSKSPRFASWDEMNVLAHGLLQLGQGLREHAERTRSQLSALE
RRLSACGSACQGTEGSTDLPLAPESRVDPEVLHSLQTQLKAQNSRIQQLFHKVAQQQRHLEKQHLRIQHLQ
SQFGLLDHKHLDHEVAKPARRKRLPEMAQPVDPAHNVSRLHRLPRDCQELFQVGERQSGLFEIQPQGSPP
FLVNCKMTSDGGWTVIQRRHDGSVDFNRPWEAYKAGFGDPHGEFWLGLEKVHSITGDRNSRLAVQLRDW
DGNAELLQFSVHLGGEDTAYSLQLTAPVAGQLGATTVPPSGLSVPFSTWDQDHDLRRDKNCAKSLSGGW
WFGTCSHSNLNGQYFRSIPQQRQKLKKGIFWKTWRGRYYPLQATTMLIQPMAAEAAS 
>Gg_ Angiopoietin-like 3_NP_001128594.1 
MKIILLLLFVAPLALSVRAEKDFAFLDSAATPETKSRFAMLDDVRILANGLLQLGHGLKDFVHKTKGQMNDIFQ
KLYIFDRSFYELSLQTSEIKEEEEQLRQTTARLQINNEEIKNLSQEMNLKIEDLIQNKIQLQEKVWGLEDKVTKL
AIIQPTVQETNEISSLKAFVEQQDNHIKQLHKVVEDQHVQLDKQHNQIMELEDKLNHIELQELAENSFLEEQA
ESNEGSPFLVHNSTAVMHKLEGATPDCTALYNSGIRSSGIYTIKPNGSEAFDVYCEMKFGTSWTVIQNRVDG
SLDFNQTWDAYTNGFGDLNEEFWLGLNKTFSITKQGDYILRIELQDWKDNKRYVEYAFTLGGPETDYVLQLS
RISGSIPNALPEQTELRFSTADRDMAIINDLDCPQNYLGGWWHSECEETNLNGKYVTPRSKGRLDRTKGLY
WKPKNGRYYLLKSTKIMIHPTDLKIFD 
>Gg_ Angiopoietin-like 4_XP_001232284.2 
MSQSGEKEQGTEPSGSEKSAQDHTNRRFTKRHDHQQLPAPIAALHHVSHPTGGCSVPPGGTWLLSLMKA
QEKVNLLIPLHPKDNKTQSPKWKINPKKSFSHTNQSHNVSVEPALPHKLPEDCQQLFLAGQQSSGVFQVQP
SGSQPFKVYCDMTAEGGWTVIQRRTDGSVDFDQLWDAYKNGFGDLHGDFWLGLEKIHHLVQEGRYDLLIE
LEDWEGNSQEIQFEFSLGGESTAYTLNLLGPLSGELENAIGDFRQLPFSTRDRDHDLKADTNCAKHLSGGW
WFSTCGHANLNGKYFRSIPRQRHERKQGIFWKTWKGRYYPLKSTTMKIQPAALEAEP 
>Ip_ Angiopoietin-like 4_in silico translated from EST CK419825 
GNHSDARAIQLQLEAQNQRIDELVERIKQQQEKLDKQNIRIRALQSQIQMRKERLNPSADEVRTEQQDTATA
SNCHDVFLRGETTSGVYTLQPRDSLPLHVYCEMTSDGGWTVIQRRRDGSVDFDQLWNEYQNGFGNLDGE
FWLGLEKMYRLTKDEDFILKIQMTDWRDEHQSVQYRFRLNGEDKNYSLQILESPDGNLESSLSTESSSLPFS
TRDKDNDWEYDFNCAKHLSGGWWFSNCGRSN 
>Mm_ Angiopoietin-like 3_NP_038941.1 
MHTIKLFLFVVPLVIASRVDPDLSSFDSAPSEPKSRFAMLDDVKILANGLLQLGHGLKDFVHKTKGQINDIFQK
LNIFDQSFYDLSLRTNEIKEEEKELRRTTSTLQVKNEEVKNMSVELNSKLESLLEEKTALQHKVRALEEQLTN
LILSPAGAQEHPEVTSLKSFVEQQDNSIRELLQSVEEQYKQLSQQHMQIKEIEKQLRKTGIQEPSENSLSSKS
RAPRTTPPLQLNETENTEQDDLPADCSAVYNRGEHTSGVYTIKPRNSQGFNVYCDTQSGSPWTLIQHRKD
GSQDFNETWENYEKGFGRLDGEFWLGLEKIYAIVQQSNYILRLELQDWKDSKHYVEYSFHLGSHETNYTLH
VAEIAGNIPGALPEHTDLMFSTWNHRAKGQLYCPESYSGGWWWNDICGENNLNGKYNKPRTKSRPERRR
GIYWRPQSRKLYAIKSSKMMLQPTT 
>Mm_ Angiopoietin-like 4_NP_065606.2 
MRCAPTAGAALVLCAATAGLLSAQGRPAQPEPPRFASWDEMNLLAHGLLQLGHGLREHVERTRGQLGALE
RRMAACGNACQGPKGKDAPFKDSEDRVPEGQTPETLQSLQTQLKAQNSKIQQLFQKVAQQQRYLSKQNL
RIQNLQSQIDLLAPTHLDNGVDKTSRGKKLSKMTQLIGLTSNATHLHRPARDCQELFQEGERHSGLFQIQPL
GSPPFLVNCEMTSDGGWTVIQRRLNGSVDFNQSWEAYKDGFGDPQGEFWLGLEKMHSITGDRGSQLAVQ
LQDWDGNAKLLQFPIHLGGEDTAYSLQLTEPTANELGATNVSPNGLSLPFSTWDQDHDLRGDLNCAKSLSG
GWWFGTCSHSNLNGQYFHSIPRQRQERKKGIFWKTWKGRYYPLQATTLLIQPMEATAAS 
>Ol_ Angiopoietin-like 3_ENSORLP00000013132 
MKLFLLLLVVVSSTAVVFSGNSGRQQVPTLPPEAFITAPTPTEIKSRFAMLDDVRLLANGLLQLGQSLREFVH
KTKAQINDIFQKLNIFDRSFYQLSVVTSEIKEEEEELKKTTSFLKANNEEIRNLSLEINSKINNILQERTQLQKKV
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GSLEERLKGLSQSMIPSDQLSEITTLKEVIDAQERTITSLLKSVKEQHDQLDNQNTKIKHLEEKLSFDSFQDTV
DKPVDPDQTASDIFEYLTANTTGLEINDLPVDCSDLFNKGEDNSGIYMIKPNQSEPFYVYCEIDSDGSLTVIQR
RLDGSVDFDESWDKYEKGFGDLEKDFWLGLQKIHSLTQQRPYILRIDLEDWKEEKHWAEYHFVVGSPSTGY
TLHVSNFSGDLQDAMTNLNGMKFSTKDRSNNDQRDSSCARNNTGGWWQSMSCESNLNGKYLWMRAKG
RSVRRKGVHWRPRTGPSYYFKKTKITLRPAITANKA 
>Ol_ Angiopoietin-like 4_ ENSORLP00000006679   
MKTSLGTLTLCMVALMATGFPFERKGASGGAAKEKRVQYAAWDDVNVIAHGLLQLGQGLKEHVDKTKVQM
RDIFAKLKVFNRTMSELGKESQRLREEEEVLRARAQGLEDREGQLLNVTAELREKAEEIQQERRTMSERMS
RLEERVDSMLQGAAASPDMSAGARNNSHDGSIQDMVESQSRRINDLMERVRLQQDKLDKQNVRIRTLQSQ
IQQPRQRSSFPGRSSTEDPLQGGAAEQQDTPVVQSNRTAVDCHDLFLRGQTTSGVYSVQPAGSEPFSVFC
EMTADGGWTVIQRRQDGSVDFDQLWAAYEKGFGSLEGEFWLGLQNIHSIVQDNSYVLSIQLSDWGEDFVS
VHLPIQLGGKQTNYSLLVQEPVAANSLQSSLGSDSAAAGLSFSTPDRDNDLKVDISCAKLLSGGWWFSNCG
RSNLNGRYFQSPPPKQRHQRKQGIFWKTWRGRYYPLKSSVMMIAP 
>Ss_ Angiopoietin-like 3_NP_001003926.1 
MYTIKLFLLIAPLVISSRIDQDSSSLDSVSPEPKSRFAMLDDVKILANGLLQLGHGLKDFVHKTKGQINDIFQKL
NIFDQSFYDLSLQTNEIKEEEKELRRTTFKLQVKNEEVKNMSLDLNSKVESLLEEKILLQHKVRYLEDQLTNLI
KNQPEIQEHPDITSLKTFVEQQDNSIRDLLQTVEEQYRQLNQQHSQIKEIENQLRRTGTQESTENASKPRVP
RTTPSLHLNETRNVEHNDIPADCTVIYNRGDQTSGIYSIRASNSQVFNVYCDVKSGSSWTLIQHRIDGSQNF
NETWENYRYGFGRLDGEFWLGLEKIYSIVKQSNYILRIELEDWNDNEYYIEYSFHLGDHETNYTLHLVEIAGN
VPNALPEHEDLMFSTWDHKAKGHVNCPESYSGGWWCHDVCGENNLNGIYKKPKAKIKPERRGICWKSQN
GRLYSIKSTKMLIHPIDSESSELTKAIA 
>Ss_ Angiopoietin-like 4_NP_001033733.1 
MRSAPTARAALVLCAATAGLLSAQGSPEPPEAPRFASWDEVNVLAHGLLQLGRGLREHVERTRGQLGALE
RRLSACGAACKDPEGSAVPPLTAGNLVPSQSDAAPETLHSLQTQLKAQNSKIQQLFQKVAQQQRHLEKQHL
RIQNLQGQLDHLAPMHLGHGVAKAARRKRLPKMTQPAGPAHNISRLHRLPRDCQELFEEGERQSGLFQIQP
QGSPPFLVNCKMTSDGGWTVIQRRQDGSVDFNQPWEAYKDGFGDPKGEFWLGLEKVHRIMGDRGSRLA
VQLQDWEGNAESLQFPVHLGGEDTAYSLQLTAPVASKLGATIDTPSGLSLPFSTWDQDHDLRGDKNCAKIP
SGGWWFGTCSHSNLNGQYFHSIPRQREQRKKGIFWKTWRGRYYPLQATTMLIQPTVAEVAS 
>Tr_ Angiopoietin-like 3a_ENSTRUP00000047391 
MKLLYLLLLASCTAATPLESSSREKYTTLPSDVFTTATMPPEAKSRFALLDDVRLLANGLLQLGQSLREFVHK
TKGQINDIFQKLNIFDRSFYQLSVVTSEIKEEEAELKKTTNYLKANNEEIKNLSLEINSKINSILQERAQLQSKVG
NLEEKMQGLSQSMVPLDHVNEITTLKEVIETQEKTIGILLNAVREQHDQLNNQKIKITNLEDKISYDNYQDTVD
KAKYPDPDISDLFEYLAGNSSLDTNELATDCSELFDKGETNSGIYVIKPNQSEPFYVYCEMGSDGGSTVVQR
RVDGSVEFNQSWNKYELGFGDLQNDFWLGLEKIYSLTQQGDYILRIDLEDWKEERHWAEYQFSLEGPSKD
YIIQVTSFSGDLPDALANSTGMRFSTKDRNTDDNQNSNCNRSYTGGWWVNACGETHLNGRYQWLRAKGR
APRRRGIHWRPAAGPSFYLKMTKMTLLPVQHTNQH 
>Tr_ Angiopoietin-like 3b_ENSTRUP00000004896 
AHVLLLVLLSAGVPALCEPKEQPGVQPVAPTQAPRSRFAALDDVRLLGNGLLQLGQSLREFVQKTKGQINDI
FQKLSIFDRSFNQLSVLTSEIKEEEEELKKTTVVLKASNDEIKGLSVQIVSKVDSILQEKSNLHDKLEGLEEKLS
SLSNGLVPRQQAAEINSLREVIHSQETSIRELLRAVTDQSDQLNLQRMKIKTLEEKLSRKPQETIEKIPEVFSS
EMPMLSAHQPPHLTSTSELMRDLPSDCSQLFDRGARVSSVYSIQPHGSEPFMVFCDMSKGHGETVIQRRM
DGLINFDQTWETYENGFGALQEEFWLGLRNIRSLLVRGNSVLHVQLEDWKQGRHSSEYTFYLHGPEEDYVI
DLRLLSGDLPDPMGNLTGMAFSTKDRDSDQQRDSDCAHGYTGGWWFNACGDAFLNGKYFQMRPKGRTE
RRKGIQWRSGPKAFTSLMSTQISVRQMAPPSSVSSTSS 
>Tr_ Angiopoietin-like 4a_ENSTRUP00000023243 
MKTTLATLTLCLVVLMATGFPFDRKGGSAAGGGSKEKRVQYAAWDDVNVIAHGLLQLGQGLKEHVDKTKV
QMRDVSTKLKVFNRTMTDLAKESQKLRVEGEALKGRARELEDREGQLLNVTAELREKAEEMQLERRAMSE
RMSRLEERVDSLLQGGGVLPDLEAGAKNSSDARHIQVMLENQNRRIDDLLERIRLQQEKLDKQNVRIRTLQS
LLRSHGAFLDFPQVVESRNGDASVEQSDSPIETVSDCHELFLRGETTSGVYTIQPVNAEPFKVFCEMTADG
GWTVIQRRQDGSLDFDQLWEAYVKGFGSLTGESWLGLEKIHSIAKDGGYILNIQLTDWNGDVASVKLPFSL
GGGESKYSLQVRKDGPFSPLERSLGADVLHGLPFSTRDQDNDQKNDTNCAKHLSGGWWFSSCGHSNLN
GRYFQSPPPKHRHQRKQGIFWKSWRGRYYPLKNTVMLIAPVSVQSKS 
>Tr_ Angiopoietin-like 4b_ENSTRUP00000018643 
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MKDRVLVVSRVINNYKSLPSRFKVAVEPLDKYASWDDVNVVSHGLLQLGQGLKEHVDKTKAQTRDVNAKLK
SLDAAVEEVERRQRKQDEALRAGSKEAEDREKLLAALAEEVEEVKKQSKNINSKVDKLEEKLEDGGHLGVS
RGCLQKMVAAQNRRIDQLVEKLEQQQDKLDKQSLHLQMLQTKVSRGSSRATTHPSAAGNRPHLSSCSTRF
HTRVSGGVRDCHHLYVRGQRASGVYTIQPEGSEPFAVFCDMTSEGGWTVIQKRYDGAQNFNQLWEGYKR
GFGSLDGEFWLGLEKIRSVSKQGPYQLQVELSDGAGQQLPVARYLFQLDGEEKKFALHLEDEAPSPRTSTG
SSGIPFSTADRDNDLSEDVSCAKLLSGGWWFSSCGDWNLNGRFPRRPSGPSRKQTRKMFWTSKGQRHS
VRTTLLKIAPTTMKLRS 
>Tn_ Angiopoietin-like 3_ENSTNIP00000010672 
TPVLLLALLFVGVPALCDSKEELFLQTTAPTQAPRSRFAALDEVRLLANGLLHLGQSMREFVQKTRGQISDIF
QKLNIFDRSFYQLSVLTSEIKEEEEELKKTTVVLKASNDEIKDLSAQISFKVDSILQEKSDLQDKLEGLEEKLSS
MSKSAPLRYQAAEINNSIHTQEVIHSQDNSIRELLRAVRHQSHQLNLHRVKIKSLEEKLTTGKKPQETVERISE
VSSAETPTLSPYQASHSASTSELMNLPSDCSQLFESGVRISSVYAIRPHSSEPFVVFCDMSEDHGETVIQRR
MGGLVNFDQTWETYENGFGDLQGEFWLGLSSIRSLLARGNTVLRVQLEDWKQGSHLSEYNFYLSGPEEDY
TINLRLLSGDTPDPMGNLTGMAFSTKDRNSDQQQDSSCAYGYTGGWWFNACGDAHLNGKYFQLRPKGIQ
WRSGPKAFTSLKSTKISIRHMAPPSSVSSP 
>Tn_ Angiopoietin-like 4a_ENSTNIP00000003092  
MKRTLATLTFCLLVLVATGFPFDKKGGSAAGGASKEKRVQYAAWDDVNVIAHGLLQLGQGLKEHVDRTKVQ
MRDISTKLKLFNRTVTDLGKESQKLRAEGEAAKSRARELEDREGQLLNITAELREKAEEMQLERRAMSARM
SRLEEMLPGAEAGAGNGSDARHIQVMLENQNRRIDDLLERIRLQQEKLDKQNARIRTLQNQVGGTKFRSVE
TRPRVEPDACKQAAAKKTPILLLISGNAEMASDCHELFLRGEATSGVYTIQPVNAQPFKVFCEMTASGGWTV
IQRRQDGSVDFDQLWEAYLRGFGSLNGEFWLGLEKIHSISKDGGHILNIQLSDWNGDVASVTLPFSLGGEET
QFSLQVRKDGPLSTLERSLGADAHGGLPFSTRDQDNDRKNDTSCAKHLSAGGWWFSSCGHSNLNGRYFQ
SPPPKHRHQRKQGIFWKSWRGRYYPLKKSVMMVAPASVQSKS 
>Tn_ Angiopoietin-like 4_ENSTNIP00000013099  
MKTPQLLVLLSSTLVGVSTAFPAHRSPDPDQDPDQDQYASWDEVNVVAHGLLQLGQGLKEHVDKTKAQTR
DINTRLKLLDATVVEVERRWREQEEALRARSSQVEEREKLLAEVAQEVRGKVEEVKKQSQNMDQLEKKGG
SDPSWGGWCLQKVLAAQNSRIDPLVEKMEQQEDKLDKQSLRLQRLESKQNTASASTLPRQVSHRRAQRR
RDGKPREEEPRSAGGHVCALLSGRARDCQHLYAAGQRASGVYTIQPDGSHPLDVFCDMTSEGGWTVIQR
RHDGSQNFNQPWERYKRGFGSLSGEFWLGLEKIRSVSKQGPYQLRVELSNGAGQQLPVARYGFHLDGED
KKFALRLEDETASPPATAGGSGIPFSTADRDNDLAVDVNCAELLSGGWWFSSCGDWNLNGRRPSAPSREQ
PRKPEAFRTSQGRRRSVKTTLLKIAPTGTGV 
>Xt_ Angiopoietin-like 3_ENSXETP00000023732 
MNLVLIFILPLVLSATEKDDSAYDSLSTDSKSRFAMLDDVRILANGLLQLGHGLKDFVHKTKGQINEIFQKLNIF
DKSVTDLSEQTNEIREKEEELKDTTSKLQENNEELKNISRKINSQVENLLQDKIHLQAKVGSLEEKLFQMTQG
TTEGQEIKEISSLKNFVEQQDVNIRHLLKVVQEQHMQLDHQNVQIKDLEDKLSKADLQESVKSVLAVRRSRT
GFLNLSNSTDGMVEQNDSRDCNDIYNRGERSSGIYTIRPNGSTAFDVYCEITSESANTVIQRRTDGSVDFNQ
TWETYLNGFGELTGEFWLGLEKIHAISQQADYILHIELQDWKENWRFVEYMFTLGNQDTSYALQLTQVSGNI
PSALPEQREILFSTSDQNSGDLKCPAETFSGGWWNTACSGTNLNGKYIKQRPRTKLDRRRGQGIYWKSEK
GRLYSLKSTKIMLYRTDLDSFE 
>Xt_ Angiopoietin-like 4_ENSXETP00000047381 
MKLLLASITVSLLVLSLLVLGGESWGFSSEKKVQYASWDEVNVLAHGLLQLGHGLKEHVDKTKGQLKEISGK
LVQHNVSLLELSRQASEVRESGEALKGRLQELEDKDKQLYDVSQGLKGKVQEISKDRQLLEHRLQNMEAKI
QLLEPSKRQNRSEKEDLLSIQTLMEIQSKRIDELLEKIKLQQYKLDKQNLQIKSLQNTVSLTFIANTKHILQIQSN
RLETQTWKMNLKKTVEDEVFPSDCHQIFLEGKKSSGIFSIQPSGAQPFEVYCEMTADAGWTVTQRRTDGSV
DFDRLWDAYTDGFGNLNGEFWLGLEKMHQITQQGQYLIHIDLQDWENNVQHMEAKFLLAGSNEAYALQLL
GPVTGELENALSDFQQLQFSTRDRDQDKKSDFNCAKHLSGGWWFSSCGHSNLNGKYFLSVPRARHERKQ
GIFWKTWKGRYYPLKSTSIKIRPVDTDLTV 
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Table 3.S2: Primer sequences used in this study. 
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Table 3.S3: Allele designations for stable lines created in this study.



CHAPTER 4 
 

Towards Identification of Transcription Factors Regulating Intestinal 
Expression of Angptl4 

 

4.1  Overview 

 The regulatory potential of cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) is facilitated by protein 

factors that bind DNA in trans to specify a genomic locus for transcriptional activation or 

repression (henceforth transcription factors). A major challenge is to identify the 

corresponding transcription factors that bind a defined CRM. I previously utilized the 

unique features of the zebrafish model to elucidate and characterize the in vivo activity 

of multiple CRMs that confer tissue-specificity and microbial control of angptl4 

transcription, a circulating inhibitor of lipoprotein lipase (LPL). This work elucidated a 40 

base pair region (termed in3.4-CR) within the third intron of zebrafish angptl4 that is 

required for intestinal expression. To discover factors that regulate angptl4 intestinal 

transcription, I first established an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) using 

nuclear extracts harvested from zebrafish intestinal epithelial cells. I used this assay to 

reveal that multiple complexes can assemble on an in3.4-CR double-stranded DNA 

probe and used mutant probes to localize required binding sites. The same bases 

required for in vivo reporter experiments were also required for in vitro shift activity. I 

used conditions established in this EMSA assay to try to identify the corresponding 

transcription factors by DNA affinity chromatography followed by mass spectrometry. I 

identified multiple protein factors that appear to preferentially bind the in3.4-CR regions 

compared to a control probe, however these candidate factors were not predicted to be 
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sequence-specific transcription factors. These results provide a foundation for future 

efforts aimed at the unbiased discovery of factors regulating transcription in the zebrafish 

intestinal epithelium. 

 

4.2  Introduction 

 Pioneering work on lambda phage during the 1960s led by Francois Jacob and 

Jacques Monod [72] predicted the discovery of factors that bind in trans to non-genic 

DNA regions and function to modulate expression of protein-coding genes [245,246]. 

The biochemical isolation of the lac and lambda repressors and their subsequent 

molecular understanding [247] revealed that these trans acting factors are proteins that 

have a binding specificity for particular DNA sequences. This early work in phage, and 

also E. coli [248,249], was extended to eukaryotic cells by a number of laboratories in 

the 1970’s and 1980’s [250-254]. It is now firmly accepted that all known life-forms 

selectively regulate RNA transcription in part through the sequence-specific binding of 

protein factors to regulatory DNA. How then does specificity arise? 

 As of the writing of this thesis, there are 1,764 transcription factor structures 

deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). A number of insights have been inferred from 

this wealth of structural information [255,256]. Notably, it appears that transcription 

factors are typically modular in their structure, often consisting of a trans-activation 

domain and DNA-binding domain (DBD) [256,257]; modular in that the DBD can alone 

bind specifically to its cognate DNA sequence [258]. The DBD typically binds 6-10 base 

pair DNA sequences (or motifs) and multiple families of domain configurations (fingers, 

zippers, helices, homeoboxes, etc) have evolved to recognize DNA. Binding site 

recognition proceeds in part through specific interactions with bases and nonspecific 

interactions with the negatively charged sugar/phosphate backbone. It is believed that 
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specificity is largely conferred by “sequence-dependent projections of chemical groups 

from the bases into the major and minor grooves” of the DNA polymer [259,260]. 

Chemical interactions including direct (and indirect via a water molecule) hydrogen 

bonding and van der Waals (VdW) interactions that occur between amino acid side 

chains and available chemical groups of bases projected at the protein-DNA interface. 

Each dinucleotide base pair (TA, AT, GC, CG) harbors a distinctive capacity to 

contribute to H-bonding or VdW interactions in both the major and minor groove, which 

is determined by the chemical group display array of that dinucleotide. Therefore, 

varying the pattern of dinucleotides can generate distinct binding pockets. Notably, this 

feature suggests that abstracting binding sites to linear text can be used to predict the 

transcription factors capable of binding a given DNA sequence. More accurately, the 

binding preferences of transcription factors are often degenerate and can be better 

modeled through the likelihood that a certain base is present at a given position within 

the binding window of the transcription factor’s DNA binding domain. These likelihoods 

(or motifs) are commonly represented as position weight matrices (PWMs) and can be 

used to ask if a similar motif is found within a given DNA text string. It is believed that 

recognition is further influenced by the three-dimensional structure, conformation, and 

deformability inherent to the chromatin DNA region. Indeed, accounting for local DNA 

topography has been shown to be a better predictor of transcription factor recognition 

[261], and cis-regulatory regions in general [262], than primary sequence alone. It must 

be noted that transcription factors can often bind multiple apparently un-related 

recognition sites and this discrepancy is not fully understood. 

 Vertebrates are composed of hundreds to thousands of different cell types, each 

containing a shared genome consisting of gigabases of DNA encoding tens of 

thousands of genes, and an infinite variety of environmental circumstances to encounter. 

As an example, a recent survey suggested that the human genome encodes 
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approximately 1,700-1,900 sequence-specific transcription factors [263]. It is difficult to 

imagine how development and homeostasis of such a complicated organism is 

maintained by a limited set of factors if each functions alone. One would imagine that the 

addition of an adjacent recognition site for another transcription factor would dramatically 

increase cooperative specificity and allow for combinatorial interactions to explain the 

observed discrepancy between regulatory needs and regulatory factors. Indeed, most 

tissue-specific cis-regulatory modules tend to harbor functional binding sites for 4-6 

transcriptional regulators [222], and binding site clustering [264] and combinatorial 

binding [265] have been useful methods for predicting cis-regulatory activity [266]. A 

particularly elegant example of cooperative binding was revealed in the structure of the 

Interferon-ß enhanceosome in which 8 transcription factors cooperatively assemble on a 

50 bp enhancer where at least one protein-DNA contact occurs at every base position 

[84]. The generality and logic of cooperative or combinatorial interactions is not fully 

understood, but likely plays an important role in reaching thermodynamic thresholds 

required for activation or repressive activities [134,267]. 

 There are numerous DNA-based strategies one can employ towards the 

identification of candidate DNA-binding proteins [268]. Recognition sites for many 

transcription factors have been defined through experimental studies and high-quality 

PWMs have been deposited into public databases such as JASPAR and TRANSFAC. 

One approach towards transcription factor discovery is to query these databases for 

motifs present within the DNA regulatory module [202]. Coupling this search with 

evolutionary conservation can improve the predictive capacity of this strategy [269]. 

Current PWM databases include information from a very limited number of genomes and 

are incomplete for those genomes that are included. Further, many transcription factors 

bind a range of DNA sequences or have minimal specificity. Therefore, reliance on 

informatics approaches can limit the discovery power and can in principle lead to 
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systemic bias. A second approach uses biochemical purification of sequence specific 

DNA binding factors from cellular extracts by DNA chromatography and has historically 

been a useful method for identification of transcriptional regulators [270-272]. However, 

successful enrichment requires a binding activity assay and an abundant source of 

nuclear extract. Recent advances in mass spectrometry now allow efficient peptide 

identification in low abundance samples and complex mixtures [273,274] and application 

of these technologies to discover factors capable of binding DNA using relatively simple 

pull-downs are now possible [275,276]. The zebrafish field has traditionally relied on the 

predictive capacity of transcription factor binding site (TFBS) databases, in which most 

vertebrate TFBS motifs were defined in mammalian systems. 

 The intestinal microbiota affects vertebrate energy balance and fat storage 

through impacting the capacity for dietary energy harvest [10]. Previous work 

demonstrated that conventionally-raised mice (CONVR) harboring a healthy microbiota 

have increased fat storage when compared to germ-free (GF) mice lacking a microbiota 

[8]. This increase in fat storage in CONVR animals was due in part to decreased 

expression of Angiopoietin-like 4 (Angptl4) in the intestine of CONVR mice. Angptl4 is a 

key regulator of lipid deposition and functions by directly inhibiting Lipoprotein lipase 

(LPL) mediated hydrolysis of circulating triacylglycerides into free fatty acids and 

glycerol. In my previous work, I used in vivo reporter assays in the zebrafish to elucidate 

a CRM (termed in3.4) in the third intron of zebrafish angptl4 that conferred intestine-

specific expression. I used comparative sequence analysis from 12 fish species, 

functional mapping, and site-directed mutagenesis to define the minimal set of regulatory 

sequences required for intestinal activity of the angptl4 intestinal CRM. Finally, I showed 

that this intestinal module also responds to the microbiota similar to the endogenous 

gene. These results provided a mechanism by which the microbiota might differentially 

regulate angptl4 expression and peripheral fat storage by suppressing the activity of an 
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intestine-specific transcriptional enhancer. The transcription factors mediating intestinal 

expression and microbial suppression are unknown. 

 In the following chapter, I use a computational approach to predict regulatory 

motifs present in the in3.4 module and the candidate factors controlling intestinal 

expression of angptl4. In parallel, I developed a biochemical assay and DNA affinity pull-

down strategy to discover regulators of angptl4 transcription. The short-term goal was to 

establish a relatively simple method to identify protein factors capable of specifically 

binding the in3.4 regulatory region of angptl4. The longer-term rationale was to explore 

the utility of this strategy as a platform for medium-throughput unbiased discovery of 

transcription factors mediating microbial response in the intestine. Ultimately, I was not 

successful in decisively identifying a likely candidate regulator of intestinal angptl4 

transcription using this approach. However, this work constitutes an important step 

forward in assay development and provides the foundation toward using DNA affinity 

chromatography and mass spectrometry to identify transcription factors active in the 

zebrafish intestine.   
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4.3  Results 

4.3.1  Computational prediction of candidate factors 

 I queried the JASPAR and TRANSFAC databases for transcription factor motifs 

present in the zebrafish in3.3 (islet) and in3.4 (intestine) modules (see Chapter 3, Figure 

3.7) to discover candidate transcription factors that may regulate intestinal expression of 

angptl4. Because the in3.3 module does not drive expression in the intestine I reasoned 

that comparing the two lists could give insight into intestine-specific regulators. Indeed 

the in3.4 module harbors a number of predicted binding sites not present in the in3.3 

region. Overlaying data from truncations and site-directed mutagenesis converged on a 

set of recognition sites that are within the 40 bp region (henceforth in3.4-CR) required for 

strong reporter expression (Chapter 3, Figure 3.7B). Most notably, there is a consensus 

GATA factor binding site within in3.4-CR and no such motif in the in3.3 module. GATA 4, 

5, 6 have single zebrafish orthologs and are expressed in the intestinal epithelium [100] 

at 6dpf. Also of note was a region overlapping the Sub4 mutation that harbored a 

predicted binding site for nuclear receptors such as Hepatic nuclear factor 4 alpha 

(Hnf4α), Liver receptor homolog 1 (LRH-1), and Farnesoid Receptor X (FXR). These 

factors therefore represent potential novel candidate regulators of intestinal expression 

of angptl4.  

 

4.3.2  Substitution of the GATA factor binding site 

 I next mutated the consensus GATA binding site located within in3.4-CR and 

assayed this construct for competency to drive intestinal expression in the zebrafish. I 

found that substitution of only 3 bases within the entire in3.4 module (Figure 4.1A,B) 

strongly attenuated intestinal reporter expression (Figure 4.1C,D). Interestingly, this  

GATA motif, and an adjacent region harboring predicted binding sites for other candidate 
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Figure 4.1: Mutation of a predicted GATA factor-binding site abolishes intestinal expression 
(A) Logo of the consensus transcription factor binding site for GATA family members from the JASPAR 
database. Asterisks mark sites of targeted mutagenesis. (B) Sequencing traces showing site-directed 
mutagenesis substituting 3 base pairs within the 316 bp in3.4 regulatory module comprising the consensus 
GATA binding site (SubGATA). (C) Representative image of a 7dpf zebrafish injected with the SubGATA 
mutant construct. Very weak to no intestinal expression was observed in all 20 animals imaged despite 
moderate muscle expression (likely conferred by the cfos minimal promoter). (D) Relative mean intestinal 
fluorescence within the intestine was quantified in mosaic animals and plotted per injected fish. Circles 
represent mean fluorescence averaged for three mosaic patches within one fish. Statistical significance was 
tested using an un-paired Student’s T-test (P<.0001). (E) Multiple alignment of intestine positive and 
intestine negative sequences orthologous to zebrafish in3.4-CR. Alignments of the GATA or Farnesoid 
Receptor X (FXR), Hepatic nuclear factor-4 (HNF4), Liver receptor homolog-1 (LRH-1) binding sites are 
highlighted in green or orange, respectively. Asterisks denote bases differentially conserved between 
intestine positive and intestine negative sequences. Danio rerio (Dr, zebrafish), Danio nigrofasciatus (Dn), 
Danio albolineatus (Dalb), Danio choprae (Dc), Danio feegradei (Df), Devario aequipinnatus (Daeq, giant 
danio), Carassius auratus (Ca, goldfish), Cyprinus carpio (Cc, carp), Puntius conchonius (Pc, rosy barb), 
Chromobotia macracanthus (Cm, clown loach), Ictalurus punctatus (Ip, channel catfish), Oryzias latipes (Ol, 
medaka). Note that Dalb and Cm have not been tested (grey). 
 

 

factors (Hnf4α, LRH-1, FXR) are well-conserved even in Ostariophysi species whose 

orthologous in3.4 region does not drive intestinal reporter expression (Figure 4.1D). 

Single-nucleotide differences between intestine-positive and intestine-negative 
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sequences from other species in this region do not overlap with positions that would be 

predicted to dramatically alter TFBSs. To be clear, this data does not suggest that these 

predicted transcription factors, such as GATA factors, are not required for intestinal 

expression of angptl4. However, it highlights the potential distraction of relying on in 

silico predictions to discover factors that regulate a gene through a given cis-regulatory 

module, as the same factors are predicted to bind in sequences that are negative in the 

intestine.  Therefore, I chose to pursue a DNA-centered assay to discover candidate 

transcription factors that function through in3.4 to regulate intestinal expression of 

angptl4 in the zebrafish as a counterpart to protein-centered methodologies. 

 

4.3.3  Generation of an in vitro binding assay 

 I first set out to develop a biochemical binding assay to monitor DNA-protein 

complex assembly with the goal to partially purify transcription factors functioning 

through the in3.4-CR regulatory region using DNA affinity chromatography. It was 

observed that expression of the fluorescent reporter was maintained in adult zebrafish 

harboring a stable insertion of the in3.2:TdT or in3.4:GFP transgene (Figure 4.2B and 

data not shown). I therefore inferred that transcription factors should be present and 

active in these cells sufficient to bind and activate the in3.4-CR element. Compared to 

the small zebrafish larvae used in the previous chapter, adult intestinal cells present a 

relatively abundant source material for nuclear extract preparation. Nuclear extracts 

were prepared from primary intestinal epithelial cells harvested from adult zebrafish 

intestines (see Methods) and used in non-radioactive electrophoretic mobility shift 

assays performed with a 50 base pair biotinylated probe (in3.4-CR, Figure 4.2A). I 

observed at least two specific shifts (termed upper and lower) that were efficiently  
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Figure 4.2: Factors in nuclear extracts bind the in3.4-CR regulatory region 
(A) Schematic of substitution mutations assayed in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.6). The region used to design the 50 
bp biotinylated in3.4-CR probe for the electrophorectic mobility shift assays (EMSA) is shown as a line below 
the schematic. Mutant probes cover the same region with localization of substitutions indicated. (B) Adult 
zebrafish maintain expression of the reporter TdTomato (TdT) driven by the in3.2 regulatory module in the 
intestinal epithelium suggesting transcription factors are present and active. (C) Nuclear extracts from 
zebrafish adult intestinal epithelial cells harbor factors that bind a 50 bp in3.4-CR double-stranded probe. 
Arrows mark at least two (upper (1) and lower (2)) complexes. Binding is efficiently competed by 50x 
unlabeled wild type (wt) DNA, but not with SubGATA (sg) or scrambled (sc) unlabeled DNA. Scrambled 
probe was generated by scrambling the wild type sequence and does not support complex assembly. Note 
that similar results were observed with 25x and 100x competitor (not shown). E = extract, C = 50x 
competitor, P = probe. (D) Mutant DNAs (Sub4, Sub5, Sub6, but not Sub7) are deficient at assembling and 
competing complexes.  
 

 

competed away by wild type unlabeled competitor, but not with unlabeled competitor in 

which the wild type sequence was randomly scrambled (Figure 4.2C). Further, the upper 

and lower shifts were not apparent when using a biotinylated scrambled probe (Figure 

4.2C). These data suggest that the in3.4-CR region can assemble multiple and specific 

DNA-protein complexes using nuclear extracts from intestinal epithelial cells.  
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 I next assayed the competency of the various substitution mutations to assemble 

complexes using this electrophoretic mobility shift assay. Strikingly, unlabeled competitor 

oligos harboring the overlapping subGATA or Sub6 mutation did not fully compete either 

the upper or lower shift (Figure 4.2C).  Interestingly, the upper band still assembled on 

the subGATA or Sub6 mutant probe but the lower band did not (Figure 4.2D). 

Furthermore, the Sub4 mutation could efficiently compete away the lower band but not 

the upper band. Consistent with this observation, the Sub4 mutant could assemble the 

complex revealed in the lower band, but was moderately deficient in assembling the 

upper complex. Sub5 appeared moderately deficient in assembling the upper complex, 

whereas Sub7 was similar to wild type in the ability to assemble and compete for both 

complexes. This data suggests that the lower shift requires the binding sites affected by 

the subGATA/Sub6 mutations and the upper shift likely requires the binding sites 

affected by the Sub4 mutations. Most importantly, the DNA motifs located within the 

in3.4-CR region are required for both in vivo reporter activity and in vitro protein-DNA 

complex assembly.  

 

4.3.4  DNA-affinity chromatography and mass spectrometry to identify 

transcription factors 

 Results from the EMSAs suggested that factors within IEC nuclear extracts can 

specifically assemble on in3.4-CR double-stranded oligos, but EMSA is not well-suited 

for the direct identification of binding proteins. I attempted supershift experiments using 

antibodies targeting zebrafish (Dr) GATA binding factors 4, 5, 6 and mouse Rel A of the 

NFkB complex and these gave inconclusive negative results (data not shown). 

Therefore, I next sought to establish a DNA-affinity pull-down strategy to discover which 

protein factors bind the in3.4-CR region. Based on the observations that the subGATA 

mutation strikingly altered in vivo reporter activity and in vitro shift activity, I reasoned  
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Figure 4.3: DNA affinity pull-down using wild type and subGATA probes 
(A) Cartoon schematic showing the pull-down strategy. Biotinylated 50 bp wild type in3.4-CR or SubGATA 
mutant probe is conjugated to streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and incubated with nuclear extract from 
zebrafish adult intestinal epithelial cells. Protein-DNA complexes are washed and eluted with various 
concentrations of NaCl or 2% SDS. (B) Silver stained SDS-polyacrylamide gel showing denatured protein 
from input extract (in, 1µl and 2µl to show strong and weak bands), bound protein from wild type pull-down 
(wt) and from SubGATA pull-down (sg). Protein was eluted with 2% SDS at 85°C for 10 minutes to recover 
all bound protein. m = marker (kb). (C-D) The experiment was repeated this time eluting with increasing 
molar concentration of NaCl. (C) Each fraction (in = input nuclear extract, ub = protein unbound after 4 hour 
incubation, w = wash) was separated using SDS-PAGE and silver stained or (D) dialyzed and assayed for 
binding activity to the wild type probe through a non-radioactive electromobility shift assay (EMSA). Note the 
strong shift activity observed in the 500 mM NaCl fraction. (E-F) The experiment was repeated with the 
SubGATA probe. Note that the shift activity apparently elutes at a lower NaCl concentration though this 
particular observation has not been repeated. 
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that this probe could be useful in comparison to wildtype in3.4-CR. In the first iteration, a 

biotinylated 50 base pair wild type or subGATA probe was linked to magnetic beads via 

streptavidin and incubated with nuclear extracts from primary zebrafish intestinal 

epithelial cells for 4 hours at 4°C. Bead-DNA-protein complexes were washed multiple 

times with binding buffer containing non-specific poly (dI-dC) and the remaining bound 

protein was eluted with 2% SDS at 85°C for 10 minutes, separated using SDS-PAGE, 

and silver-stained (Figure 4.3B). This revealed many protein bands most of which were 

present in both the wild type and subGATA lanes. In order to further distinguish potential 

differences between the wild type probe and the subGATA probes, I next washed Bead-

DNA-protein complexes 4 times with binding buffer containing non-specific poly dI/dC 

and eluted with increasing concentrations of NaCl. Input extract, unbound extract, 

washes and salt elutions were first dialyzed, then (i) separated using SDS-PAGE and 

silver-stained or (ii) assayed for competency to shift wild type double-stranded in3.4-CR 

probe using EMSA. After the 3rd wash there was no detectable protein in the elution and 

increasing the salt concentration stepwise dissociated bound protein (Figure 4.3C). 

Interestingly, there was a strong shift in only one lane (0.5M NaCl) from the wild type 

pull-down elutions (Figure 4.3D), which correlated with a number of strong bands 

present in the corresponding 0.5M NaCl elution lane of the silver-stained gel. The 

analogous experiment with SubGATA mutant probe had a similar shift though this 

activity was eluted with a weaker salt elution (Figure 4.3E,F). Note that it is unclear if the 

shift activity in these experiments is the same activity observed in the previous EMSA 

(Figure 4.2).  

 To ascertain the specificity of the EMSA activity and protein bands eluted in the 

wild type and SubGATA experiments, I repeated the pull-downs using a scrambled  
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Figure 4.4: DNA affinity pull-down using wild type and scrambled probes 
(A) Cartoon schematic showing the pull-down strategy. Biotinylated 50 bp wild type in3.4-CR or scrambled 
probe is conjugated to streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and incubated with nuclear extract from zebrafish 
adult intestinal epithelial cells. Protein-DNA complexes are washed and eluted with various concentrations of 
NaCl or 2% SDS. (B) Sypro-ruby stained SDS-polyacrylamide gel showing denatured protein after eluting 
with increasing molar concentration of NaCl from wild type (wt PD) or scrambled (sc PD) DNA-bead 
complexes (in = input nuclear extract, ub = protein unbound after 4hour incubation with wt probe). (C) Each 
salt fraction was dialyzed and assayed for binding activity to the in3.4-CR wild type probe using the non-
radioactive electromobility shift assay (EMSA). Note the strong shift activity observed in the 100 mM NaCl 
fraction from the wild type pull-down. (D) The shift activity from the wt pull-down was efficiently competed by 
wild type unlabeled competitor (50x) but not scrambled unlabeled competitor (50x). (E-H) The experiment 
was repeated twice (Replicate 1 - E,F; Replicate 2 -  G,H) this time adding BSA and scrambled competitor 
into binding reactions and wash buffer, eluting once with 50 µl of 1 M NaCl at room temperature for 3 min, 
and a second time with 50 µl of buffer containing 2% SDS at 85°C for 10min. Beads only (be) bind few 
proteins (E) and elicit no shift (F). However, in these replicates a shift was observed using eluate from the 
scrambled pull-downs (F,G). The shift activity is not seen in an EMSA using scrambled probe with eluates 
from wildtype and scrambled pull-downs (H). Note that the shift was also present in the wild type pull-down 
though to a lesser extent (F, H).  
 

probe (Figure 4.4A). The resultant SDS-PAGE separation and SyproRuby stained gel 

from wild type or scrambled revealed a strikingly similar pattern of protein bands upon 

step-wise elution with increasing NaCl concentrations (Figure 4.4B). Encouragingly, I 

observed a single strong shift activity in the 0.1M NaCl elution in the wild type pull-down, 
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but no shift activity in any fraction from the scrambled probe (Figure 4.4D). Also, this 

shift activity was competed away by wild type unlabeled competitor, but not with 

scrambled unlabeled competitor (Figure 4.4D). Despite this specific shift activity on the 

wild type probe, there appeared to be no overt differences in the SyproRuby stained gel 

from the wild type pull-down compared to the scrambled probe pull-down that correlated 

with this shift activity (Figure 4.4B). It is likely that there are low abundant proteins 

differentially present in the wild type and scrambled pull-downs. These initial results 

were very promising, but suggested that many proteins were binding to the probe and/or 

beads in a non-specific manner. This prompted the need to de-noise the pull-downs. In 

one attempt I included excess scrambled oligo into the reactions and a short (3 minute) 

wash step with high salt. In this experiment I observed a similar set of proteins in wild 

type and scrambled pull-downs (Figure 4.4E,H), however the shift activity was now weak 

in the wildtype pulldown and present in the scrambled pull-down (Figure 4.4F,H). This 

could be explained by experimental error, but I replicated the same results in an 

independent experiment (Figure 4.4G,H). Notably, eluate from bead only control pull-

downs had few proteins and did not elicit a shift (Figure 4.4E,F). Curiously, eluate from 

wild type and scrambled pull-downs shifted only the wild type probe and did not shift the 

scrambled probe (Figure 4.4F,H). This data suggested that further optimization or 

alternative strategies should be pursued to enrich for wild type-specific DNA-binding 

proteins in order to differentially distinguish protein bands using gel electrophoresis and 

EMSA activity.  

 In an alternative strategy, I utilized the observation from previous EMSA assays 

that incubation with unlabeled competitor DNA can be used to specifically compete DNA 

binding factors (Figure 4.2). In this iteration, the strategy was to attach the wild type 

probe to magnetic beads, incubate with nuclear extract, wash with binding buffer, and 

elute with either wild type or scrambled unlabeled competitor (Figure 4.5A). DNA-protein 
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Figure 4.5: DNA affinity pull-down using wild type and scrambled competitors 
(A) Cartoon schematic showing the pull-down strategy. Biotinylated 50 bp wild type in3.4-CR probe is 
conjugated to streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and incubated with nuclear extract from zebrafish adult 
intestinal epithelial cells. Protein-DNA complexes are washed and eluted with 50x wild type or scrambled 
competitor. (B) SDS-PAGE SyproRuby stained gel of input extract (in), protein unbound to the wild type 
DNA-bead complex after incubation (ub), protein still bound to the wild type DNA-bead complex after a two 
elutions with 50x wild type (wt), the 1st elution with wt competitor (1st), the 2nd elution with wt competitor (2nd), 
protein still bound to the wild type DNA-bead complex after a two elutions with 50x scrambled competitor 
(sc), the 1st elution with sc competitor (1st), the 2nd elution with sc competitor (2nd). (C) Mass spectrometry 
identification of the protein bands marked with a blue asterisks in (B).  
 

 

complexes remaining on the beads after elution are then denatured and eluted with 2% 

SDS at 85°C for 10min. Here, one would expect factors specific for the wild type 

sequence to be present in fractions representing the wild type competitor elution rather 

than remaining bound to the bead-DNA complex. Indeed, this resulted in at least two 

bands that were enriched when eluted with wild type competitor in comparison to 

scrambled competitor (Figure 4.5B). Furthermore, the same proteins were still present 

on the wild type bead-DNA complex after the elution with scrambled competitor, but not 

with wild type competitor (Figure 4.5B). We successfully identified two of the bands by 

mass spectrometry as oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (Ogdha) and dihydrolipoamide S-

succinyl-transferase (Dlst), both of which are components of the oxoglutarate 

dehydrogenase complex. I had previously identified one of these components (Ogdha) in 

another iteration of this pull-down in which I performed the incubations in the presence of 

wild type or scrambled competitor (data not shown). Unfortunately, neither of these 
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proteins has any known DNA-binding properties and the complex has well characterized 

enzymatic functions in the citric acid cycle [277].  

 It is possible that transcription factors are enriched in the in3.4-CR pulldowns 

compared to scrambled, but are not apparent in the SDS-PAGE gel. It has been 

reported that low abundance transcription factors enriched using DNA affinity pull-down 

assays can be identified even in complex mixtures [275,276]. I next returned to the 

wildtype vs. scrambled pulldown strategy (Figure 4.4), but this time I included stringent 

washing steps using low salt (50 mM NaCl) and weak detergent (0.01% Triton X-100) in 

an attempt to remove non-specific proteins from the wild type and scrambled pull-downs. 

In an effort to ensure sufficient protein for mass spectrometry, I did not perform SDS-

PAGE and used all of the wild-type in3.4 pull-down and scrambled pull-down for in 

solution digestion and peptide identification by LC MALDI-TOF/TOF. We were able to 

identify only a small number of proteins with confidence (Table 4.1, 4.2). Although there 

were a number of differences in proteins identified between wild type and scrambled 

pull-downs, there was no striking sequence-specific transcription factor discovered. 

Furthermore, the amount of total peptides identified by mass spectrometry was very low 

suggesting that the washing conditions were perhaps too stringent or the method of 

peptide extraction from the beads was not optimal. 

 Altogether, the above data provides the foundation for multiple methodologies 

aimed towards the identification of transcription factors that function through the angptl4 

in3.4 regulatory module. Strategies for improvement are discussed extensively below. 
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Table 4.1: Mass spectrometry results from wild type and scrambled pull-downs using IPI  
Proteins identified from wild type (top) and scrambled (bottom) pull-downs using LC-MALDI-TOF/TOF are 
shown. Peptides were searched against the International protein Index (IPI) database for zebrafish. 
Highlighted in gray are the proteins common to both wild type and scrambled pull-downs. 
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Table 4.2: Mass spectrometry results from wild type and scrambled pull-downs using UniProt  
Proteins identified from wild type (top) and scrambled (bottom) pulldowns using LC-MALDI-TOF/TOF are 
shown. Peptides were searched against the UniProt database which include all species (including bacteria). 
Highlighted in gray are the proteins common to both wild type and scrambled pull-downs. 
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4.4  Discussion 

4.4.1  Potential transcription factors regulating intestinal transcription of angptl4 

Sequence-specific transcription factors select genes for activation or repression 

through direct interaction with DNA regulatory sequences. It remains a difficult task to 

identify transcription factors regulating a gene of interest given a known cis-regulatory 

module. I have defined a minimal region within the in3.4 CRM that harbors regulatory 

activity in the intestine that is conserved within the Danio lineage (Chapter 3). Predicted 

transcription factor binding sites within this region intimates potential roles for these 

factors in regulation of angptl4 tissue-specific transcription and/or microbial suppression. 

Because sequence-specific transcription factors typically recognize 6-12 bp motifs [222], 

it is reasonable to assume that multiple factors cooperate to combinatorially regulate 

intestinal expression through this CRM. The Hnf4 family of fatty acid-regulated nuclear 

receptors has evolutionarily conserved roles in lipid metabolism [223], and Hnf4α is 

expressed in the intestinal epithelium of zebrafish [99] and mouse [143]. Similarly, GATA 

factors 4, 5, and 6 are all expressed in the zebrafish [99,100] and mouse [97,98] 

intestinal epithelium and have proposed roles in regulating epithelial cell differentiation. 

Notably, C. elegans GATA family member elt-2 has been implicated in mediating 

intestinal epithelial cell immune responses [102] suggesting that GATA factors could 

mediate tissue-specific as well as microbial regulatory inputs at angptl4. Indeed, 

mutation of the predicted GATA binding site within in3.4-CR abrogated intestinal 

expression (Figure 4.1C). PPAR family members have been identified as key regulators 

of mammalian Angptl4 expression in adipocytes and hepatocytes through PPAR 

responsive elements located in the 5’ portion of human ANGPTL4 intron 3 [177,180] and 

zebrafish PPARγ [226] and PPARδ [227] homologs are expressed in the larval intestine. 

The zebrafish angptl4 locus contains multiple predicted PPRE sites, including several in 
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both the 5’ and 3’ portion of intron 3 [228]. Most notably, a predicted PPRE was detected 

within the substitution blocks 16/17 in the intestinal enhancer in3.4 (Figure 3.7B). 

However, the PPREs within zebrafish angptl4 intron 3 that display the highest sequence 

homology to the defined human ANGPTL4 intron 3 PPRE mapped outside of minimal 

regions for either intestinal or islet expression within the 5’ liver module (data not 

shown). The location of these PPREs in the 5’ region of zebrafish angptl4 intron 3, 

combined with the fact that the PPREs discovered in human ANGPTL4 are also located 

in the 5’ portion of intron 3, suggests that the predicted PPREs within the 3’ islet and 

intestine CRMs of zebrafish angptl4 could represent novel elements for which functional 

equivalents have not been identified in mammals.  

Although these predicted factors represent candidates for controlling intestine-

specific regulation of angptl4, databases of predicted TFBSs are incomplete and 

commonly produce both false-positive and false-negative predictions. Moreover, critical 

regions identified by SDM might reflect sequences that alter nucleosome positioning or 

histone modification patterns rather than binding sites for sequence-specific transcription 

factors. However, the correlation of in vivo and in vitro results argues against this 

possibility. I anticipate that unbiased methods for transcription factor discovery will 

provide the most rigorous approach to an improved understanding of the angptl4 

cis/trans program.  

 

4.4.2  Optimization of methods for the unbiased discovery of transcription factors 

The zebrafish has extraordinary potential as a vertebrate model organism to 

discover transcriptional programs regulating intestinal physiology and pathophysiology, 

however methods for identifying and studying transcription factors in the zebrafish 

intestine are not well established. In order for the zebrafish model to be maximally useful 

for medium to high-throughput discovery and characterization of cis/trans regulation of 
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gene expression, then unbiased methods for transcription factor discovery should be 

pursued. In this work, we adapted classical biochemical assays, namely EMSA and DNA 

affinity chromatography, for use with extracts from zebrafish intestinal epithelial cells. 

These assays have been instrumental in other systems for characterizing and isolating 

the DNA binding activity of factors present in a given cell type [270-272,275,276]. Here I 

show that factors present in adult zebrafish intestinal epithelial cells can assemble 

specific complexes on the in3.4-CR sequence. Intriguingly, the putative transcription 

factor binding sites located within the in3.4-CR region that were originally defined 

through functional truncation assays, site-directed mutagenesis, and evolutionary 

conservation in vivo are also required for in vitro protein-DNA complex assembly. These 

findings (i) strengthen the support for the critical role of this intronic region in regulating 

angptl4 intestinal transcription, and (ii) foster confidence in the general utility of these 

two complementary approaches.  

 I used binding conditions established in the EMSA experiments to attempt partial 

purification of transcription factors using DNA affinity chromatography and employed 

mass spectrometry to identify peptides present in the eluate. This effort led to the 

positive identification of many factors including two components of the oxoglutarate 

dehydrogenase complex, namely oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (Ogdha) 

dihydrolipoamide S-succinyl-transferase (Dlst). Further, Ogdha was identified as 

differentially present in the wild type pull-down using two independent experimental 

strategies. Multiple copies of Ogdha, Dlst, and dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (Dld) 

proteins form a mitochondrial complex that catalyzes the conversion of 2-oxoglutarate 

(alpha-ketoglutarate) to succinyl-CoA and carbon dioxide during the Krebs cycle. I was 

unable to identify any published reference of DNA-binding activities of any of these 

proteins in the literature. It is indeed interesting that this complex readily elutes upon 

addition of unlabeled wild type competitor, but not with unlabeled scrambled competitor. 
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It is plausible that we have uncovered a novel function of an ancient metabolic enzyme 

normally localized to the mitochondria, however it is more likely that this is a spurious 

binding event. P-fam and PROSITE databases both predict that Dlst has a biotin/lipoyl 

attachment domain, which raises the possibility tht the streptavidin/biotin method used 

for coupling DNA to beads promote binding of Dlst and other complex members. These 

and other concerns highlight the need to further optimize pull-down conditions. In 

general, close collaboration or consultation with experts in transcription factor purification 

using DNA chromatography is strongly recommended. Other suggestions for 

improvements, considerations, and alternative approaches are highlighted below: 

 

i) One of the major limitations in these experiments was extract quantity. In 

hindsight, transcription factors are thought to be in low abundance in cells, and it 

would therefore be optimistic to expect observable enrichment from a single 

chromatographic step on a protein-stained gel. It is more likely that hidden 

amongst the bands, or invisible on the gel, is a low copy number transcription 

factor that would be differentially present in wild type and mutant pull-downs. 

Therefore, if extract quantity cannot be increased to allow for tandem enrichment, 

then a one-step pull-down followed by identification in complex mixtures (such as 

multidimensional protein identification technology, MudPIT) could be the best 

way forward. Multiple replicates using multiple mutant or scrambled controls 

would help filter the abundant non-specific binding proteins.   

ii) Due largely to inexperience, we used a commercial kit to generate nuclear 

extracts. Though the methodology was similar to that described [278,279], it is 

unclear how well this kit enriched for nuclear proteins. It would be useful to 

perform a western blot for nuclear proteins such as histones in the nuclear 

extract versus the cytosolic fraction. I performed a western blot for GATA factors 
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4,5,6 and this showed enrichment in the nuclear fraction, however I did not 

control for input protein (data not shown). Furthermore, components of the buffer 

solutions in the commercial kit are proprietary and this is not conducive to scaling 

this protocol or detailed understanding of binding affinity requirements. 

iii) We appreciated the elegance of using zebrafish intestinal epithelial extracts as 

source material for nuclear extract preparation. However, it may be wise to utilize 

intestines from larger teleost fish, or even mammals, in order to increase the 

amount of available extract. If similar binding activities were present in these 

extracts then extract quantity would no longer be limited. It remains an interesting 

and untested question how the zebrafish in3.4 enhancer would function in 

another teleost or mammalian species. 

iv) The experiments presented in this chapter suggest that there is potential in these 

methodologies for transcription factor discovery, however the source of nuclear 

extract is accompanied by several potential caveats. Intestinal epithelial cells 

synthesize numerous proteases and nucleases [280], and it remains unclear how 

these enzymes affect extract quality and DNA probe integrity. Protease inhibitors 

are added to all reactions and proteins in the extracts do not appear by SDS-

PAGE separation and staining to be overtly degraded. However, it has become 

apparent that Dnases are active in sloughed epithelium (see Chapter 5) and may 

impact interpretation of EMSA and DNA pull-down results.  

v) EMSA and pull-down conditions can and should be varied in order to understand 

the requirements for binding. I tested multiple binding conditions such as addition 

of glycerol, BSA, salmon sperm, detergent, and bivalent cations MgCl2 and 

ZnCl2, which either had negligible or deleterious effects on EMSA activities. 

However, these conditions were never exhausted or replicated and each variable 
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represents potential improvements in the DNA pull-down, especially in the 

washing steps.  

vi) Extracts were pre-incubated with streptavidin beads to deplete the extracts of 

non-specific bead or streptavidin binding proteins. It may be advantages to also 

deplete the extract of biotin binding proteins. It may also be useful to move away 

from biotin as a method to visualize shifted probes in EMSA and to attach oligos 

to beads in pull-down strategies. Dlst and likely other enzymes identified may use 

biotin as a co-factor.  

vii) Alternative unbiased approaches should also be considered. Novel high-

throughput yeast one-hybrid systems have recently been developed for C. 

elegans [281], Drosophila [282], and human [283]. Such an investment into 

library development for the zebrafish transcription factor repertoire would greatly 

enhance the utility of this organism for high-throughput characterization of 

transcriptional regulatory programs involved in development and disease. 

viii) Large scale efforts at defining the binding specificity of TFs should at some point 

saturate and refine PWMs [67,284]. Though DNA-binding domains are often 

highly conserved, it will be interesting to observe how useful these data sets 

defined in mammals will be to zebrafish. One would hope the computational 

predictive capacity of these databases could become even more reliable, and 

screening of candidate factors may be the most efficient first step. Standard 

zebrafish methods for controlling transcription factor activity such as morpholino 

knockdown and RNA injections have limited utility in the 4-6dpf zebrafish 

because of diluted effects at this time point and the requirement of many 

transcription factors during early development. Therefore, reagents such as Vivo-

morpholinos [285] or methods in which knockdown or overexpression can be 

encoded in DNA, including RNAi and inducible expression vectors, could bypass 
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the obstacle that many transcription factors are required during embryogenesis. 

These methods would also extend knockdown potential to later points in 

development. Furthermore, the continued development of targeted knockout 

approaches using Zinc-finger nucleases [286,287] or TALENS [288,289] may 

alleviate the problems associated with inadequate knock-down efficiencies.   

 

4.5  Materials and Methods 

4.5.1  Zebrafish husbandry 

All experiments using zebrafish were performed in wild type TL strains according 

to established protocols approved by the Animal Studies Committee at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  

 

4.5.2  Site-directed mutagenesis 

 To create site-directed substitution of the GATA binding site, two 50 bp 

complementary primers (Table 4.3) containing a 3 bp mismatch to wild type in3.4-CR 

were used in a circular PCR of the reporter vector (Tg(in3.4-Mmu.Fos:GFP)) followed by 

DpnI treatment to digest methylated parent plasmid. Nucleotides selected for exchange 

aimed to maximally disrupt the GATA motif while simultaneously incorporating an EcoRI 

restriction site in order to screen for mutant bacterial colonies. All plasmids were verified 

by Sanger dideoxy terminator sequencing.  

 

4.5.3  Injections, imaging, and reporter quantification 

 Co-injections of Tol2 plasmid and transposase mRNA were performed as 

described [196]. Generally, 100-200 zebrafish embryos were injected at the 1-2 cell 

stage with approximately 69 pg of plasmid DNA at a DNA:transposase ratio of 1:2. 

Injections of the wild type and subGATA mutant constructs were performed with two 
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sequence-verified plasmids in two independent experiments. Mosaic expression patterns 

were quantified as follows: at least 200 fish were visually observed and at least 10 fish 

injected with wild type or subGATA reporter constructs were imaged at the same 

magnification and exposure time and densitometric measures were quantified in 8-bit 

grey scale images using ImageJ software [244]. Three mosaic patches within a given 

tissue of an imaged fish were quantified for mean fluorescence intensity and averaged. 

Statistical significance was tested using unpaired Student’s T-test using GraphPad 

Prism software. 

 

4.5.4  DNA sequence analysis 

DNA sequence from 12 fish species was acquired and analyzed as described in 

Chapter 3 and Camp et al. 2012 [290]. 

 

4.5.5  Motif and transcription factor binding site (TFBS) predictions 

DNA sequences were queried for predicted transcription factor binding sites 

deposited in TRANSFAC [237] and JASPAR [238] databases using MATCH Chekmenev 

[239] and TESS [240] programs using default settings. We also used a discriminative 

motif MEME [241] search to discover motifs common to islet-positive or intestine-positive 

intronic regions, using sequences orthologous to in3.4 or sequences orthologous to 

in3.3, respectively, as negative selectors. To determine if MEME motifs were unique to 

islet- or intestine-positive regions, we used MAST [242] to query islet-negative (Ol in.3) 

or intestine-negative (Daeq, Ca, Cc, Pc, Cm, Ip, Ol in3.4) sequences for islet-positive or 

intestine-positive MEME motifs, respectively. TOMTOM [243] was used to query MEME 

hits against TRANSFAC and JASPAR databases.  
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4.5.6  Nuclear extracts preparation 

Intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) were isolated and nuclear protein extracted 

mostly as described [291]. Briefly, 3 adult fish intestines were dissected, splayed open, 

and washed thoroughly with cold PBS. The caudal-most region corresponding roughly to 

segment 6 and segment 7 [292] were removed. Care was taken to work quickly and 

remove as much non-intestinal tissue as possible. Intestines were then incubated in 

Dissociation Reagent 1 (30 mM EDTA, 1.5 mM DTT, 0.5x Complete protease inhibitors 

(Roche), in 1x PBS) for 15 minutes on ice, then transferred to Dissociation Reagent 2 

(30 mM EDTA, 0.5x Complete protease inhibitors (Roche), in PBS) at room temperature 

and manually shaken for up to 10 minutes to dissociate the epithelial layer. Epithelial 

cells were collected by pouring into a 15 ml conical tube, pelleted at 500 x G for 5 min at 

4 degree, and washed one time with cold 1x PBS. Nuclear protein was extracted using 

the ActivMotif kit according to the manufacturers specifications for 2 x 107 cells, except 

the hypotonic buffer volume was doubled (2ml). Protein concentration was determined 

using standard Bradford assays (Invitrogen) [293]. Due to the stickiness of intestinal 

epithelial cells, many cells were lost to the walls of tips, tubes, and pipettes and 

precaution was taken to reduce pipetting to a minimum. Cell number per intestine was 

difficult to estimate because epithelial cell layers were not fully dissociated. The amount 

of nuclear extract per intestine varied, but ranged from approximately 10-50 µg/intestine.  

 

4.5.7  Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) 

Non-radioactive EMSA was performed using the LightShift Chemiluminescent 

EMSA kit (Pierce). Biotin 5’ end-labeled oligo was annealed with unlabelled 

complementary oligo in oligo annealing buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 

pH 8) using a thermocycler (Eppendorf) program (heat 95° for 5min, decreasing 
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temperature to 25° at 1°/minute). EMSA binding reactions using 1x EMSA binding buffer 

(10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5), 100 ng/µl Poly (dI-dC), IEC nuclear 

extract (0.1-0.5 µg/µl), were pre-incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. Labeled 

probe was added (2 fmol/µl) and the reactions were incubated at room temperature for 

20 minutes prior to loading 5µl into a 6% polyacrylamide gel DNA-retardation gel 

(Invitrogen EC63655BOX). In competition experiments unlabelled oligos were annealed 

in oligo annealing buffer and pre-incubated (50 fmol/µl, 100 fmol/µl or 200 fmol/µl) with 

extracts for 10 min prior to addition of labeled probe. Reactions were electrophoresed for 

80 min at 100 volts and transferred to positively charged nylon membranes (GE 

Healthcare) for 45 minutes at 380 Amps. Visualization of band shifts were carried out 

exactly as described according to manufacturer specifications (Pierce). Sequences of 

wild type, mutant, and scrambled oligos used in EMSA are listed in Table 4.3. 

 

4.5.8  DNA affinity chromatography assays 

Assay conditions for the DNA affinity pull-down experiments were similar to those 

established in the EMSA experiments but varied slightly amongst the different 

experiments presented in this thesis. In all experiments DNA probes and competitors 

were annealed as described above. 10 µg (approximately 300 pmol) of double stranded 

wild type, mutant, or scrambled DNA probe was coupled to 1 mg of Dynabead M-280 

streptavidin coated beads (Invitrogen) in 1x B&W buffer (5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 0.5 

mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl) per the manufacturer’s specifications. Zebrafish IEC nuclear 

extracts were pre-cleared with 0.25 mg washed streptavidin-coated beads for 10 

minutes with gentle rotation at 4°C and centrifuged at 20,000 x G for 10 min.  

In the wild type versus subGATA pull-down (Figure 4.3), bead-DNA complexes 

were incubated with approximately 300 µg (100 µl) of pre-cleared zebrafish IEC nuclear 
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extract, EMSA binding buffer (10mM Tris-Cl, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5), 1x 

Complete protease inhibitors, and 100 ng/µl Poly (dI-dC) for 4 hours with gentle rotation 

at 4°C. Complexes were washed four times with 25 µl of EMSA binding buffer containing 

100 ng/µl Poly (dI-dC). Complexes were either eluted with 2x sample buffer (0.1 M Tris-

Cl pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 10%, Sucrose, 0.008% bromophenol blue, 0.24 M B-

mercaptoethanol) for 10 min at 85°C or stepwise with 25 µl of increasing concentrations 

of NaCl in EMSA binding buffer. Washes and elutions were dialyzed against Buffer D (20 

mM HEPES, 20% glycerol, 0.1 M KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, pH 7.9) for 1hr at 

25°C using 0.025 µm VSWP MF-Membrane Filters (Millipore VSWP02500) and used for 

EMSA and SDS-PAGE experiments. 

 In the wild type versus scrambled pull-down (Figure 4.4B), bead-DNA 

complexes were incubated with 100 µl (approximately 300µg) of pre-cleared zebrafish 

IEC nuclear extract, EMSA binding buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 

7.5), 1x Complete protease inhibitors, and 100 ng/µl Poly (dI-dC) for 4 hours at 4°C in 

low protein binding tubes (Costar 1.7 ml pre-lubricated, 3207). In Figure 4.3B,C, 

complexes were washed four times with 250 µl EMSA binding buffer. Complexes were 

eluted stepwise with 25 µl of increasing concentrations of NaCl in EMSA binding buffer. 

Elutions were dialyzed against Buffer D (20 mM HEPES, 20 % glycerol, 0.1 M KCl, 20 

mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM EDTA, pH 7.9) for 45 min. at 25°C using 0.025 µm VSWP MF-

Membrane Filters (Millipore VSWP02500) and used for EMSA and SDS-PAGE 

experiments.  

In Figure 4.4E-H, Bead-DNA complexes were incubated with 100 µl 

(approximately 300 µg) of pre-cleared zebrafish IEC nuclear extract, EMSA binding 

buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5), 1x Complete protease inhibitors, 

20µg/ml BSA, 100 ng/µl Poly (dI-dC), and 100 µg of unlabeled scrambled competitor 
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DNA for 4 hours at 4°C in low protein binding tubes (Costar 1.7ml pre-lubricated, 3207). 

Complexes were washed twice with 500 µl of 1x EMSA binding buffer containing 10 

µg/ml scrambled competitor and 20 µg/ml BSA, twice with 500 µl of 1x EMSA binding 

buffer containing 20 µg/ml BSA, and twice with 500 µl 1x EMSA binding buffer. 

Complexes were eluted in one-step of 50 µl of 1 M NaCl in EMSA binding buffer for 3 

minutes followed by a second denaturing elution with 2x sample buffer (0.1 M Tris-Cl pH 

6.8, 2% SDS, 10%, Sucrose, 0.008% bromophenol blue, 0.24 M B-mercaptoethanol) for 

10 min at 85°C. 

For the pull-downs used in direct identification of peptides in complex mixtures 

(Table 4.1, 4.2), bead-DNA complexes were incubated with 100 µl (approximately 300 

µg) of pre-cleared zebrafish IEC nuclear extract, EMSA binding buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 

50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5), 1x Complete protease inhibitors, 100 ng/µl Poly (dI-dC), 

and 100 µg of unlabeled scrambled competitor DNA for 4 hours at 4°C in low protein 

binding tubes (Costar 1.7ml pre-lubricated, 3207). Complexes were washed six times 

with 500 µl of 1x EMSA binding buffer containing, 0.01% Triton X-100, 50 mM NaCl, and 

100 ng/µl Poly (dI-dC). Bead-DNA-protein complexes were submitted directly to the UNC 

proteomics core for identification of peptides 

For the competitor elution pull-downs (Figure 4.5), binding reactions were pre-

incubated with 100 µl (approximately 300 µg) of pre-cleared zebrafish IEC nuclear 

extract, EMSA binding buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.5), 1x 

Complete protease inhibitors, and 100 µg of unlabeled scrambled competitor DNA in low 

protein binding tubes for 5 minutes on ice and then incubated with wild type DNA-bead 

complexes for 4 hours at 4°C. Complexes were washed (500 µl each wash) twice with 

1x EMSA binding buffer containing 50 µg of unlabeled scrambled competitor and 50 µl of 

Nuclear Extract buffer (ActivMotif), twice with 500 µl of EMSA binding buffer containing 
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25 µg poly (dI/dC) and 50 µl of Nuclear Extract buffer (ActivMotif), and twice with EMSA 

binding buffer containing 50 µl of Nuclear Extract buffer (ActivMotif). Proteins were 

eluted with either 50 µl of 1x EMSA binding buffer containing 25 µg wild type unlabeled 

DNA or 25 µg scrambled unlabeled DNA. 

 

4.5.9  Protein gel electrophoresis, staining, and mass spectrometry 

 Protein samples were denatured in 2x sample buffer (0.1 M Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 2% 

SDS, 10%, Sucrose, 0.008% bromophenol blue, 0.24 M B-mercaptoethanol), separated 

with NuPAGE 4-12% Bis Tris Gel (Invitrogen, NP0321PK2), and stained with either 

SilverQuest silver stain (Invitrogen, LC6070) or SyproRuby (Invitrogen, S-11791). 

Candidate bands were excised and in-gel digested with trypsin by the UNC Michael 

Hooker Proteomics Center and peptides identified using MALDI-TOF mass 

spectrometry. For identification of proteins in mixtures, proteins were digested in-solution 

and analyzed by LC-MALDI-TOF/TOF. Wild type and SubGATA bead-DNA-protein 

complexes were submitted directly to the UNC Michael Hooker Proteomics Center. Each 

sample was reduced, alkylated, and digested with trypsin. The peptides were extracted, 

lyophilized, and analyzed by LC-MALDI-TOF/TOF using a 90 min. gradient. Peptides 

were searched against the Uniprotein database (all species) and the International 

protein index (IPI) database (zebrafish).  

 

Table 4.3: Primers and oligo sequences used in this study 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

A Pilot Atlas of Open Chromatin in the Intestinal Epithelium of  
Mouse and Zebrafish 

 

5.1  Overview 

The body surfaces of humans and other animals are colonized at birth by 

microorganisms. The majority of these microbial residents exist within gastrointestinal 

tract (GI) communities, where they engage in complex symbioses with host epithelial 

cells. The host genome encodes the ability to respond to microbial stimuli making it the 

nexus and historical record for this ancient symbiosis. Exploration into the molecular 

mechanisms mediating host-microbiota symbiosis and dysbiosis has largely focused on 

the protein-coding portion of the host genome. However, non-genic functional DNA 

regions govern transcriptional programs that pattern organism development, shape cell 

identity, generate phenotypic diversity, maintain homeostasis, and drive disease 

progression. In this light, I have designed and implemented experiments in mouse and 

zebrafish that aim to uncover the non-genic regions of the vertebrate genome that 

mediate host intestinal epithelial cell (IEC) response to the microbiota. I applied DNase-

seq to IECs isolated from the duodenum, ileum, and colon of germ-free (GF) or 

conventionally-raised (CONV-R) mice to generate open chromatin maps in each 

condition. To probe the evolution of host transcriptional regulation in the intestine, I 

generated open chromatin maps using FAIRE-seq on dissected gastrointestinal (GI) 

tracts from GF and CONV-R zebrafish larvae as well as adult zebrafish IECs. To 

demonstrate the utility of this information, I present preliminary analysis of pilot results 
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from DNase-seq data from CONV-R mouse ileal IECs and FAIRE-seq data from CONV-

R adult zebrafish IECs. These experiments should begin to elucidate the mechanisms 

mediating over 450 million years of co-existence and co-evolution of vertebrate hosts 

with their intestinal microbiota.  

 

5.2  Introduction 

From birth until death, the GI tracts of all animals are home to vast communities 

of microorganisms functioning as a non-self metabolic organ broadly shaping the 

physiologic potential and fitness of the host organism [37,294]. The intestinal epithelium 

directly interfaces with the microbiota engaging in an ancient symbiosis where 

homeostatic balance requires proper control of gene expression in space and time within 

the epithelial layer. This is highlighted by the observation that aberrant gene regulation in 

the mammalian intestine can lead to pathological conditions such as inflammatory bowel 

disease [295], obesity [11], and cancer [296]. A more complete understanding of the 

mechanisms mediating host response to microbial activity within the GI tract is needed if 

therapeutic manipulations of the microbiota and the host responses they evoke are to be 

achieved.  

Genomes include a historical record of host-microbiota symbiosis [24]. The host 

genome encodes transcriptional programs that enable specification, differentiation, and 

function of each cell type within the body. The genome also encodes the transcriptional 

plasticity for cells to respond to diverse stimuli deriving from other host cells or the 

environment. Advances in genomics are rapidly uncovering the genic and non-genic 

functional DNA in many cell types from diverse organisms [23,67,68,69 2012,70]. This 

work has expanded on the historical theory [297] and its modern realization [222] that 

networks of modular cis-regulatory DNA (defined here as cis-regulatory modules, CRMs) 

govern cell-type specific transcriptional programs, and allows discovery of CRMs 
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genome-wide. Two complementary genome-wide methods, DNase-seq [136,137] and 

FAIRE-seq [138,139], take advantage of the observation that eviction or destabilization 

of nucleosomes from chromatin is a characteristic feature of functional CRMs in 

eukaryotic genomes. DNase-seq is the genome-wide extension of the classical DNase I 

footprinting assay [140]. DNase I footprinting harnesses the feature that protein factors 

binding naked DNA block DNase I mediated enzymatic cleavage of underlying 

nucleotides, thus giving a quantitative footprint of the DNA binding factor. In the context 

of chromatin, the vast majority of DNA is protected from digestion by nucleosomes 

whereas regions adjacent to transcription factor binding are accessible or hypersensitive 

to DNase I cleavage. This allows identification of “open” chromatin regions, which have 

very strong correlations with a variety of other markers (transcription factor binding, 

histone marks) of active non-coding regulatory function [136]. Furthermore, within the 

“open” region defined by increased DNase I sensitivity there is often a discernible 

footprint of transcription factors bound to their cognate DNA sequence that is 

distinguished by a local decrease in DNase I sensitivity [142]. Combined with a high 

signal-to-noise ratio, DNase-seq offers a powerful and validated method to discern 

nucleosome depleted regions as well as transcription factor-DNA interactions across the 

genome. 

Formaldehyde-Assisted-Isolation-of-Regulatory-Elements (FAIRE) is an 

alternative approach to discover “open” chromatin based on differences in cross-linking 

efficiencies between DNA and nucleosomes compared to DNA and sequence-specific 

DNA-binding proteins. In this assay, cells are covalently cross-linked briefly with 

formaldehyde, lysed and sonicated, and sheared chromatin is extracted with 

phenol/chloroform. Extraction enriches unbound DNA into the aqueous phase and 

protein-bound DNA is trapped to the organic/aqueous phase interface. Unbound DNA is 

isolated and assayed for locus-specific (via quantitative PCR) or genome-wide (via 
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microarray or high-throughput sequencing) enrichment patterns. The average signal-to-

noise ratio for FAIRE-seq is not as high as DNase-seq, and it has yet to be proven as a 

method for elucidating transcription factor footprints [139,141]. However, FAIRE does 

not require nuclei isolation so samples do not need to be in single cell suspensions, and 

other experimental practicalities [139] position FAIRE-seq to be amenable to higher-

throughput capabilities. Both genomics tools, DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq, can uncover a 

range of cell-type specific elements (promoters, enhancers, silencers, insulators, locus 

control regions) and do not require an antibody [141]. The impact of environmental 

factors, such as changes in microbial community composition and diet, on open 

chromatin dynamics is not well known, and neither assay has been applied to primary 

intestinal epithelial cells in mouse or zebrafish. 

The mouse and zebrafish gnotobiotic models present a unique opportunity to 

understand the effect of host-microbe symbiosis on cis-regulatory evolution. It has been 

established that the microbiota impacts gene regulation on a genomic scale [87] and a 

variety of conserved responses to the microbiota are known [88-90,220]. Intestinal 

epithelial architecture and function is well conserved across vertebrate lineages [45,47], 

and intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) are relatively simple to isolate from primary tissues 

representing an abundant source material for genomics based chromatin assays. 

Furthermore, methods for downstream functional analysis of CRMs in vivo are available 

for both organisms [290,298]. Here I present methods for, and pilot results from, a 

genome-wide atlas of open chromatin in intestinal epithelial cells from mouse and 

zebrafish. I provide preliminary analyses to exemplify how these datasets can be used to 

understand intestine-specific and microbial-responsive gene expression. I have 

generated multiple biological replicates of DNase-seq or FAIRE-seq samples from 

mouse or zebrafish, respectively, with and without a microbiota.  Most of these samples 

are currently in the sequencing pipeline, and I discuss future plans to analyze the 
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anticipated data. This work constitutes an important leap toward elucidating the history 

of host-microbe co-evolution.  

 

5.3  Results 

5.3.1 Strategy to discover microbially-responsive CRMs genome-wide 

I designed and implemented multiple strategies to elucidate open chromatin in 

germ-free (GF) and conventionally-raised (CONV-R) mice and zebrafish (Figure 5.1, 

5.2). Primary mouse intestinal epithelial cells (mIECs) were isolated from the duodenum, 

ileum, and colon from three GF and three CONV-R C57BL/6 mice at approximately 10 

weeks of age and processed for DNase-seq and RNA extraction (Figure 5.1A). The 

C57BL/6 background was chosen because there are extensive comparative datasets 

probing the gene expression responses to the microbiota [87] and datasets describing 

the chromatin landscapes in other tissues {Shen, 2012}. In the zebrafish, I performed 

FAIRE-seq on two sets of 100 pooled dissected GI tracts from GF and CONV-R 6dpf 

zebrafish (Figure 5.1B). This time point was chosen because we have substantial 

knowledge concerning the effect of the microbiota on zebrafish physiology at 6dpf and 

also the practical consideration that it is not currently feasible to rear GF zebrafish to 

adults [90,94,109,191,195,290,299]. Because the GI tract dissections are not IEC 

specific, I also wanted to generate data on CONV-R adult zebrafish IECs (zIECs) using 

FAIRE-seq and/or DNase-seq in order to compare open chromatin profiles with 6dpf 

zebrafish and mouse mIECs (Figure 5.2). There are no established methods for either 

DNase-seq or  

FAIRE-seq in the mouse or zebrafish intestinal epithelium, and I will therefore discuss 

my efforts to establish these methods in our lab in the following sections. 
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Figure 5.1: Experimental strategy to discover microbiota regulated CRMs 
Experimental outline shows the samples and current pilot datasets generated in this study. (A) Schematic of 
the mouse GI tract showing the stomach (dark gray), duodenum (green), jejunum (light blue), ileum (blue), 
cecum (light gray), and colon (orange). The GI tract is loosely drawn to scale and based off of Hume, 1995. 
Mouse intestinal epithelial cells (mIECs) from the duodenum, ileum, and colon of three sibling 10 week old 
C57BL/6 mice reared since birth with a specific pathogen free (CONV-R) microbiota or reared under axenic 
conditions (GF) were harvested and prepared for DNase-seq and RNA-seq. Currently the results for DNase-
seq of 1 pilot CONV-R SPF mice are available and it is referred to as ileum mIEC. (B) Two sets of GI tracts 
dissected from one hundred 6dpf zebrafish unfed and reared with a conventional (CONV-R) zebrafish 
microbiota or reared GF were harvested and prepared for FAIRE-seq. GI tract dissections include cells from 
the exocrine (light gray) and endocrine pancreas (dark grey) and the and the anterior (light blue), middle 
(blue), and posterior intestine (dark blue), but excludes swim bladder and liver. Currently the sequencing 
results from 1 pilot CONV-R sample are available. Drawn to approximate scale. 
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Figure 5.2: Experimental strategy and description of zebrafish IEC datasets 
(A) IECs isolated from whole intestines from four adult zebrafish fed and reared under conventional 
conditions were prepared for FAIRE-seq. IECs from the four fish were first pooled, then split into two FAIRE 
conditions (1% formaldehyde, zIEC 1; or 3 % Formaldehyde, IEC 2) in order to optimize the FAIRE protocol 
for these cell types. (B) Two sets of IECs isolated from segment 1 of three adult zebrafish fed and reared 
under conventional conditions were prepared for FAIRE-seq. One set was treated with 1% formaldehyde for 
5 minutes and the other set treated with 1% formaldehyde for 10 minutes. (C) Biological replicates of IECs 
isolated from whole intestines of one adult zebrafish fed and reared under conventional conditions were 
prepared for DNase-seq. Note that cells were reserved for RNA isolation from all zebrafish intestinal 
epithelial cells samples. Drawn to approximately to scale. 
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5.3.2 Establishing DNase-seq in the mouse intestinal epithelium 

 Cell types can often display specific patterns of chromatin accessibility [67,141], 

therefore it is often desirable to minimize the cell type complexity in the sample when 

using methods such as DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq. The small and large intestine are 

tissues composed of a myriad of differentiated cell types. In order to enrich for epithelial 

cells from diverse regions of the murine GI tract, I sloughed the epithelial layer from the 

duodenum, ileum, and colon (Figure 5.3A) with 30 mM EDTA using established 

protocols conducive to post-isolation cell culture [291]. Flow cytometry of the mIEC cell 

preparation from the entire small intestine revealed that over 90% of cells stained 

positive for a brush border marker (EpCAM) and negative for a marker of endothelial 

cells and blood cells (CD31) (Figure 5.3B) suggesting that most cells in the preparation 

are epithelial derived. I followed closely the Song et al. protocol [137] from the lab of 

Greg Crawford in my first attempts to perform DHS on mIECS from the duodenum, 

ileum, and colon. I first tested various concentrations of Igepal detergent (0% - 0.2%) 

and discovered promisingly that cell lysis with 0.1% Igepal sufficiently disrupted the 

plasma membrane leaving the nuclei intact (Figure 5.3C). The detergent treatment was 

able to dissociate many of the large epithelial sheets into smaller sheets and single cell 

nuclei suspensions, however it should be noted that the resultant DNase digestions were 

a mixture of epithelial sheets and single cells. Trypan blue staining revealed nearly 

100% cell lysis using 0.1% Igepal (data not shown). In contrast to the Crawford lab 

protocol, incubation of nuclei isolated from the duodenum, ileum, and colon with 

increasing concentrations of exogenous DNase I for 15 minutes resulted in digestion of 

high molecular weight (HMW) DNA even when no exogenous DNA was added (Figure 

5.3D). Intestinal epithelial cells have been shown to harbor active endongenous DNases 

at high concentrations [280]. I hypothesized that endogenous DNase activity could be 

harnessed to digest DNA at open chromatin regions over a time course. Indeed, 
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incubation of mIECs from the duodenum, ileum, and colon resulted in DNase digestion 

patterns similar to those observed in published protocols (Figure 5.3E). In collaboration 

with Chris Frank in the lab of Greg Crawford, we were successful in generating DNase-

seq libraries from duodenal, ileal, and colonic mIECs (Figure 5.3F,G). We first 

sequenced one pilot library prepared from the CONV-R ileum at the Duke University 

Genome Sequencing and Analysis Core Resource and aligned 156,832,519 reads to the 

mouse genome (mm9) yielding 143,249,947 usable alignments. Raw aligned 

sequencing reads were smoothened using a kernel density estimation function called 

Parzen windowing [300,301], which allows identification of DNase hypersensitivity sites 

(DHSs) from uniquely mapped tags. The number of reads and mapping data can be 

found in Table 5.4. Visualization of raw reads and DH sites in the UCSC genome 

browser revealed striking digestion patterns with signal-to- noise ratios visually 

comparable to published DNase-seq datasets (Figure 5.3H). Regulatory regions at the 

Villin-1 locus have been characterized in vivo [298] and used extensively as IEC-specific 

drivers in the mouse. Inspection of this locus revealed two strong DH sites within 500 

bases of the transcription start site (TSS) as well as multiple peaks within the 1st intron. 

Both sets of regions were previously shown to be required for proper expression of 

reporter constructs in the intestinal epithelium [298]. DNase-seq identified a third peak 

within intron 2 and the function of this novel DH site is currently unknown. Inspection of 

many other loci (data not shown) strongly suggested that using endogenous DNase 

activity could aptly capture the open chromatin state of IECs in the mouse ileum. I 

therefore proceeded with library preparation and submitted samples from three biological 

replicates from GF and CONV-R duodenum, ileum, and colon for sequencing. At the 

submission of this dissertation, we are awaiting sequencing results from these samples. 
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Figure 5.3: Establishment of DNase-seq in mouse IECs 
(A) Schematic of portions of the mouse GI tract showing the stomach (dark gray), duodenum (green), 
jejunum (light blue), ileum (blue), cecum (light gray), and colon (orange). The GI tract is loosely drawn to 
scale and based off of Hume, 1995. (B) Fluorescence activated cell sorting of primary midgut (duodenum, 
jejunum, ileum) IECs labeled with antibodies marking either brush border cells (EpCAM) or endothelial 
cells/leukocytes/platelets (CD31). Approximately 90% of isolated cells were EpCAM positive and CD31 
negative suggesting epithelial origin. (C) IECs lysed with 0.1% Igepal from the duodenum, ileum, or colon 
stained with DAPI shows intact nuclei. Note that many cells are fully lysed and the nuclei float free, however 
there are some intact epithelial layers in each preparation. 90% of cells stained positive for trypan blue (not 
shown) (D) Pulse-field gels from two experiments where ileal cell preparations where incubated on ice (0°C) 
or with increasing concentrations of exogenous DNase I (U = Units of DNase I) for 15 minutes at 37°C. 
Reactions were terminated using either EDTA and agarose plugs (plugs) or using lysis buffer followed by 
phenol-chloroform extraction (P/C/E). High molecular weight (HMW) DNA is stable at 0°C and in EDTA 
soaked plugs however even with no addition of exogenous DNase I there was significant digestion of DNA 
when incubated at 37°C. Note that phenol-chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation results in 
no HMW DNA. PFG = pulse-field gel yeast chromosome marker. (E) Pulse-field gel showing that 
endogenous DNases begin digesting DNA as soon as 0.5 minutes after moving nuclei to 37°C and by 8 
minutes most HMW DNA is digested. This was consistent for duodenum, ileum, and colon. The observed 
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digestion pattern is similar to optimal digestion patterns in [137] and we proceeded with making libraries 
from the 2, 4, and 8 minutes digestions that used endogenous DNase activity. (F-G) Polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis showing that DNase-seq libraries were successfully made for the duodenum, ileum, and 
colon (86 base-pairs). (H) Raw and smoothened DNase-seq reads from CONV-R ileum at the Vil1 locus. 
Note strong peaks at the transcription start site, as well as peaks within the first intron, both of which are 
required for IEC-specific expression [298]. 
 

 

5.3.3 Establishing DNase-seq in the zebrafish intestinal epithelium 

 Due to the apparent success of using endogenous DNases to elucidate the open 

chromatin landscape in the mouse ileum, I attempted a similar protocol in adult zebrafish 

intestinal epithelial cells (zIECs) (Figure 5.4A). Similar to mouse IECs, cell lysis with 

0.1% Igepal disrupted the plasma membrane leaving nuclei intact (Figure 5.4B). 

Zebrafish are poikilothermic teleosts where the surrounding water temperature generally 

maintains body temperatures, which in our lab is 25-28°C. I reasoned that endogenous 

DNase activity should therefore be high even at 25°C. Indeed, incubation over a time 

course from 0 to 8 minutes resulted in a corresponding increase in HMW DNA digestion 

(Figure 5.4C). However, all HMW DNA was digested even when nuclei were left on ice 

(Figure 5.4C). It is possible that during the sloughing procedure DNases could become 

activated and would exert their function during the 5-10 minutes it takes to slough the 

epithelium at 25°C. I therefore performed all steps in the DNase protocol in the 4°C cold 

room and this resulted in significantly less, though not optimal, cleavage at 0 minutes at 

25°C with digestion increasing over time during the 25°C incubations (Figure 5.4C). I 

created sequencing libraries from these samples and we are currently awaiting 

sequencing results to determine if this method is able to distinguish open chromatin in 

the zebrafish intestinal epithelium. 
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Figure 5.4: Establishment of DNase-seq in zebrafish IECs 
(A) zIECs from the whole intestine of one to three adult zebrafish were used to make in DNase experiments. 
(B) IECs lysed with 0.1% Igepal are stained with DAPI to show intact nuclei. Note that many cells are fully 
lysed and the nuclei float free, however there are some intact epithelial layers in each preparation. Greater 
than 90% of cells stained positive for trypan blue (not shown). (C) Pulse-field gel stained with ethidium 
bromide of plugs from zebrafish IEC cell preparations that were incubated on ice (0 minutes at 25°C) or for 
increasing time periods at 25°C. The gel shows that all high molecular weight (HMW) DNA is digested by 
endogenous DNases even when left on ice (compare with mouse, Figure 5.3). PFG = pulse-field gel yeast 
chromosome marker. Note that in this experiment cells were sloughed from the epithelium at 25°C. (D) 
Pulse-field gel of plugs from two replicate zIEC cell preparations in which all steps post dissection are 
performed in the 4°C cold room. There is HMW DNA when the nuclei are left on ice (0 min at 25°C) and 
HMW DNA is digested over time. (E) All steps including the dissection were performed in the 4°C cold room. 
There appears to be no significant decrease in HMW digestion at 0 min compared with panel D. (F-G) 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis showing that DNase-seq libraries were successfully made by combining 
plugs from 0 min., 2 min., 4 min. digestions (86 base-pairs). We are currently awaiting sequencing results. 
 

 

5.3.4 Establishing FAIRE-seq in the zebrafish 6dpf GI tract and adult IECs 

 FAIRE can be performed on isolated cells and on intact tissues, and I set out to 

develop methods for FAIRE-seq using adult zIECs and 6dpf GI tracts (6dpf GI) (Figure 

5.5A). I tried a variety of conditions in order to ascertain the optimal FAIRE conditions for 

these samples. I isolated IECs from the anterior intestine (samples zIEC 3 and zIEC 4) 

or from the entire intestinal tract (zIEC 1 and zIEC 2). For zIEC 3 and zIEC 4, I incubated 

segment 1 cells with 1% old (2+ years) formaldehyde solution for either 5 or 10 minutes 

at room temperature, respectively. For zIEC 1 and zIEC 2, I incubated cells with either 

1% or 3% new formaldehyde solution for 5 minutes at room temperature. For 6 dpf GI 
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tracts, I dissected 100 tracts in pools of 25 and incubated them with 4% old 

formaldehyde solution for 10 minutes at room temperature (Figure 5.5A). For all samples 

I quenched the formaldehyde with 125 mM glycine for 5 minutes at room temperature. I 

sonicated each sample until the desired amount of sonication (~300 bp fragments, see 

Methods) was achieved. Importantly, no DNA laddering or shearing was observed in un-

sonicated samples for either 6dpf GI (Figure 5.5B) or zIECs (data not shown) suggesting 

that nucleases were no longer active post-fixation. Approximately 240 ng (zIEC 1), 60 ng 

(zIEC 2), 272 ng (zIEC 3), 241 ng (zIEC4), and 40 ng (6dpf GI) of FAIRE DNA was 

acquired per ml of sample (2 ml total) with a FAIRE/input ratio approximately 7.5% (zIEC 

1), 2.2% (zIEC 2), 9% (zIEC 3), 11% (zIEC 4), and 2.7% (6dpf GI) (Figure 5.5C). All 

samples showed enrichment at previously defined regulatory regions at the angptl4 

locus relative to a randomly selected region downstream from angptl4 using quantitative 

PCR (Figure 5.5D). Sequencing libraries were verified using an Agilent Bioanalyzer and 

submitted for sequencing to the UNC High-Throughput Sequencing Core Facility. The 

number of reads and mapping data can be found in Table 5.4. Strikingly, inspection of 

the angptl4 locus revealed strong peaks in all samples at the TSS and the 3’ portion of 

intron 3 with peaks overlapping both the islet (in3.3) and intestinal (in3.4) CRM (Figure 

5.5F). The signal-to-noise ratio varied across samples and loci, however the zIEC 2 

sample consistently had the highest signal-to-noise ratio as predicted by qPCR (Figure 

5.5D) and the FAIRE/input ratios (Figure 5.5C). Cumulatively, these data reveal 

successful establishment of methods for elucidation of open chromatin in zIECs and 

6dpf GI tracts. 
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Figure 5.5: Establishment of FAIRE-seq in zebrafish 6dpf GI tracts and adult IECs 
(A) Schematic of the samples used to create FAIRE-seq libraries. zIECs from adult whole intestines (green, 
zIEC 1 and zIEC 2) or segment 1 only (purple, zIEC 3 and zIEC 4) were isolated and processed for FAIRE-
seq. (B) Representative images show ethidium bromide stained gels of sonicated (s) DNA from adult zIECs 
(10 cycles) and 6dpf GI tracts (9 cycles). Note that the number of cycles required for effective sonication 
varied from 6-13. Unsonicated (us) DNA from 6dpf GI tracts is shown and similar results were obtained for 
adult zIECS (not shown). (C) Table shows the amount of FAIRE DNA isolated from 1ml of each sample and 
the ratio of FAIRE DNA to input DNA in which the cross-links were reversed. (D) Quantitative PCR on select 
regions at the angptl4 locus were assayed for FAIRE enrichment relative to input DNA. There is enrichment 
in each library in regulatory regions previously described in Chapter 3 (in3.4 is the intestinal CRM, in3.3 is 
the islet CRM, TATA refers to the TATA box at the proximal promoter, and random is region downstream of 
angptl4 chosen randomly). Note that zIEC 2 has both the lowest FAIRE/input ratio and highest delta Ct. (E) 
FAIRE-seq library preparations were analyzed for quality using an Agilent Bioanalyzer and digital gels and 
histograms from two representative libraries are shown. Peaks should be approximately 300-500 base pairs 
and of sufficient concentration. (F) FAIRE-seq results at the angptl4 locus for each sample. Note that both 
the region around the transcription start site and the 3’ portion of intron 3 are enriched in all samples. The 
signal-to-noise ratio is particularly good in the zIEC2 sample (see y-axis). Peak calls (see Methods) are 
shown as bars above each track. 
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5.3.5  Preliminary analysis of pilot DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq CONVR datasets 

 We expect to have at least ten DNase-seq datasets from the mouse intestinal 

epithelium, two DNase-seq datasets from zIECs, four FAIRE-seq datasets from zIECs, 

four FAIRE-seq datasets from zebrafish 6dpf GI tracts, and corresponding RNA 

expression from each dataset. This represents a rich resource requiring extensive 

multilayered analyses of which this chapter is a preliminary introduction. The purpose of 

this results section is therefore to (i) provide preliminary analysis of the ileum mIEC 

DNase-seq and zIEC FAIRE-seq data to show that these pilot data capture the 

regulatory landscape of the intestinal epithelium, and (ii) illustrate examples of how this 

data can be used. I will then discuss specific questions that more sophisticated analyses 

of multiple genome-wide datasets can help answer. Unpublished DNase-seq datasets 

from liver and kidney from C57/Bl6 mice were generated in the Crawford lab and were 

used in comparison with the ileum datasets with permission (G. Crawford, personal 

communication). 

 

5.3.6  General features of DNase-seq in ileal mIECs 

 We analyzed the distribution of DH sites across the genome with respect to 

genes based on RefSeq gene annotations (Figure 5.6A). Out of the top 100,000 peaks 

(called using F-seq, [301]) 19% map to regions within 2kb upstream of an annotated 

transcription start site, whereas 34.3% map to intergenic regions. Approximately 36% of 

DH sites are located within introns and less than 10% map to exonic regions. However, 

looking specifically at the highest scoring 25% of DH sites reveals that over half map to 

regions within 2kb upstream of a gene supporting published reports describing the 

extreme hypersensitivity of promoter regions [136]. The weakest scoring DH sites are 

still significantly more susceptible to digestion than background (as defined by peak 

calling cutoffs) and their categorical distribution does not differ extensively from what is 
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seen for all sites. This data supports the authenticity of weaker scoring regions. The non-

random distribution of peaks and strong hypersensitivity at promoter regions are 

consistent with published reports [136] further supporting the validity of this dataset. 

 We next asked if DNase hypersensitivity at promoter regions correlates with 

gene expression. Indeed, genes highly expressed in the ileum [87] have strong 

hypersensitive sites near the TSS, whereas genes lowly expressed in the ileum do not 

(Figure 5.6B). The Spearman correlation was moderate (0.59), but note that the gene 

expression dataset was from the entire ileum from mice reared in a different facility and 

not limited to IECs. Logically, an increased number of sequencing reads distinguish 

strong DH sites relative to weak DH sites. However, these reads are not randomly 

distributed within the hypersensitive site and can be used to identify protein-DNA 

interactions within a hypersensitive region [142,302]. Inspection of raw DNase-seq reads 

at a highly expressed gene in the ileum (Villin 1) revealed a depletion of DNase I 

cleavage sites overlapping a conserved TATA binding motif within the putative core 

proximal promoter (Figure 5.6D). These results suggest the utility of this and future 

replicate datasets for high-resolution in vivo footprinting across the intestinal epithelial 

genome.  

 Functional DNA elements often evolve under negative selection resulting in 

increased sequence conservation compared to non-functional DNA. I next examined the 

degree of conservation using PhastCons [303] scores across 1kb centered on each 

peak for the top 50,000 peaks from the ileum DNase-seq dataset (Figure 5.6E). This 

analysis revealed conservation scores well above background levels with the highest 

conservation located at the peak center. Similar conservation plots and scores were 

obtained for liver and kidney datasets (Figure 5.6E). Separating DH sites into genomic 

feature categories and re-analyzing conservation revealed substantially higher scores for 

promoter and exonic associated peaks compared to intergenic and intronic peaks, 
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Figure 5.6: General features of DNase-seq open chromatin sites  
(A) The locations of ileum DNase I hypersensitive sites relative to RefSeq gene annotations. Shown are the 
top 100,000 sites (Parzen scoring) broken down into bottom 25%, middle 50%, and top 25%. (B) Heat map 
of DNase-seq signals +/- 3kb around transcription start sites (TSSs) ordered by gene expression in the ileum 
[87]. Spearman correlation score is 0.59. (C) Conservation and DNase hypersensitivity footprint at the Villin 
1 gene promoter at three views of increasing resolution. Each peak in the exact cuts track represents the 
number of times that base appeared as the first base in the aligned read. Note that the highly conserved 
TATA box (red) is protected from DNase digestion revealing a discernible footprint. (D) Histogram showing 
the percentage of Top 50,000 (dark) or tissue-specific (light) DH sites from the ileum, liver, or kidney that 
overlap with mouse conserved non-exonic elements (CNEEs). Tissue-specific is defined as those DH sites 
from each tissue that do not intersect with the union of DH sites from the other two tissues. The gray bar 
labeled i/l/k represents the intersection of Top 50,000 DH sites from the ileum, liver, and kidney. See Figure 
4.8A for more information. (E) Conservation plot showing the average PhastCons score of 500 bp 
surrounding the center of the Top 50,000 DH sites from the ileum (blue), liver (red), and kidney (green). 
Flanking DNA (gray) is defined here as 1000 bp flanking top 50,000 ileum peaks offset by 500 bp with no 
intersection with Refseq genic DNA. (E) Conservation plot showing average PhastCons score of the top 
100,000 peaks overlapping each feature (within 2kb upstream of the TSS (promoter, red), all exons (purple), 
intergenic (inter, gray) all introns (blue), within 2kb downstream of the gene (ds, orange), and flanking DNA 
(flanks, green) used to define background levels).  
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however all sets of DH sites were more conserved than background sequences (Figure 

5.6F). Notably, more than half of the Top 50,000 DH sites from the ileum, liver, and 

kidney overlapped with conserved non-exonic elements (CNEEs) [120] in the mouse 

genome. Similar overlap was observed when the Top 50,000 DH sites were filtered for 

tissue-specificity (Figure 5.6D). Taken together, the pilot DNase-seq dataset from mouse 

ileal IECs exhibits hallmark features of other datasets that use exogenous DNase I 

activity to map the cis-regulatory landscape genome-wide.  

  

5.3.7 Dnase-seq elucidates putative cell-type specific CRMs 

 The ileal intestinal epithelium is composed of at least four principal differentiated 

cell types: absorptive enterocytes, enteroendocrine cells, goblet cells, and paneth cells 

(Figure 5.7A,B). I inspected the DNase-seq landscape at the loci of multiple genes that 

have known cell-type specific expression patterns in the intestinal epithelium. Both 

Intestinal alkaline phosphatase (Alpi, Figure 5.7C) and Intestinal fatty acid binding 

protein (Fabp2, not shown) are common markers of differentiated enterocytes [304,305] 

and have distinct DH sites not present in DNase-seq datasets from the liver or kidney. 

Cholecystokinin (Cck, Figure 5.7C) and Chromogranin A (Chga, not shown) are 

expressed by enteroendocrine cells and have common and distinct DH peaks compared 

to liver and kidney datasets [306,307]. Mucin 2 gene expression is characteristic of 

goblet cells and the Muc2 locus has multiple DH sites not present in the liver or kidney 

[308] (Figure 5.7C). Finally, Regenerating islet-derived protein 3 gamma (Reg3γ; Figure 

5.7C) and Lysozyme 1 (Lyz1, not shown) have strong expression in paneth cells and 

have corresponding ileal-specific open chromatin regions [154]. The non-overlap of 

ileum and liver or kidney peaks at these genes is not due to poor quality datasets from 

the liver and kidney. For example, ubiquitously expressed genes such as ß-actin have 

very strong DH peaks covering the same regions at the ß-actin locus in ileum, liver, and 
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Figure 5.7: DNase-seq distinguishes cell-type specific open chromatin in the ileum 
(A) Schematic of the mouse GI tract loosely drawn to scale and highlighting the ileum in blue. (B) A cartoon 
cross-section shows four differentiated cell types: absorptive enterocytes (light blue), enteroendocrine cells 
(orange), goblet cells (purple), and paneth cells (green) and approximate percentages of each cell type in 
the small intestine {Potten, 1998; personal communication with Rich von Furstenburg}. (C) Open chromatin 
at the Intestinal alkaline phosphatase (Alpi, enterocyte marker, light blue) locus, Cholecystokinin (cck, 
enteroendocrine cell marker, orange) locus, Mucin 2 (Muc2, goblet cell marker, purple) locus, Regenerating 
islet-derived protein 3 gamma (RegIIIγ, paneth cell marker, green) locus, and β-actin (ubiquitously 
expressed, black) in the ileum, liver, and kidney. Note common and distinct peaks. There are no distinct 
tissue-specific peaks near the ubiquitously expressed gene β-actin.  
 

 

kidney datasets (Figure 5.7C). Together, these data reveal that the ileum DNase-seq 

dataset from whole mIECs preparations is sensitive enough to detect putative cell type-

specific and tissue-specific cis-regulatory modules for a variety of cell types within the 

intestinal epithelium at specific loci. 
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5.3.8 DNase-seq predicts transcription factors regulating intestinal gene 

expression 

I next set out to explore the utility of the mIEC ileum DNase-seq dataset to 

discover transcription factors that regulate gene expression in the intestine. Out of the 

top 50,000 ileum peaks, there are 17,430 DH sites that have no overlap with the top 

50,000 DH sites from liver or kidney (Figure 5.8A). To elucidate transcription factors that 

can function through the ileum-specific putative CRMs, I used MEME-Chip [309] to 

discover motifs de novo that are enriched in the top 50,000 ileum or 17,430 ileum-

specific sequences and TOMTOM [243] to determine the similarity to a database of 

known transcription factor binding site motifs (Table 5.1). This analysis resulted in 

enrichment of a motif (iMEME 1) in the top 50,000 ileum DH sites that significantly 

matches binding sites for various nuclear receptors such as Hepatic nuclear factor 4-α, 

Peroxisome-proliferator activated receptors, and Farnesoid X receptor (FXR). Notably, a 

motif (iMEME 2) that is recognized by the gut enriched Krüppel-like factor 4 (Klf-4), as 

well a DREME motif that matches the binding site of GATA binding factors (Figure 5.8B) 

is enriched in the ileum-specific set of DH sites. One of the intestine-specific DH sites is 

located ~6.5kb upstream of the mouse Angptl4 locus and the underlying sequence 

harbors a strong match to both the iMEME 1 and the DREME GATA motif (Figure 5.8C). 

Interestingly, similar TFBS motifs are required for intestine-specific reporter expression 

driven by the zebrafish in3.4 intronic intestinal enhancer presented in chapters 3 and 4 

(Figure 3.6 and Figure 4.1)[290]. A recent ChIP-seq survey [145] of FXR binding in the 

ileum and liver revealed a strong FXR binding peak exactly overlapping the upstream 

intestine-specific DHS peak at the Angptl4 locus (Figure 5.8C). Strikingly, neither the 

FXR binding peak nor the DHS peak were present in the respective liver datasets. 

Together, this data shows that motif prediction using the ileum DHS dataset can lead to 
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the discovery of cis-regulatory modules and associated transcription factors that 

potentially regulate intestine-specific gene expression. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Ileum DNase-seq predicts motifs regulating intestinal gene expression 
(A) Venn diagram showing the intersection of the top 50,000 DH peaks from ileum, liver, and kidney DNase-
seq datasets. (B) De novo motif prediction (MEME-ChIP) using top 50,000 and the 17,430 ileum-specific DH 
sites uncovers motifs matching transcription factor (TF) binding sites of TFs that are known to regulate 
intestine gene expression. (C) An intestine-specific peak located upstream of the Angptl4 TSS harbors a 
putative GATA binding site (blue) and a neighboring binding site that matches various nuclear receptor 
recognition sequences (green). A Farnesoid X Receptor (FXR) ChIP-seq peak [145] from the ileum, but not 
the liver, overlaps with the intestine-specific peak suggesting FXR may regulate intestinal expression via this 
upstream cis-regulatory module (CRM).  
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Table 5.1: Motif prediction using 17,441 ileum-specific DH sites.  
MEME-ChIP was used to search for de novo motif enrichment in ileum-specific DH sites (those sites that 
had no intersection with DH sites from liver and kidney). MEME-ChIP software performs motif analysis using 
two algorithms that find either long motifs (MEME) or short motifs (DREME). TOMTOM was used to 
determine if de novo motifs (MEME and DREME) were similar to transcription factor binding sites deposited 
in TRANSFAC and JASPAR databases.  
 

 

5.3.9 DNase-seq predicts transcription factors regulating microbial response 

I next used the DH sites near genes that are either up-regulated or down-

regulated in the ileum of CONVD mice compared to GF controls [87] to predict 

transcription factors that regulate response to the microbiota. I first used the software 

Genomic Regions Enrichment Annotations Tool (GREAT) to analyze the functional 

categorization of hypersensitive sites near up- or down- regulated genes. Briefly, 

GREAT associates input genomic regions (for example DH or FAIRE sites) with genes 

by defining a “regulatory domain for each gene. This regulatory domain extends 5kb 

upstream and 1kb downstream from the TSS with extension up to the nearest next gene 

within 1Mb of the regulatory domain. GREAT uses these regulatory domains for each 

gene as the expected fraction of the genome that is associated with a given functional 

gene ontology annotation. GREAT then uses a binomial distribution to test for 

enrichment of input genomic regions over expected for each annotation category in 
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Figure 5.9: Motif prediction using DH sites near microbiota regulated genes 
(A) Peaks near genes that are down- (orange) or up- (blue) regulated in the CONVD ileum were used for 
motif prediction. Down-regulated gene sets are enriched in functional annotation categories involved in 
cellular and nutrient metabolism, whereas genes that are up-regulated are involved in immune response. (B) 
De novo motif prediction (MEME-ChIP) uncovered multiple motifs that are common to both gene sets. A 
motif matching Gcn4, Jun, Fos, and NFE2L2 was enriched in peaks near genes down-regulated in the 
CONVD ileum. 
 

order to functionally interpret the set of input genomic regions. GREAT analysis of DH 

sites near up- and down-regulated genes, though circular, reinforced the predictive 

capacity of GREAT and illustrated the different gene functions present in each category. 

For example, the genes that are down-regulated in the ileum of CONVD mice are 

enriched in GO categories and mouse phenotypes associated with lipid metabolic and 

other biosynthetic processes, whereas genes up-regulated in CONVD animals are 

associated with immune response (Figure 5.9A). I next used MEME-Chip/TOMTOM to 

search for over-represented motifs in each set. This analysis discovered a number of 

motifs that are present in both sets of peaks, despite the dramatically distinct set of 
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functions associated with each peak (Figure 5.9B and Table 5.2). Most motifs were 

similar to those discovered when using either the Top 50,000 ileum or the Ileum-specific 

DH sites (Table 5.1). However, this analysis uniquely identified MEME and DREME 

motifs that matched binding sites for Nuclear factor erythroid-derived 2 (NFE2L2 or 

Nrf2), a basic leucine zipper transcription factor known for its role in mediating gene 

response programs to oxidative stress. This is consistent with reports that colonocytes 

from GF mice are energy-deprived and have altered oxidative metabolic states [310]. 

Taken together, subcategorizing ileum DNase peaks using gene expression or non-

overlap with other tissues has strong predictive capacity for a range of intestinal 

physiologies. 

 

 

Table 5.2: Summary of motif prediction using DH sites near microbiota regulated genes 
MEME-ChIP was used to search for motif enrichment using DH sites (from the top 50,000 ileum set) that are 
near genes down-regulated or up-regulated in the CONVD ileum. TOMTOM was used to determine if de 
novo motifs (MEME and DREME) were similar to transcription factor binding sites deposited in TRANSFAC 
and JASPAR databases. Question marks indicate TOMTOM did not predict a TFBS that matched that 
MEME or DREME motif. 
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5.3.10 FAIRE-seq uncovers ancient CRMs in the zebrafish 

 Two of the major motivations for performing FAIRE-seq in the adult zebrafish 

intestinal epithelium were (i) to create a map of active cis-regulatory DNA to combine 

with primary sequence conservation information in order to guide in vivo 

structure/function assays such as those described in Chapter 3 and (ii) to understand the 

evolution of intestinal CRMs through comparisons with open chromatin in mouse IECs. 

We computed the overlap of adult zebrafish FAIRE-seq peaks (zIEC 1, zIEC2, the  

intersection, and the union) with zebrafish Conserved Non-genic Elements (zCNEs) 

[311] (Figure 5.10A and Table 5.3). Each zCNE was defined as being conserved to at 

least two species with at least 65% sequence identity to two other species in an 

alignment between 15 vertebrate species for at least 50 bp. The zCNE set consists of 

54,533 elements, 12,778 of which are conserved with humans or mouse. Note that the 

relatively low number of zCNEs is due to the lack of genome sequences from fish 

species at appropriate evolutionary distances from the zebrafish to permit detection of 

sequence conservation. There is variability in the FAIRE datasets some of which is 

attributable to slightly varying the experimental conditions. However, the union of zIEC1 

and zIEC2 captured the most zCNEs and I will discuss these results. Of 124,466 FAIRE-

seq peaks, only 5,931 (4.8% of total FAIRE peaks, 11% of total zCNEs) overlapped with 

the zCNE set and 1,546 (1.2% of total FAIRE peaks, 12% of total Hs or Mm conserved 

zCNEs) overlapped with zCNEs conserved with human or mouse (Figure 5.10A). The 

results were mostly similar for the intersection of zIEC datasets (those regions that were 

discovered in both FAIRE-seq experiments) or either zIEC FAIRE-seq dataset alone 

(Table 5.3). In any case, conservation could not predict 95% of FAIRE-seq peaks. 

Assuming that zIEC FAIRE-seq captures the functional regulatory landscape similar to 

published reports, this data corroborates results presented in Chapter 3 questioning the 
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utility of conservation with currently sequenced genomes for predicting non-

developmental CRMs in the zebrafish.  

 Taken from a different perspective, this analysis yielded 1,443 FAIRE-seq non-

genic peaks that distinguish chromatin regions active in the intestinal epithelium that 

have been conserved for ~450 million years since the last common ancestor of fish and 

mammals. I used GREAT to associate these peaks to putative target genes and analyze 

the functional enrichment. This revealed enrichment near genes involved in 

transcriptional regulation and synthesis of macromolecules, as well as various signaling 

pathways known to function in development and intestinal epithelial biology such as 

nuclear receptors and Wnt signaling (Figure 5.10C). These FAIRE sites are enriched 

near genes that cause defects in the intestine, gut epithelium, or endocrine systems 

when mutated (Figure 5.10C). I cross-referenced regions in each functional annotation 

category with genes regulated by the microbiota in the mouse intestine [87,195] and 

involved in nutrient metabolism. Notably, Elongation of long-chain fatty acids family 

member 6 (elovl6) is an enzyme involved in the elongation of saturated and 

monounsaturated fatty acids and has been implicated in diseases such as diabetes and 

obesity [312]. FAIRE-seq revealed a region of open chromatin within the first intron of 

zebrafish elovl6 that directly overlapped with the highly conserved zCNE. Inspection of 

the Elovl6 locus in mouse also revealed a strong DNase hypersensitive peak that 

overlapped the conserved region (Figure 5.10D). Hepatic nuclear factor 4 alpha (Hnf4α) 

is a well-studied transcription factor involved in the development and maintenance of the 

liver and intestine. There is a highly conserved region upstream of the Hnf4α TSS that 

overlaps open chromatin in both the zebrafish intestinal epithelium and the mouse 

intestinal epithelium (Figure 5.10E). These data highlight only 2 of over 1,000 regions 

conserved between mouse and fish that are putative intestinal cis-regulatory modules in  
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Figure 5.10: FAIRE-seq in zebrafish IECs uncovers ancient CRMs 
(A) Cartoon schematic of the zebrafish intestine used for zIEC FAIRE-seq drawn to approximate scale. 
Anterior intestine (light green), middle intestine (green), and posterior intestine (dark green). (B) The overlap 
of zebrafish conserved non-genic elements (zCNEs) [311] and FAIRE-seq peaks from zIEC 1, zIEC2, the 
intersection of zIEC 1/zIEC 2, and the union. Gray represents non-overlap or unconserved FAIRE peaks. 
Orange represents FAIRE peaks conserved with teleosts and green represents FAIRE peaks conserved 
with mouse (Mm) or human (Hs). See Table 5.2 for more detail. (C) FAIRE-seq peaks conserved with 
human or mouse were linked to nearest genes and analyzed for functional enrichment using GREAT. 
Hs/Mm conserved peaks were enriched near genes involved transcriptional regulation and developmental 
signaling processes. (D) UCSC browser view of conservation and IEC open chromatin tracks at the 
elongation of fatty acids 6 (elov6) locus from zebrafish intestine (FAIRE-seq) and mouse ileum (DNase-seq) 
reveals a highly conserved peak in the 1st intron. (E) UCSC browser view of conservation and IEC open 
chromatin tracks at the hepatic nuclear factor 4 α (Hnf4α) locus from zebrafish intestine (FAIRE-seq) and 
mouse ileum (DNase-seq) reveals a highly conserved peak in the upstream of the TSS. 
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both lineages and can now be used as a guide for in depth structure-function analysis in 

the zebrafish. The extent of divergent, convergent, and parallel evolution of tissue-

specific and microbial control of transcriptional regulation in the intestine will soon be 

open to in depth interrogation.  

 

 
Table 5.3: Summary of the intersection of FAIRE-seq peaks with zebrafish conserved non-genic 
elements (zCNEs) 
The intersection (overlap) of FAIRE sites from two replicates of zebrafish intestinal epithelial cells (IEC1 
peaks and IEC2 peaks) with zCNEs is shown. The intersection and union of FAIRE IEC 1 and IEC 2 
datasets was also determined and the intersection with zCNEs computed from these sets. The data sets are 
represented as the number of elements, bases, and the percentage of the zebrafish genome covered by 
each set. The intersection of the sets is represented by the number of elements, bases, the percentage of 
the zebrafish genome, and the percentage of total FAIRE peaks covered by each intersection. Two 
categories are shown: the overlap of FAIRE peaks with all zCNEs and the ovlerlap of zCNEs that are 
conserved with human (Hs) or mouse (Mm). 
 

 

5.5  Discussion 

5.5.1 Genomic atlas of open chromatin in the vertebrate intestinal epithelium 

Non-genic cis-regulatory DNA modules govern cell type-specific identity and 

response to environmental factors such as the intestinal microbiota. Predicting CRMs 

using only sequence conservation largely ignores context. Here I have applied DNase-

seq or FAIRE-seq to the mouse and zebrafish in order to elucidate the open chromatin 

landscape in IECs under varying environmental conditions (Figure 5.3-5.5). I presented 

pilot results from conventionally-raised mouse and zebrafish IECs that exhibited 

hallmark features of published datasets and corroborated known intestine-specific 
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regulatory regions at the mouse Villin1 locus and the zebrafish angptl4 locus. I also 

showed that these datasets could be used to predict novel CRMs at numerous other loci 

(Figure 5.7, 5.10). Although my experimental approach was to limit the cellular 

complexity of the sample through epithelial sloughing and microdissection, the 

heterogeneity of cell types covered in these datasets presents both an opportunity and a 

challenge. It is expected that each intestinal epithelial cell type should have a somewhat 

unique regulatory landscape and therefore a distinct potential to mediate microbiota-

associated responses. I chose to sacrifice complete homogeneity for breadth and 

included all cell types within the intestinal epithelium as opposed to sorting specific cell 

types. In this way there is increased coverage of potential microbial responses while 

limiting the time cells would spend outside of their native environment prior to lysis or 

fixation. In the future, it would be interesting to parse out crypt versus villus regulatory 

regions using gene expression profiles from intestinal crypts or villi [313]. There are also 

robust expression datasets available comparing paneth cells and Lgr5+ stem cells [314]. 

I am currently unaware of any available gene expression datasets of sorted goblet cells, 

enteroendocrine cells, or enterocytes though these may exist and would be very helpful 

in assigning peaks to cell type-specific gene expression. Finally, we should soon have 

datasets from the mouse colon and duodenum and it will be interesting to compare the 

regulatory landscape in three similar cell populations distributed along functionally 

distinct regions of the alimentary tract. Naturally, biological replicates will enable 

corroboration of tissue-specific putative CRMs highlighted in this Chapter. 

 

5.5.2 Open chromatin maps to predict transcription factors 

I showed that sequences distinguished by DNase hypersensitivity could predict 

transcription factors that have known roles in IEC biology and likely function through 

these DNA regions to regulate gene expression in the ileum (Figure 5.8, 5.9). There are 
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a number of important considerations for future efforts aimed at motif prediction using 

these datasets. All points are equally valid for zebrafish FAIRE-seq data, though I focus 

on the DNase-seq mIEC data for brevity.  

 The first point pertains to the specific sequences used for motif predictions. The 

peak calling method is very important and is an active area of research. In this study, we 

used the statistically rigorous F-seq package [301] to generate discrete peaks by fitting 

sequencing tag-based signal data to a gamma distribution and determining the signal 

value of each distribution. DNase hypersensitive site status can then be designated by a 

certain p-value cut-off or as a certain quantile of total discrete peaks. In general, a p-

value less than 0.05 or the top ~100,000 peaks have been used arbitrarily as cutoffs for 

using peaks in in silico experimental analyses [141]. However, the selected cut-off can 

likely have strong impact on the analysis. For example, using the top 25,000 peaks 

would enrich for promoter associated DH sites (Figure 5.6A). Furthermore the algorithm 

used for determining the optimal peak boundary, or bandwidth, will affect the results. On 

a first approximation, F-seq peak calls were narrower and distinguished neighboring 

DNase hypersensitive peaks better than MACS, an alternate method of peak calling 

designed using ChIP-seq datasets (data not shown) [315]. However, in browsing peak 

calls in the DNase-seq dataset, I noticed multiple occurrences in which neighboring 

CRMs could be visually distinguished as two distinct peaks yet both F-seq and MACS 

combined these peaks into a single DNase hypersensitive site. Also, there were 

occasions (such as Sox2 and Sox9, not shown) in which the peak call covered most of 

the gene, though an easily distinguishable peak at the promoter was observed. One way 

around the bandwidth problem would be to use only a set number of bases flanking the 

peak summit or peak center as the peak boundary. This would also standardize the 

number of bases used per sequence in downstream in silico analyses. However, similar 
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to the ‘Goldilocks conundrum’, too broad will include non-functional DNA and too narrow 

will exclude functional DNA. 

The second major point involves using gene sets to filter peaks and associated 

sequences used for motif analysis. It is non-trivial to determine the gene regulated by a 

given CRM as distinguished solely by DNase hypersensitivity. Current methods (such as 

those used in this study) most often assign peaks to the nearest one or two genes as 

this is an easy solution and requires no additional information other than an annotated 

genome. However, this underestimates the complexities of gene regulation as 

enhancers or other cis-regulatory features can frequently be distal from target genes 

[68]. Nearest gene methods ignore recent observations that the three-dimensional 

organization of genomes have a profound impact on gene regulation through long-range 

promoter-promoter and promoter-enhancer interactions [316]. Furthermore, a recent 

comprehensive analysis of cis-regulatory sequences in multiple tissues from the mouse 

showed strong evidence that the genome is partitioned into functional domains in which 

CRMs are coordinately regulated [317]. Despite these considerations, there is ample 

data that suggest CRMs located near genes often regulate those genes and can be 

used for generating testable hypotheses. Indeed using basic approaches, I was able to 

identify a number of candidate factors that may regulate microbial control of gene 

expression through DH sites in the ileum (Figure 5.9). Including RNA expression data or 

incorporating published chromatin interaction datasets from the mouse intestine [317] 

may help mitigate the underlying assumptions of nearest gene approaches and sidestep 

the need to generate chromatin interaction datasets from IECs.  

Finally, it is important to highlight that the particular method or software used for 

motif enrichment analysis is subject to debate. There is what seems to be an endless 

stream of motif prediction software available, each with apparent positive and negative 

features. In this study, I used MEME-ChIP because it allows de novo motif generation 
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from ~100,000 input sequences, integrates comparison against databases of known 

motifs, and utilizes a graphical user interface. However, an important drawback is that 

MEME-ChIP does not sample every sequence in the input query, but instead randomly 

samples the center 100 bp from up to 600 sequences. Alternatively, DREME (in the 

same package) samples the center 100 bp from all sequences, but is biased towards 

short motifs. MEME-ChIP does allow inclusion of a background Markov model generated 

from random sequences, though I did not utilize this feature in my preliminary analysis. 

There are multiple other packages such as Homer [318], cisFinder [319], CENT-DIST 

[320] and others [321] that should be explored. Importantly, incorporating genome-wide 

DNase-footprinting analysis [142] into the motif search will utilize the full capacity of the 

DNase-seq datasets. However, all efforts toward motif prediction are subject to the same 

biases discussed in Chapter 4, and therefore dependent on both the quality of the input 

sequences as well as the queried databases. 

 

5.5.3  Integrating zebrafish and mouse open chromatin maps 

Approximately 450 million years distinguish the independent evolutionary 

histories of mice and zebrafish [204]. Most comparisons between zebrafish and 

mammals have focused on CRMs regulating developmental processes as many of these 

regions are highly conserved and therefore discernable through comparative sequence 

analysis [124]. To my knowledge the datasets generated in this study mark the first time 

that the chromatin landscape of a common differentiated tissue from such distant 

vertebrate relatives has been profiled and compared. I showed that the FAIRE-seq zIEC 

dataset could be used to elucidate ancient non-genic DNA likely functional in both the 

mouse and zebrafish intestine (Figure 5.10). However, conserved FAIRE-seq peaks are 

the vast minority. It has been shown that there are strong evolutionary constraints that 

maintain tissue-specific gene expression patterns across vertebrates despite an 
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apparent absence of sequence conservation in non-genic DNA to account for conserved 

gene expression [322,323]. Comparing open chromatin landscapes at conserved genes 

with high expression in the intestine, but with no apparent non-genic sequence 

conservation, should present valuable opportunities for understanding the evolution of 

vertebrate cis/trans regulatory systems.   

How does the location of CRMs relative to the gene body change over 

evolutionary time? Does TFBS composition within functional modules turnover or 

change altogether? Does gene function or cell type correlate with differential 

conservation of CRMs active in the intestine? Recently there has been some progress in 

addressing these questions in vertebrates [120,324], however most of the analysis has 

been limited to computation and lack appropriate heterologous reporter systems for 

cross-species comparative analysis. In this light, the Angptl4 gene provides an 

illustrative example of how mouse and zebrafish data can be integrated. I showed in 

Chapter 3 that an unconserved zebrafish intronic CRM recapitulates intestine-specific 

and microbial suppression of zebrafish angptl4 transcription. The orthologous intron did 

not drive intestinal expression in the zebrafish, despite strong mammalian conservation 

in the same intron and known regulatory potential (Figure S3.8). DNase-seq in mIECs 

allowed the discovery of a weakly conserved DH site upstream of the mouse Angptl4 

TSS that is targeted by the transcription factor FXR (Figure 5.8) and has a binding site 

composition similar to the zebrafish in3.4 module. It will be interesting to determine if this 

putative mouse CRM is sufficient to drive expression in the zebrafish and/or mouse 

intestinal epithelial cells. It is possible that despite numerous reports of conserved 

regulatory function in the absence of sequence conservation [196,323], cross-species 

functional conservation will be restricted in this case. In any result, this will be an 

informative case study toward understanding the evolution of transcriptional regulation of 
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non-developmental genes with conserved tissue-specific and environmental control 

expression patterns.  

Though tedious, assaying conserved and un-conserved candidate CRMs in vivo 

is a powerful avenue to uncover the intricacies of intestine-specific regulatory logic. I 

estimate that using current techniques and vector systems, one person could clone and 

assay 50 putative CRMs in the zebrafish over the course of a couple of months. The 

current Tol2 vector system [186] is the major limiting factor, as it requires a two-step 

cloning procedure. The throughput could be dramatically increased if alternative single-

step cloning systems [325] or perhaps non-vector systems [124,326] were explored. 

Also, it would be highly beneficial to have a comparable in vivo assay system available 

in the mouse model. Transgenic reporter expression via pronuclear injections is the gold 

standard for assaying CRMs in the mouse [123], but it is time consuming and expensive. 

An alternative method could be explored in which constructs are electroporated into the 

embryonic mouse intestine [327] or transfected into organoid culture systems [328]. 

Caco-2 or other cell culture lines are less desirable though adequate alternatives for 

CRM validation.  

Current methods to directly compare cross-species chromatin genomic datasets 

to identify shared and distinct peaks genome-wide have required sequences to be 

aligned to a single reference genome [329] or to convert genome coordinates of peak 

calls to genome coordinates of another organisms using sequence alignment. The 

evolutionary distance between mouse and zebrafish may make these tasks difficult. In 

any case, I was able to use the overlap of FAIRE-seq peak calls with annotated sets of 

zebrafish conserved non-genic elements to discover putative functional CRMs 

conserved between mouse and zebrafish (Figure 5.10). Computing the reciprocal set 

(sequences distinguished by mouse DH sites that are conserved with zebrafish) and 

finding the overlap with zIEC FAIRE-seq peaks will elucidate open chromatin sites 
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conserved in both the mouse and fish IECs. However, this will ignore open chromatin 

regions that are not distinguished by primary sequence similarity. Alternative approaches 

using transcription factor binding site composition and clustering may greatly extend the 

set of functional CRMs conserved between zebrafish and mouse [266,330].  

 

5.5.4  Microbial impact on cis-regulatory function and evolution 

The primary motivation for this project was to understand how the microbiota has 

impacted the functional landscape of non-genic DNA in the intestinal epithelium. One of 

the most interesting questions that these datasets should address is how a cell uses the 

genome to respond to dramatically different environmental conditions. In addition to the 

CONV-R mouse and zebrafish samples analyzed here, we have multiple replicates of 

CONV-R and GF samples in the sequencing pipeline that are expected to provide 

answers in the coming months. The degree of effect of microbial colonization on 

chromatin openness and CRM activity remains unknown. It is possible, though doubtful, 

that we will observe large or binary changes in open chromatin landscapes in GF vs. 

CONV-R environmental conditions. It is more likely that differences will be moderate and 

it is expected that the high signal to noise ratio and quantitative nature of the DNase I 

hypersensitivity assay will be particularly useful for discerning regions that mediate 

response to microbial activity. Furthermore, it may be that differential DNase footprinting 

[142] rather than overall chromatin accessibility can explain gene expression differences 

in GF vs. CONV-R animals. There is precedence to suggest that differential DNase 

digestion can explain many of the gene expression changes observed between species, 

cell-types, and environmental conditions [331,332]. Using rigorous statistical methods to 

discern regions of the genome that are more or less hypersensitive in GF compared to 

CONV-R animals and correlating these changes with gene expression will be paramount 

to the success of this project. Comparing microbiota regulated chromatin in IECs to other 
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tissues such as liver or kidney will help parse out the overlap between tissue-specificity 

and environmental responses.  

One of the most exciting questions that this study should help address is where 

in evolution did the regulatory regions that mediate host responses to the microbiota 

emerge and how fast do they turnover? To answer this question we will need to define a 

set of putative CRMs as characterized by differential DNase hypersensitivity or FAIRE 

enrichment and use sequence conservation thresholds in these regions to determine at 

what branch in the phylogeny each CRM appeared [120]. Again the mouse DNase-seq 

data will be particularly informative because of the multitude of mammalian genomes 

sequenced. Further binning CRMs into functional categories using GREAT, filtering for 

tissue-specificity, and defining the branch of innovation should elucidate salient features 

of cis-regulatory evolution. Combining zIEC and mIEC genomic datasets with (i) the 

utility of the zebrafish as a gnotobiotic system amenable to rapid genetic manipulation 

and (ii) the biomedical relevance and extensive reagent resource of the mouse model, is 

expected to provide unprecedented insight into the evolution of host-microbe symbiosis.  

 

 

Table 5.4: DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq sequencing results summary 
Illumina sequencing reads and alignment statistics for CONV-R mouse ileum DNase-seq replicate 1, CONV-
R adult zebrafish IECs FAIRE-seq replicates 1-4, CONV-R 6dpf zebrafish GI tract FAIRE-seq replicate 1, 
and GF 6dpf zebrafish GI tract FAIRE-seq replicate 1 are shown. 
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5.6  Materials and Methods 
  

5.6.1  Mouse and zebrafish husbandry 

All mice used in this study were in the C57BL/6 background sourced from 

Jackson Laboratories and reared under germ-free or specific pathogen-free (SPF) 

conditions in the National Gnotobiotic Rodent Resource Center at the University of North 

Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill. Production, colonization, maintenance, feeding, and 

sterility testing of germ-free mice were performed using standard procedures per the 

National Gnotobiotic Rodent Resource Center. Animals were housed on Alpha-dri 

bedding (Shepherd) and fed 3500 Autoclaveable Breeder Chow (Prolab) ad libitum. 

All zebrafish used in this study were wild type TL strains reared in the Zebrafish 

Aquaculture Core Facility at UNC Chapel Hill. Conventionally raised adult fish were fed 

twice daily with Great Salt Lake strain brine shrimp (Artemia, Aquafauna Bio-Marine, 

ABM-GSL-TIN-90) supplemented with flake food (5 parts Tetramin ®Flakes Aquatic 

Ecosystems, 16623; 1.5 parts Zeigler ® Aquatox Flakes, Aquatic Ecosystems, AX5; 1.5 

parts Spirulina Flakes Aquatic Ecosystems, ZSF5; 1 part Cyclop-eeze Argent Chemical 

Laboratories, F-CYCL-FD30-CS; 1 part San Francisco Bay Freeze-dried brine shrimp 

(Aquatic Ecosystems, SB113. Conventionally raised 6 dpf zebrafish were offspring from 

TL strains reared and maintained as described [226]. Production, colonization, 

maintenance, and sterility testing of 6 dpf germ-free zebrafish were performed as 

described [57,94].  

All experiments using mice and zebrafish were performed according to 

established protocols approved by the Animal Studies Committee at UNC at Chapel Hill. 
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5.6.2  DNase hypersensitivity 

IECs isolation from mouse 

Eight-week old mice were terminally anesthetized with 0.5 ml isofluorane in an 

airtight container and euthanized via cervical dislocation. Duodenum (anterior 5 

centimeters of midgut), ileum (posterior 6 centimeters of midgut), and colon (6 

centimeters of terminal hindgut) were harvested and placed into three separately labeled 

50ml conical tubes containing ice-cold PBS. Using a dissecting scope, intestine-

associated mesentery, adipocytes, and blood vessels were removed from each 

segment. Using scissors and starting with colon, each segment was splayed, vigorously 

washed quickly five to ten times with 50 ml ice-cold PBS, and transferred into 

dissociation reagent 1 (DR1; 30 mM EDTA, 1.5 mM DTT, 0.5x Complete protease 

inhibitors (Roche), in 1x PBS) for 15 minutes on ice. Segments were transferred to 

Dissociation Reagent 2 (DR2; 30 mM EDTA, 0.5x Complete protease inhibitors (Roche), 

in PBS) and moderately shaken by hand for 5-20 minutes (depending on tissue) until 

most epithelial cells are sloughed [291]. Note that isolation of intestinal epithelial cells 

were staggered at 5 minute intervals because the colonic epithelium takes approximately 

15 minutes to slough, the ileal epithelium takes 10-15 minutes, and the duodenal 

epithelium takes 5-10 minutes. Intestinal lamina propria was removed and 8 ml of cold 

PBS was added to the cells on ice. Care was taken to minimize contact of cells with 

polypropylene pipette tips and polystyrene pipettes due to cell stickiness and loss. Cells 

were pelleted at 400 x G at 4°C and washed twice with 13 ml cold PBS. During each 

wash cells were resuspended by flicking in 1 ml PBS before adding the remaining 12 ml. 

After the 2nd wash, cells were resuspended in 0.5 ml cold PBS and 0.1 ml was reserved 

for RNA extraction.  
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DNase hypersensitivity assay on mouse IECs 

Cells were gently lysed by adding 10 ml 0.1% Igepal in Resuspension Buffer (10 

mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2) containing 1x Complete Protease 

Inhibitors, inverted three times, and three gentle shakes. Nuclei were pelleted at 600 x G 

for 10 min at 4°C. Nuclei were resuspended by flicking in 0.73 ml RSB. Nuclei aliquots 

(0.12 ml) were transferred to labeled 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes on ice using a wide bore 

pipette tip (cut with razor). Nuclei were incubated at 37°C for 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 

minutes, 4 minutes, or 8 minutes and reactions stopped by addition of 0.33 ml cold 

50mM EDTA. Agarose plugs were made by pipetting 0.45 ml of 55°C 1% low-melting 

point agarose (in sterile 50 mM EDTA, pH 8.0; InCert, Lonza, 50121) directly to the 

reactions on ice and quickly distributing approximately 80 µL per plug yielding about 10 

plugs per time point. Plugs were solidified at 4°C and transferred to 50 ml of LIDS Buffer 

(10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0; 1% lauryl sulfate lithium salt (Sigma); 100 mM EDTA) and 

shaken for 1 hour at room temperature at 60 rpm. LIDS Buffer was changed and plugs 

were incubated overnight at 37°C. Plugs were washed five times with 50 ml of 50 mM 

EDTA for 1 hour each wash. Plugs were then stored at 4°C in 50 mM EDTA. Half of one 

plug at each condition was used to determine the appropriate amount of digestion to be 

used for constructing sequencing libraries. Libraries were made exactly as described 

[137]. 

 

5.6.3  Formaldehyde Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements (FAIRE) 

Isolation of IECs from adult zebrafish 

Approximately 1-year post fertilization female zebrafish (TL strain) were 

terminally anesthetized with 0.8% tricaine (w/v) (Argent Chemical Laboratories). The 

midgut or midgut/hindgut segments were dissected, splayed, and washed extensively 
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with ice-cold 1x PBS with care taken to remove as much intestine associated fascia, 

adipocytes, and blood vessels as possible. Three washed intestines were transferred 

into dissociation reagent 1 (DR1; 30 mM EDTA, 1.5 mM DTT, 0.5x Complete protease 

inhibitors (Roche), in 1x PBS) for 15 minutes on ice. Segments were transferred to 

Dissociation Reagent 2 (DR2; 30 mM EDTA, 0.5x Complete protease inhibitors (Roche), 

in PBS) and moderately shaken by hand for 5 minutes until most epithelial cells were 

sloughed [291]. Intestinal lamina propria was removed and 8 ml of cold 1x PBS was 

added to the cells on ice. Care was taken to minimize contact of cells with polypropylene 

pipette tips and polystyrene pipettes because cells would stick to the sides. Cells were 

pelleted at 500 x G at 4°C and washed once with 13 ml of cold PBS. Cells were re-

suspended by flicking in 0.5 ml cold 1x PBS and 0.1 ml was reserved for RNA extraction.  

 

FAIRE on adult zebrafish IECs  

FAIRE was performed exactly as described [139] with the following modifications. 

Briefly, freshly isolated intestinal epithelial cells were directly fixed for 5-10 minutes in 10 

ml of 1-3% w/v Formaldehyde solution (in 1x PBS) at room temperature and gentle 

rocking. Glycine (2.5M) was added to a final concentration of 125 mM to quench the 

formaldehyde. Cells were pelleted at 600 x G and washed three times in cold 1x PBS 

without dissociating the pellet. Note that dissociation of the pellet often resulted in 

significant cell loss due to sticking to the sides of the conical tubes. Fixed and washed 

cell pellets were flash frozen and stored at -80°C. Cells were lysed in 2 ml Lysis Buffer A 

(10 mMTris-HCl (pH8.0), 2% (vol/vol) Triton X--100, 1% SDS, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM 

EDTA) and sonicated using a Branson Sonifier 450D equipped with a microtip for 6-13 

cycles (1 second burst, 0.5 second pause, for 30 seconds/cycle at 70% intensity) 
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allowing samples to cool on ice for 1 minute between cycles. The rest of the protocol 

was performed exactly as described [139]. 

 

FAIRE on dissected 6 dpf GI tracts.  

For each condition, four rounds of twenty-five GI tracts were dissected from 6 dpf 

zebrafish larvae into 0.1 ml of 1x PBS on ice (30 minutes per 25 GI tracts) totaling 

approximately 100 GI tracts per FAIRE experiment. After each round, the GI tracts were 

fixed for 10 minutes in 4% Formaldehyde solution (in 50 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 1 

mM EDTA), quenched with 125mM Glycine (final concentration) for 10 minutes at RT, 

washed three times in 1x PBS at 4°C, flash frozen and stored at -80°C. The GI tracts 

were then lysed in 2 ml of Lysis Buffer A and sonicated as described above. The rest of 

the protocol was performed exactly as described [139]. Quantitative PCR was performed 

as described above using primers listed in Table S3.2. 

 

5.6.4  Library preparation and high throughput sequencing 

DNase-seq libraries were prepared exactly as described [137] with 5 µg of DNA 

pooled from nuclei digested for 2 minutes, 4 minutes, and 8 minutes at 37°C for mouse 

and 0 minutes, 2 minutes, and 4 minutes at 25°C for zebrafish by Chris Frank in the lab 

of Greg Crawford. The ileum DNase-seq library was sequenced at the Duke Sequencing 

and Analysis Core Resource using Illumina HiSeq.  Sequencing generated 156,832,519 

mapable reads of read length 20 bp that were aligned to the mouse genome 

(MCBI37/mm9) using BWA [333] with default parameters. Raw aligned sequencing 

reads were smoothened using a kernel density estimation function called Parzen 

windowing [300,301], which allows identification of DNase hypersensitivity (DH) sites 

from uniquely mapped tags. DNase hypersensitive sites (or peaks) used for analysis 
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were called using F-seq [301]. Peaks were also called using MACS [315] as comparison 

but data was not shown using these peaks. Alignment and peak calling was performed 

by Yoichiro Shibata in the lab of Greg Crawford. A summary of the sequencing reads 

and mapped alignments are can be found in Table 5.4. 

FAIRE-seq libraries were prepared using the TruSeq kit (Illumina, Cat. 

#15025064) according to manufacturer’s specifications with the following exceptions. 

100 ng of input FAIRE DNA was used for all zIEC samples and 60 ng were used for 6dpf 

GI tracts. Adaptors were diluted 1/10 prior to ligation. Libraries were verified using an 

Agilent Bioanalyzer by the UNC Bioinformatics and Genomics Core facility and 

sequenced (two libraries multiplexed per lane) using Illumina HiSeq at the UNC High-

throughput Sequencing Core Facility. FAIRE-seq sequencing results were processed 

and mapped to the zebrafish genome (Zv9/GCA_000002035.2) using Zinba [334] by 

Jeremy Simon in the lab of Jason Leib. FAIRE-seq peaks were called using MACS 

[315]. A summary of the sequencing reads and mapped alignments are can be found in 

Table 5.4.  

 

5.6.5  Bioinformatic analysis of DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq datasets 

 Most basic computational tasks were performed using the “operate on genomic 

intervals toolset” in Galaxy [335 2010,336] or the “integrative analysis” toolset on 

Cistrome [337]. Distributions of DHSs across genomic features (promoter, exons, 

introns, etc.) were computed with help from Chris Frank using Refseq gene annotations 

and an in-house script in the Crawford lab. Relative gene expression scores from 

wildtype C57BL/6 CONV-R ileum [87] were sorted and correlated with open chromatin at 

the TSS using R with the assistance of Chris Frank. PhastCons scores were computed 

using the Cistrome conservation plots tool with 1000 bp surrounding the peak center. 

DHS conservation was further determined by the overlap with mouse CNEEs [120].  
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The top 50,000 peaks called using F-seq were filtered for intestine-specificity by 

subtracting the overlapping intervals (10 bp) with the top 50,000 DH sites from liver and 

kidney. DH sites 10 kb upstream, 10 kb downstream, or within the gene body of genes 

up or down regulated in the GF ileum [87] were used for motif predictions. De novo motif 

predictions were performed with MEME-ChIP [309] using default parameters and no 

background model. Motifs generated by MEME were queried against TRANSFAC and 

JASPAR databases using TOMTOM [243]. DH and FAIRE sites were linked to nearby 

genes and analyzed for functional enrichment using GREAT [338]. 

 

5.6.6  RNA extraction for RNA-seq 

Total RNA was extracted from (i) groups of 6 dpf whole zebrafish larvae from 6 

dpf zebrafish (10 larvae per group, 2 biological replicate groups per condition per 

experiment, 2 experimental replicates total) (ii) IECs from adult zebrafish (iii) IECs from 

the mouse duodenum, ileum, and colon using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen) or the Qiagen 

RNeasy (Qiagen) kit using manufacturer’s protocol. Two µg (in 50 µl RNase-free water) 

were used for TruSeq library preparation (performed by the UNC High Through-put 

Sequencing Core) for mRNA Illumina sequencing using 2 x 50bp paired-end reads. Four 

samples were multiplexed per lane. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Future Prospectus 

 

6.1 Overview 

Animals have co-existed with an intestinal microbiota since their inception over 

half a billion years ago, yet the impact of the intestinal microbiota on vertebrate evolution 

is not well understood. Much more emphasis has been placed on the microbial 

communities themselves and on the purported impact of the microbiota on the host as 

interpreted through the lens of biomedicine. In my thesis work, I have taken a gene-

centric and genomic view of transcriptional regulatory landscapes in the vertebrate 

intestine and made progress in understanding how the microbiota impacts theses 

landscapes. This prospectus section presents a unique opportunity to propose future 

trajectories at the interface of vertebrate-microbial co-evolution that can build upon the 

data presented in this dissertation. I discuss current limitations of the zebrafish model 

and potential solutions for studying transcriptional regulation, suggest that novel 

questions can be addressed by extending host-microbe transcriptional genomic research 

into model vertebrates that have extensive ecological knowledge, and highlight how new 

waves of vertebrate genome sequences will offer rich resources for those interested in 

the impact of host-microbe symbiosis on transcriptional regulation.
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6.2  Zebrafish and Transcriptional Regulation Analysis 

The work throughout my dissertation revolved around using the zebrafish model 

to study the spatiotemporal regulation of transcription in the context of host-microbiota 

symbiosis. I elucidated multiple non-genic regulatory regions that appeared to function 

as discrete modules controlling expression of angptl4 in distinct tissues including the 

intestine, liver, and pancreatic islet (Chapter 3). However, we were never able to 

definitively test this prediction. A clear future direction for our lab, and the field in 

general, would be to show that deletion of the putative tissue-specific regulatory region 

at the endogenous locus results in loss or reduction of gene expression in that tissue. It 

is well known in Drosophila that many genes have redundant (aka “shadow”) enhancers 

that foster robustness to gene regulatory programs [339,340] and it remains unclear if 

these same concepts will be true for non-developmental gene regulation in the 

vertebrate intestine. This goal will be best addressed in the short term by BAC 

recombineering [339,341], but hopefully in the near future efficient methods for 

homologous recombination of transgenic DNA with genomic DNA or use of TALEN 

mutagenesis will ready for use the zebrafish. 

Another clear direction forward is to transition our understanding of the CRMs 

controlling transcription of angptl4 in the zebrafish to mammalian systems. In my work, I 

showed that the orthologous third intron of mouse Angptl4 does not drive expression in 

the liver, islet, or intestine when heterologously assayed in the zebrafish (Figure 3.S8). 

This is despite numerous reports of a mammalian conserved and functional PPAR 

response element (PPRE) located in this intron in the mouse that is active in multiple 

tissues including the liver [177]. Indeed there are PPREs located in the third intron of 

zebrafish angptl4 (Figure 3.7). Why then doesn’t the mouse region function as a tissue 

specific enhancer in the zebrafish? I uncovered an intestine-specific DNase 

hypersensitive site approximately 6.5 kb upstream of the mouse Angptl4 transcription 
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start site that is has a similar composition of TFBSs as the zebrafish in3.4 module and is 

bound by the transcription factor FXR in vivo (Figure 5.8). It will be exciting to test this 

mouse region for heterologous reporter expression in the zebrafish and mammalian 

intestinal epithelial cells. Futhermore, it would be highly informative to assay the 

zebrafish in3.3 and in3.4 islet and intestinal regulatory modules in the mouse, as well as 

other fish models such as medaka or stickleback. Cases in which modules are functional 

in one organism but not the other organism will yield insight into the logic governing 

CRM function and co-evolution with corresponding transcription factors. In this light, the 

mouse and zebrafish DNase-seq and FAIRE-seq datasets will be immense repositories 

of potential CRMs to study cross-species functional conservation. 

I imagine that the utility of the zebrafish for genomics-based assays will increase 

in the future, especially with the application of genomic methods to uncover non-coding 

functional DNA. I previously discussed a number of areas that need to be improved in 

order to maximize the zebrafish as a model, but I will reiterate and compile these points 

below. Overcoming some of these limitations will further advance our ability use the 

zebrafish to uncover the transcription factors and cis-regulatory DNA that mediate host-

microbe co-evolution. 

i. Limitation: Most of the conserved non-genic regions between zebrafish and other 

sequenced vertebrates are involved in development and therefore using 

conservation as a proxy for function is severely limited to a subset of biological 

processes [124].  

 

Potential solution: Sequence the genome of an experimentally tractable fish 

species that diverged from the zebrafish 10-40 million years ago. Note that there 

will soon be two more Danio species publically available (Danio nigrofasciatus, 
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Danio albolineatus) with genome sequences available (Dave Parichy personal 

communication), however these species are probably too close to be of much 

use for discovering non-coding functional regions. 

 

ii. Limitation: The Tol2 system offers efficient transgenesis, but does not allow site-

specific insertion into the zebrafish genome thus leading to position and copy 

number effects. Also, the current Tol2 cloning system is hindered by a multi-step 

cloning procedure. 

 

Potential Solution: Learn from work in Drosophila to develop new strategies such 

as Cre-recombinase [342], phi31-integrase [343], or Flp-recombinase [344] for 

site-directed integration of transgenes. For the short-term using the current Tol2 

system, my strategy would be to convert the attL gateway site in the pT2cfosGW 

destination vector into an attP gateway site. This would generate a one-step 

cloning system for direct cloning of a PCR fragment into a Tol 2 vector upstream 

of the cfos minimal promoter facilitating at least a two-fold increase in throughput.  

 

iii. Limitation: The throughput for assaying putative cis-regulatory modules for 

reporter expression in vivo is currently only moderate in the zebrafish system.  

 

Potential Solution: There are two strategies that could be employed to increase 

throughput. The first would be to explore automation of reporter screening [345] 

because manually aligning, imaging, and scoring injected fish is a major time 

constraint. Another strategy is to harness high throughput sequencing 

technologies to massively test putative CRMs in parallel [346,347]. One could 
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imagine cloning selected FAIRE-seq, DNase-seq, or ChIP-seq sites into one-step 

cloning vectors upstream of a barcoded reporter, gavaging pooled constructs into 

the intestine, electroporating vectors into IECs, harvesting RNA after several of 

days, and sequencing to look for enriched barcodes. Another potentially feasible 

strategy would be to perform a chromatin assay such as FAIRE- or ChIP-seq, 

ligate adapters to the DNA pools enriched for regulatory modules, and clone 

pools into a vector to create a library of CRMs upstream of a barcoded reporter. 

Sequence the library to identify the CRM and barcoded reporter pair. Then inject 

libraries into embryos or gavage/electroporate into intestines and sequence 

reporter RNA.  

 

iv. Limitation: A disappointment in my dissertation work was the inability to 

successfully identify and assay strong candidate transcription factors that 

regulate the in3.4 CRM using unbiased DNA centered methods. In hindsight, the 

strength of the zebrafish as a model system is not in biochemistry, but rather in 

genetic screens. The limitation for my work was a lack of resources to 

systematically assay transcription factors in vivo. 

 

Potential Solution: A large-scale, organized effort aimed at establishing a library 

of transcription factor resources freely available to the zebrafish community 

would greatly enhance the discovery power of the zebrafish model. This could 

begin with a comprehensive effort to assay morpholinos targeting as many TFs 

as possible and use RNA-seq to identify genes regulated by the TF, generation 

and validation of ChIP-grade TF-specific antibiodies, vector libraries containing 

transcription factor TF-specific cDNA for RNA overexpression, Yeast 1-hybrid 
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TF-specific libraries, or vector libraries of TALEN or Zinc-Finger nucleases 

targeting TF loci.  

 

v. Limitation: I successfully applied FAIRE-seq to uncover the genome-wide 

regulatory landscape in zebrafish 6 dpf GI tracts. However, this data set includes 

many cell types and a future directive would be to perform genomic assays on 

purified cell populations. Current estimate of the number of cells required for 

assays such as FAIRE-seq and DNase-seq is around 1 million cells per 

experiment. My attempts to use flow cytometry to sort intestinal epithelial cells 

and neutrophils recovered approximately 20,000 (IECs) and 3,000 (neutrophils) 

making the 1 million cell mark out of practical reach. 

 

Potential Solution: It may be possible to optimize these genomic assays on much 

fewer cells using existing or easily adaptable protocols [348]. Furthermore, 

microfluidic devices offers incredible opportunities at miniaturization of the many 

steps in these protocols and are becoming increasingly accessible [349]. 

Processing tissues and dissociating cells from their in vivo context within the 

living fish may confound results attained from sorted cells. However, for ChIP 

and FAIRE, it is possible to directly fix the tissue with formaldehyde prior to 

dissociation and sorting [350] 

 
6.3  Host-Microbe Symbiosis and Adaptive Evolution 

I like to imagine the multi-cellular organism as a symbiotic community of 

unicellular organisms, where each cell has a common yet differentially accessible 

genome, and a unifying purpose to ensure the propagation of the germ-line. There are 
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problems with this imagery, but it allows one to invoke principles from ecology and 

evolution to understand cells as individuals within populations. Recasting the view of the 

microbiota in ecological terms has already generated significant insight into rules 

governing microbial community assembly [20] and viewing cells constituting the 

intestinal epithelium, as well as other cell types within the body, as individual “species” 

may help us understand the patterns that are emerging at the transcriptional genomics 

scale. In this light, a major future initiative would be to study how different cell types 

utilize their accessible genome to maintain homeostasis during changing environmental 

conditions, such as the presence and absence of a microbiota or in disease states. Are 

mechanisms distinct for a given cell type or environmental condition? Do mechanisms 

evolve differentially for different cell types? Intestinal epithelial cells such as enterocytes 

maintain homeostasis in a dynamic and potentially hostile luminal environment. How do 

these conditions compare to those of a striated muscle cell or an astrocyte or an 

olfactory neuron? What impact does cell location and function have on regulatory 

evolution? Recent evidence suggests that waves of regulatory innovations occurred at 

specific functional gene categories during evolution [120]. Can this concept be extended 

to cell type? Cells within a multicellular organism experience very different local 

environments, so it seems reasonable that homeostatic regulatory networks active in 

one cell-type may evolve at a different rate than networks in another cell type. A crude 

analysis in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.6) did not suggest a striking difference in conservation 

between intestine, lever, and kidney DH sites, however a different pattern may be 

revealed by binning DH sites into functional categories. Many of these questions are 

addressable using the immense datasets generated by the ENCODE project as well as 

recent surveys in mouse [317], however the key insight will come by varying the 

environmental conditions experienced by the cells and assaying the genome-wide 

chromatin landscape. 
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New environments experienced through adaptive radiations would have imposed 

variable selective pressures on the cell types within an organism, which would have 

distinct impacts on organism fitness. Organisms such as stickleback [351] or 

Peromyscus (deer mice) [352] in which there is extensive ecological and evolutionary 

knowledge, could help us understand how quickly transcriptional regulatory regions can 

evolve in neutral and adaptive contexts for different cell types. In terms of host-microbe 

symbiosis, these models represent fertile terrain for exploring how new habitats impact 

microbial community composition and the resulting host responses.  

 

6.4  Host-Microbe Symbiosis and Genome Sandboxes 

In a few years there will be thousands of sequenced genomes and soon 

thereafter tens of thousands [24]. What can be done with this immense repository of 

base-pairs? Computation is a tool, much like a microscope, and its creative application 

to understanding genomes will be a useful experimental skill for anyone interested in 

host-microbe symbioses. The flood of genomes and the expertise of computational 

biologists will allow the genetic reconstruction of our evolutionary history and population 

dynamics. As experimentalists, our role will be to define relevant problems and learn to 

use computation and genomic resources to tackle them. There are currently 29 

mammalian genomes and I can imagine that a high-resolution reconstruction of the 

genome of the common ancestor of all mammals to be on the horizon [353]. Ancestral 

genomes will dramatically enrich the ability to understand the role that the intestinal 

microbiota has played in shaping an animal’s physiology. The first step is to catalog the 

genic and non-genic functional regions of the mouse genome in the intestinal epithelium 

that are likely to be impacted by the activities of the microbiota (such as in Chapter 5). 

The next step will be to compare these regions to the ancestral genome. What regions 

were lost from the ancestral genome or gained, constrained, or accelerated in the 
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murine lineage that might have impacted gene expression in the mouse intestine? Is 

there overlap in other extant mammalian lineages such as humans? Evolutionary 

constraint [121] and lineage-specific losses [354,355] can be calculated with the current 

set of genomes and we will partially address these questions with our datasets.  

However, the most challenging, and naturally interesting, problem will be to 

determine the causal changes in genomic sequences that underlie phenotypic evolution 

(or the reciprocal task to understand the conditions that led to changes in functional 

genomic sequence). For this, a centralized database of well-defined microbiota 

associated phenotypes (MAPs) including microbial community composition, 

metagenomics, metabolomics, host gene expression, and physiological impact could be 

collated for a set of species. There is already a copious amount of phenotypic data in the 

literature, though my experience has led me to believe that knowledge is fragmented 

and interpreted with many agendas. Once such a phenotypic database is established, a 

systematic strategy could be employed to correlate phenotypes with changes in host 

genotype using statistical analysis of metadata such as maximum information coefficient 

(MIC) [356] or by mapping MAPs to phylogenies and inferring causal loci (“Forward 

genomics”) [357]. An extended set of gnotobiotic animals would further help define a 

microbial cause of observed phenotypic traits through cross-species genomic 

comparisons. It would be great to generate DNase-seq/FAIRE-seq/RNA-seq datasets 

from one or more species representing both basal and derived branches (with respect to 

mouse) of the mammalian lineage amenable to gnotobiotic culturing techniques 

(perhaps rat and guinea pig). Phenotypic and genomic resources for humans are un-

paralleled and defining the microbial impact at base-pair resolution on the evolution of 

human associated traits should be tractable. Defining the causative molecular 

mechanism underlying a phenotype is one obstacle, proving an adaptive advantage and 

thus evolutionary significance is a non-trivial next step. With this goal in mind, it would be 
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fun to extend research of the microbial impact on transcriptional genomics into other 

mammalian or fish models in which extensive ecological and population genetic 

knowledge is available, such as those described above.   

 

6.5  Concluding Remarks 

Collective human knowledge is a living, breathing organism of gargantuan size 

with a voracious appetite. I have begun to understand and even appreciate the 

incremental nature of scientific progress. I realize that the background, data, and 

interpretations discussed in this dissertation represent little more than a “cell” in the 

“body” of human knowledge, yet I believe this work will lead to a better understanding of 

how vertebrate genomes are used to mediate responses to microbes in our intestine. I 

see potential for this work to influence the future directions of research into host-microbe 

symbiosis, and I sincerely hope that insights from this data can be further developed to 

positively impact society either through biomedicine or scientific education. At the very 

least, this process has satisfied some of my curiosity. These are exciting times in 

science and new methods are rapidly extending the realm of tractable questions that can 

be addressed in model genetic organisms as well as non-model systems. The future 

promises space and time for these ideas to grow, new cells to be discovered, and 

projected utility to become realized. 
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